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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

BIOPHYSICAL BEHAVIOR IN TROPICAL SOUTH AMERICA

The concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is rising, in response to human activitiessuch

as consumption of fossil fuel, cement production, and land cover change. This increase is mitigated

by the fact that currently, approximately one-half of the CO2 of anthropogenic origin does not take

up permanent residence in the atmosphere, but is absorbed bythe oceans and terrestrial biosphere-

the ’missing sink’, which is partitioned almost equally between ocean and land. The increasing

concentration of CO2 is forecast to alter the radiative forcing at the planet’s surface, resulting in

increased global temperatures, although the exact spatiotemporal nature of the warming is uncertain.

The missing sink has also eluded a quantitative description. We do not completely understand its

spatial patterns, nor can we say with certainty how this sinkwill evolve under changing climatic

conditions in the future. Furthermore, the atmospheric CO2 growth rate is variable with time, and

the dominant source of this variability has been traced backto terrestrial processes.

The land surface has significant influence over variability in the global atmospheric CO2

growth rate and the tropics, especially tropical South America, has been identified as a region of

particular import. The Amazon rainforest is the largest tropical forest in the world, and contains up

to 10% of terrestrial biomass. Gross fluxes of CO2 (photosynthesis and respiration) are massive,

and slight variability in these large components can imposea net CO2 flux that is felt globally. In

the tropics, seasonality in day length and temperature are minimal. The dominant signal is annual

wet and dry seasons, caused by the oscillation of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) north-

ward and southward during the year. Interannual variability is imposed by the El Niño-Southern
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Oscillation (ENSO), which can influence large-scale circulation patterns globally. During an El

Niño, eastern Pacific sea surface temperatures are anomalously warm, which results in suppression

of the ascending branches of the Hadley and Walker cells overSouth America, and subsequent de-

crease in precipitation. However, these patterns, while statistically significant on the continental

scale, are spatially variable from event to event. Inverse behavior, in the form of increased South

American precipitation is found during a La Niña, or anomalously cold eastern Pacific sea surface

temperatures.

A positive correlation between El Niño and the atmosphericCO2 growth rate has been noted,

and a canonical explanation has evolved. In this canon, El Niño results in decreased precipitation

over Amazonia, which results in decreased photosynthetic uptake, often at a lag of 6-12 months.

Decreased precipitation results from less cloudiness, which can also increase solar forcing at the

surface. This will result in warming, which can enhance respiratory processes that release carbon to

the atmosphere. Therefore, there are two pathways (reducedphotosynthesis and/or increased respi-

ration) whereby an El Niño event can lead to a net release of CO2 from the land to the atmosphere.

Some researchers predict that the Amazon forest is a fragileecosystem, and that slight

changes in temperature and/or precipitation patterns there will result in conversion of the forest

to grassland or savanna, producing a massive release of stored carbon from vegetation into the at-

mosphere. This release will cause a significant increase in global atmospheric CO2 concentration,

initiating a positive feedback on radiative conditions that will cause further warming globally.

However, there is uncertainty in this conceptual model. There is no question that tropi-

cal forest function has decoupled, to some extent, from annual cycles of wet and dry. Were this

not the case, the forest could not survive a dry season. But our physical understanding of this

system, as represented by numerical models, has had difficulty reproducing observed behavior.

Uncertainty also arises from a dispute surrounding what mechanisms drive variability in Amazo-

nia. Some researchers have observed a ’greening-up’ of the forest during annual and interannual

drought, suggesting that the forest is light-limited. Others say that this observation is spurious, and
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that Amazonian forests exhibit stress and mortality duringor following periods of reduced rainfall.

Studies using CO2 flask observations and atmospheric circulation simulations have also indicated

that large-scale response to ENSO forcing is inconsistent.

The Large Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA) is an international

research collaboration that ran officially from 1995-2005,and has provided a wealth of observa-

tional data from a formerly data-poor region. We have been able to use this data to address some of

the uncertainty in the canonical explanations of surface ecophysiology in tropical South America.

We begin at a single point. From observational studies, we are able to identify mechanisms

that have been observed to facilitate forest function through seasonal drought. Using surface-

atmosphere exchange data from a observation tower in the Tapajos River National Forest, Brazil, as

an evaluation metric, we can incorporate these mechanisms,singly and combined, into numerical

models. By doing so, we identify both a deep soil that provides a reservoir for storing water, as well

as rooting systems that can access this stored water, as requirements for maintaining forest function

in the model. When these are incorporated into a numerical model, we demonstrate an ability to

capture annual cycles and interannual as well as diurnal variability in our simulations.

Next, we extend the analysis across vegetation and moisturegradients. Maintaining our

comparison to surface observation sites, we show that physiological function and annual cycles of

surface-atmosphere exchange of energy, water, and carbon are a function of both annual rainfall and

the characteristics (length, severity) of annual drought.In the wettest regions, we find no annual

cycles; variability is imposed by synoptic- to monthly-scale variability in forcing. Gross fluxes of

carbon are always large, Bowen ratio is always low, and slight variations in precipitation, radiation,

and temperature can impose net changes in flux. As annual precipitation decreases and dry season

length increases seasonality emerges in carbon flux, with a phase shift between photosynthetic and

respiratory processes. Forest function is maintained annually, indicated by no reduction in latent

heat flux during the dry season. In many cases transpiration actually increases with increasing

insolation. It appears that there there is either a) a reduction in respiration, as surface soil dries, b)
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an increase in photosynthesis, as light levels increase when rain decreases, or c) a combination of

these two processes that results in carbon uptake during seasonal drought. A net efflux of carbon

is found during the rainy season. Moving further downgradient in precipitation, to the savanna

(cerrrado), photosynthetic and respiratory process are in-phase, and tightly coupled to annual rains.

Total ecophysiological function (photosynthesis and respiration) is greatly reduced during the dry

season, but photosynthesis is impacted more severely than respiration, resulting in a net release

of carbon during the annual drought. As vegetation shuts down, latent heat is reduced and the

Bowen ratio rises. During seasonal rains, plant function isresumed, and net carbon uptake ensues.

We demonstrate an ability to capture mean seasonal cycles across these gradients in our computer

models.

Finally, having demonstrated an ability to capture mean behavior at multiple observation

sites, we extend the analysis across a large spatial domain and over time that includes multiple

ENSO cycles. We find that on the scale of tropical South America, there is a net efflux of carbon

during the wet season and uptake during seasonal drought. Radiation explains the most variability

in ecophysiological function over the wettest regions (implying light-limitation), with water play-

ing a larger role in areas where annual precipitation is less. There is variability in the response to

moisture and light in the forest nearer the forest-savanna boundary, suggesting an interdependence

of processes. Regional response to ENSO is heterogenous. During the 1997-1998 El Niño, canon-

ical behavior was observed; precipitation decreased, and there was a basin-wide efflux of CO2 in

a combination of photosynthetic and respiratory processes. In the 1987 El Niño, the response was

more heterogenous, with regional patterns of both uptake and efflux. This suggests that variability

around seasonal cycles of precipitation, as well as magnitude of the anomaly, combine in complex

ways to determine large-scale carbon status.

We anticipate that this research will have implications forunderstanding of present climate,

as well as predictions for the future. Tropical South America is critical to global carbon flux, and

surface-atmosphere exchange has implications for atmospheric circulation and the development and
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cessation of annual wet and dry cycles. We’ve developed numerical models that, when confronted

with observations, behave consistently. We anticipate that improved understanding of present-day

ecophysiology can only make predictions of future climate more robust.

Ian Timothy Baker
Graduate Degree Program in Ecology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Summer 2011
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

This dissertation addresses the topic of interaction between the land and atmosphere in trop-

ical South America, and the chapters herein follow a logicalprogression of applying what we’ve

learned, from small to large scales. I’ll start with a brief introduction for context, to introduce rea-

sons why we should care about the Amazon and study it. I’ll give a brief summary of research

efforts, from here at Colorado State University Atmospheric Science Department, as well as what

has been published in the refereed literature. I do not include a formal literature review, as this is

done in the introductory material in the individual chapters.

This story starts, as many studies of this kind do, with the rising level of CO2 in the at-

mosphere. Human activity, in the form of fossil fuel consumption, cement production, and land

cover/land use change, has resulted in an increase of atmospheric CO2 concentration of approxi-

mately 140 parts per million [Keeling et al., 1995] over the last 250 years. This increase in CO2, a

greenhouse gas, is predicted to increase the earth’s temperature, although the exact spatiotemporal

nature of this warming is not completely known [Friedlingstein et al., 2006;IPCC, 2007]. There’s

also an added wrinkle: only about 50% of the CO2 humans emit in a given year takes final residence

in the atmosphere, while the rest is absorbed by the oceans and terrestrial biosphere [Oeschger et

al., 1975; Tans et al., 1990; IPCC, 2007]. So global atmospheric CO2 levels are rising, but at a

rate of about half what we might expect them to if the ’missingsink’ weren’t extant. The CO2

growth rate also shows variability on annual and interannual bases. Interannual variability in the

growth rate is determined by seasonality and the spatial configuration of land and oceans [Tans et
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al., 1990]. Interannual variability can be influenced by volcanic activity [Roderick et al., 2001] as

well as by variability in the meteorological forcing (i.e. temperature, precipitation) imposed at the

land or ocean surface.

There is considerable interest in the missing sink: It’s spatial configuration has relevance to

political negotiations and agreements, and its temporal evolution will play a large role in determin-

ing atmospheric conditions in the future. So what do we know?We know that about half of the sink

(one-quarter of CO2 with human origin) is taken up by oceans, half by land [Gurney et al., 2002;

Rödenbeck et al., 2003]. We also know that land uptake is highly variable, more so than ocean, and

the interannual variability of flux is more well known than the net flux itself, which has considerable

uncertainty [Bousquet et al., 2000;Peylin et al., 2005;Baker et al., 2006;Gurney et al., 2008]. It

has also been determined that a large fraction of the land variability can be traced back to the trop-

ics, especially tropical South America-the Amazon Basin [Rödenbeck et al., 2003;Gurney et al.,

2008]. Finally, CO2 flux in tropical South America has shown to have a negative correlation with

El Niño [Rayner and Law, 1999;Rödenbeck et al., 2003], although the relationship is not absolute

[Bousquet et al., 2000]. Finally, it is not known how the overall land sink will evolve over the next

100 years, whether it will remain as a sink, or if the sign willchange and the land will become a net

source of CO2 to the atmosphere [Friedlingstein et al., 2006].

It’s easy to see where I’m going here. The land is an importantand highly variable component

of the ’missing sink’, and, of the land areas, tropical SouthAmerica has been implicated to play a

significant role. Obviously, then, if we’re trying to quantify global carbon flux as well as sources

and sinks, we’d better have a good handle on South America. Dowe?

The Amazon Basin contains the largest tropical forest in theworld, and, by some estimates,

up to 10% of global biomass [Houghton et al., 2001]. This extensive forest (5.8X106 km2 Salati

and Vose, 1984) yields massive gross fluxes of CO2 between the atmosphere and land. It is intu-

itive to think that small changes in these large gross fluxes can result in significant net flux, and
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influence the global CO2 growth rate. Tropical South America straddles the equator;there is sea-

sonality in day length, especially to the south, but the overall temperature seasonality is small. In

Amazonia, seasonality is defined by wet and dry seasons. As the Intertropical Convergence Zone

(ITCZ) moves north and south throughout the year, associated large-scale precipitation oscillates

along a northwest-to-southeast line connecting Central America and southeast Brazil [Horel et al.,

1989]. At the terminal points on this line, variability is mostly explained by the annual cycle; the

difference between wet and dry season is extreme. Nearer thecenter of this line, seasonality is less,

and the majority of variability is explained by interannualvariability. Annual precipitation over

these central forest areas is large (well over 2 meters), andseasonality is diminished. Overall, forest

regions generally experience 1500 mm or more annually. Interannual variability in South Ameri-

can precipitation is influenced by El Niño-Southern Oscillation cycles, which influence the Hadley

and Walker circulation patterns [de Souza and Ambrizzi, 2002] which is translated into changes in

large-scale precipitation [Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982; Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Yoon

and Zeng, 2010].

With this brief introduction as a backdrop, I’d like to recount a little of my initiation to

South American ecophysiology as motivation for this research. Around 2001 I was learning about

land-atmosphere interaction in general, and the Simple Biosphere Model (SiB) in particular, when

we were alerted to some troubling results in some Colorado State University (CSU) Atmospheric

General Circulation Model (AGCM) results. SiB is the land surface module for the simulations.

These results are shown in Figure 1.1, and show total soil moisture, on a per-meter basis, averaged

over the entire Amazon Basin. The blue line shows soil moisture from an older run, and reflect the

seasonal change in soil moisture as it oscillates through 10years of wet and dry seasons. The red

line shows the same quantity, but from a newer model run, one with new and ostensibly ’better’

atmospheric and land surface treatment. What we see is a secular trend in soil moisture in the

new runs-there is desiccation during seasonal drought, andno recovery during the wet season. The

finger of guilt was originally pointed at SiB. Precipitationrecycling, or the amount of precipitation

with local evapotranspirational (ET) origin, is large in the Amazon; diminished ET may result in
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Figure 1.1: Regionally-averaged total soil moisture for the Amazon Basin. Blue line is from run
C240, an AMIP simulation with older version of SiB and atmosphere. Run C246 is the ’new’
run, with supposedly improved surface and atmospheric processes. Unpublished figure, courtesy of
Mark Branson.

lowered wet season precipitation and insufficient rechargeof soil moisture stores. This has been

called ’stomatal suicide’ [Randall et al., 1996].

Ultimately, we were able to determine that in addition to reduced ET in SiB, there were issues

with moisture convergence in the AGCM , but by then the die wascast. Jun Liu [Liu, 2004] looked

into the issues with our treatment of the land, with somewhatunsatisfactory results. She found that

using a deeper soil improved water storage capability, but did not materially improve simulations,

either in stand-alone SiB simulations or in fully coupled AGCM runs.

At about the same time,Saleska et al.[2003] showed that simulated annual fluxes of carbon

fluxes at a site in the Tapajos National Forest, near Santarem, Brazil, were almost exactly out-of-

phase with observations (Figure 1.2). Simulations showed arobust forest during seasonal rains, and

ecosystem stress and reduction of photosynthetic assimilation during annual drought. The observa-
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of observed and simulated annual-mean carbon flux for two sites in the
Tapajos River National Forest, Brazil. From Saleska et al,Science[2003].

tions indicated carbon efflux during the wet season, and uptake once things dried out.

There have also been studies, from the Hadley Centre in England, over the last 10 years or

so, that claim that tropical forests are in imminent danger [Cox et al., 2000;Cowlilng etal., 2004;

Huntingford et al., 2004;Huntingford et al., 2008]. Minimal warming from current conditions has

the potential to increase respiratory flux and decrease photosynthetic uptake, resulting in the release

of a large amount of stored carbon. This will induce a positive feedback in radiative forcing, causing

further warming. These are dramatic claims, and predict that wholesale conversion from forest to

grassland or savanna will begin in the next 10-20 years.

But there’s a fly in the ointment: The Hadley Centre model (HadCM3LC) uses, as a lower
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boundary, the TRIFFID model [Cox et al., 1999]. But TRIFFID is very similar in soil structure

to the models shown inSaleska et al.[2003] and SiB. The latter were unable to capture seasonal

cycles of carbon flux in the Amazon. Tight coupling of vegetation to energy and moisture fluxes in

tropical forests implies that where carbon flux is erroneous, Bowen ratio will exhibit uncertainty as

well, imparting a direct influence on weather and climate. Ifour understanding of ecophysiological

behavior (and the models that represent that understanding) are unable to capture even the season-

ality in the Amazon, what does this mean for our ability to capture interannual variability or predict

the future?

That’s where we stood at the outset. We did, however, identify an opportunity: The same

datasets used bySaleska et al.[2003] were coming on-line to use for model evaluation. These

datasets became available as a result of the Largescale Biosphere-Atmosphere Exchange in Ama-

zonia Experiment (LBA;Keller et al., 2004). Previously, surface data in Amazonia was sparse

in coverage and limited and/or spotty in temporal coverage.LBA provided extensive and robust

datasets that we could confront our models with.

So that’s what we decided to do. This dissertation follows a progression from the point to

regional or continental scale. In Chapter 2, we evaluate observed mechanisms that facilitate forest

function through annual dry seasons at the Tapajos River National Forest site evaluated inSaleska

et al. [2003]. We parameterize these mechanisms, and install them, singly and combined, into

SiB, and confront the results with observations. With success at a single point, we expand the

analysis to multiple sites, again evaluating model resultsagainst local-scale observations (Chapter

3). The multiple sites are located across vegetation and moisture gradients in Brazil, providing an

opportunity to evaluate model response to heterogeneity insurface parameters (vegetation and soil)

and meteorological forcing. Finally, having established model performance when directly compared

to observations, we extend the analysis to a ’wall-to-wall’simulation across tropical South America

over multiple years.This provides an opportunity to evaluate basin-scale biophysics on annual and

interannual bases. We have an ability to evaluate large-scale response to ENSO cycles, and compare

these results on a qualitative basis against ’top-down’ inversion results. These results are generally
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favorable. The appendix describes the latest version of SiB, which we call SiB3. No prior large-

scale simulations of ecophysical behavior in Amazonia havethe direct connection to observations

that we utilize. We believe this gives our results an unprecedented level of realism, and provides

firmer footing for predictions of future climate. Chapter 2 has been published in the peer-reviewed

literature, and Chapters 3 and 4 as well as the appendix are inpreparation for publication.

here are still many questions to be asked. The exact nature ofthe bidirectional coupling be-

tween surface and atmosphere in Amazonia has been postulated to play a critical role in wet season

onset [Fu and Li, 2004;Li and Fu, 2004]. Furthermore, there is no question that a reduction in pre-

cipitation will, at some point, result in serious consequences for forest function. The exact nature

of this ’tipping point’ are not known. However, results frompreliminary inclusion of our findings

about surface function into atmospheric models has been encouraging [Harper et al., 2010]. The

research presented in this dissertation is a necessary firststep to investigating these new questions.



Chapter 2

SINGLE SITE: TAPAJOS RIVER NATIONAL FOREST, KM83

This Chapter was originally published as ”Seasonal droughtstress in the Amazon: Recon-

ciling models and observations” and is reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union.

Copyright 2008, American Geophysical Union.

Baker, I.T., L. Prihodko, A.S. Denning, M. Goulden, S. Milller and H. da Rocha, 2008.

Seasonal drought stress in the Amazon: Reconciling models and observations.J. Geophys. Res.,

113, G00B01, doi:10.1029/2007JG000644.

2.1 Introduction

Changes in the biophysical state of the Amazon Rainforest exert a strong influence on global

climate through associated changes in carbon and hydrological cycles [Avissar et al., 2004;Zeng

et al., 2005; Marengo and Nobre, 2001; Kleidon et al., 1999]. Perturbations to these cycles, for

example from drought, deforestation, and ENSO events, havea strong influence because of the

sheer geographical size of the region (5.8X106 km2; Salati and Vose [1984]), the role it plays in

regional meteorology [Nobre et al., 1991] and the magnitude of the carbon stored there [Houghton

et al., 2001]. Inversion studies have shown Tropical America to bea small source of CO2 to the

atmosphere [Gurney et al., 2002; Stephens et al., 2007], although the interannual variability is

large [Bosquet et al., 2000]. However, there is much we still don’t understand about carbon and

hydrological cycles in the Amazon, and this ambiguity leadsto uncertainty in projections of future

climate change [Magrin et al. 2007; Cox et al. 2000; Friedlingstein et al., 2001].

Observational campaigns and concerted modeling efforts assist in quantifying impacts of the
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Amazon Rainforest on regional and global carbon and water cycles [Andreae et al., 2002;Avissar

et al., 2002; Keller et al., 2004]. However, results are not always in agreement [i.e.Huete et al.,

2006; Lee et al., 2005; Ishii et al., 2007]. To accurately characterize the carbon dynamics across

vegetation and moisture gradients in Amazonia will requirecooperation between observational and

modeling studies to achieve understanding of the biophysics that force fluxes in the region.

The driving climatic forcing in the region is precipitationamount and temporal distribution.

Total annual precipitation and the length of dry season, usually defined as number of months with

less than 100 mm precipitation, play a large role in vegetation distribution and fluxes of energy,

water and carbon [Keller et al., 2004;Goulden et al., 2004;Saleska et al., 2003;Ichii et al., 2007].

The seasonality of surface-atmosphere fluxes are further controlled by topography, vegetation type,

root depth, depth of soil and soil type. The carbon dynamics in the region are a function of carbon

uptake by photosynthesis and release by respiration, with additional components of storage in soil

and biomass and carbon export via runoff. Amazonia containsbetween 10-15% of the total global

biomass [Houghton et al., 2001]. A large fraction of the region consists of closed-canopy broadleaf

evergreen forest, gradating to savanna (cerrado) in regions with less precipitation, although the

cerrado is generally outside of the hydrogeographic basin of the Amazon River.

The interaction between the wet/dry seasons and the annual cycle of CO2 uptake/efflux is

not consistent across the Amazon Basin;Keller et al. [2004] report observations of carbon uptake

during the wet season at locations in Jaru Reserve and Fazenda Maracai, while several sites in the

Tapajos National Forest report uptake during the dry season[Saleska et al., 2003;Goulden et al.,

2004].

Saleska et al.(2003) have shown that multiple ecosystem models are almostexactly out-

of-phase with the observed annual NEE cycle in the seasonally dry Tapajos region. For example,

Figure 2.1 shows observed and modeled average annual cycle of NEE for the years 2001-2003

using the Simple Biosphere Model, version 3 [SiB3;Sellers et al., 1986; Sellers et al., 1996a;

Baker et al., 2007]. Comparing our Figure 2.1 to Figure 3 inSaleska et al.[2003], the results

are similar; SiB3 simulates CO2 uptake during the wet season, and efflux during seasonal drought
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Figure 2.1: Average monthly Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) ofcarbon in g m−2 at Tapajos Na-
tional Forest km 83 site, years 2001-2003. Observed flux is show as solid line, SiB3 simulation as
dashed. Mean monthly precipitation in cm is shown below for reference. Positive values indicate
efflux into the atmosphere, negative values indicate uptakeby the biosphere.
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as the model vegetation experiences stress due to decliningsoil moisture. The observations show

exactly the opposite - efflux during the wet season, and uptake of carbon during the relative dry

period of August-December. In SiB3, soil moisture and the ability of the roots to access water in

the soil are the driving mechanisms that determine the annual cycle of NEE. When the soil is moist,

carbon uptake is unstressed, and as the model soil desiccates in the dry season, the photosynthetic

uptake is restricted. Model respiration is reasonably constant throughout the year, with the result

that as photosynthesis wanes during the dry season, a net efflux of carbon to the atmosphere is

produced. By identifying the mechanisms that operate in thereal world and modifying model

physics to incorporate them, we have an opportunity to improve model simulations and deepen our

understanding of the system.

What responses has the local vegetation evolved to cope withseasonal drought? Up to half

of the closed canopy forest in Brazilian Amazonia is able to access water in the soil at depths of 15

meters or more, with roots that extend deep into the soil [Nepstad et al., 1994;Jipp et al., 1998].

Using a water-balance approach,Nepstad et al.[1994] estimated that greater than 75% of the water

extracted from the soil during the 1992 dry season at a forestin the Brazilian state of Para came

from a depth greater than 2 meters. Roots were most abundant near the surface, but up to 10%

of the total rooting mass was at depths between 4 and 10 meters. Kleidon et al. [1999] found

that the inclusion of deep roots in climate models resulted in a better representation of seasonal

air temperature.Ichii et al. [2007] found that rooting depth was critical for reconciling modeled

Gross Primary Productivity (GPP) with satellite observations. Roots can act as conduits to move

water within the soil as well:Oliviera et al. [2005] found that roots in three species of trees in the

Tapajos National Forest had the ability to move water both upwards and downwards in the soil in

response to moisture potential gradients. Briefly, when stomates are closed at night moisture can

move through roots from moist regions of soil to areas of large saturation deficit . This is referred to

as hydraulic redistribution (HR). During the dry season, near-surface soil layers are recharged with

moisture from the deep soil, and during the wet season roots can supplement infiltration to make

deep soil recharge more efficient.Rocha et al.[2004] observed apparent recharge of surface soil
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layers at the KM83 site in the Tapajos region either through HR or the capillary action of the soil

(observed at other Amazonian sites [Romero-Saltos et al., 2005]).Lee et al.[2005] incorporated the

HR mechanism into the Community Land Model (CLM) coupled to the Community Atmosphere

Model, Version 2 (CAM2) and found that HR elevated soil moisture at all levels of the soil when

compared to a control run. The control run had less photosynthesis than the HR simulation in all

months, however the HR run still had 50% less photosynthesisduring the dry season when compared

to the wet season.

Studies using satellite-based observations of forest greenness have postulated that there is

actually an increase in photosynthesis during the dry season, as forests respond to higher light

levels in the absence of cloudiness. Using Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) data from the Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS),Huete et al.[2006] noted a 25% green-up across

large portions of Amazon forest during the dry season. This result suggests that light response may

play as large or larger role than phenology or rainfall variability in determining annual cycle of

carbon flux. In grasslands, EVI was found to decrease during the dry season [Huete et al., 2006;

Saleska et al., 2007] in contrast to the increase found in forests; this suggests that rooting depth or

hydraulic redistribution associated with deep roots playsa significant role in the dry season green up,

as grasses do not have the deep root density found in forests.The conceptual model that emerges,

then, is one where soil depth and the ability of roots to utilize stored water is crucial to the ability

of the forest to maintain function through annual drought that may last 6 months or more. The deep

soil provides a reservoir to store rainfall from the wet season for use during the dry months of the

year. Hydraulic redistribution by roots can enhance the ability of the soil to recharge moisture via

infiltration, and can moisten near-surface layers by movingwater upwards against gravity during the

dry season. The soil hydraulics and root function provide a framework where photosynthesis does

not experience large-scale annual stress, and more subtle mechanisms of photosynthetic response

to light and of respiration response to slight changes in soil and litter moisture levels interact to

provide the observed annual cycle of NEE.

This study focused on the CO2 flux at the kilometer 83 tower in the Tapajos National Forest
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[Goulden et al., 2004;Miller et al., 2004]. We simulated 3 years of fluxes between the atmosphere

and terrestrial biosphere (emphasizing Net Ecosystem Exchange of Carbon, or NEE) using the Sim-

ple Biosphere Model [SiB3;Sellers et al., 1986;Sellers et al., 1996a;Baker et al., 2003] and then,

by identifying possible mechanisms not present in the model, we modify the model code and re-run

the simulations, resulting in model carbon flux that is more realistic when compared to the observed

flux. By confronting model simulations with observations, we can identify mechanisms that are

incorrectly treated, and by noting the changes in model flux with inclusion of new mechanisms or

modification of existing ones, we can make inferences about biophysical behavior in this region.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Site Description

The Tapajos National Forest km83 site is described in detailelsewhere [Goulden et al., 2004;

Rocha et al., 2004;Miller et al., 2004], however a brief description is given here to providedetails

specific to this paper. The vegetation is closed canopy, mostly evergreen, with a few deciduous

species. The tower is located in a region of minimal topographic relief; within several kilometers,

elevation change is on the order of 10 meters. The region was selectively logged in September 2001.

However, the amount of total biomass removed was small (5%),and seasonal cycles of carbon flux

as measured by the tower were not altered. Soil texture and carbon content varies across the site and

are described in detail inSilver et al. [2000]. For the years 2001-2003, the average precipitation

was 1658 mm, with a maximum of 1764 mm in 2003, and a minimum of 1559 mm in 2002. The

dry season extended approximately from July through December, although there were individual

months in this period with precipitation slightly in excessof 100 mm (December 2002, September

2003, November-December 2003) and over 200 mm of rain in November 2002. The precipitation

recorded by the gauges for 2001-2003 is approximately 15% lower than what is reported in the

region by the Global Precipitation Climatology Product (GPCP; Adler et al. [2003]). However,

we believe that there is not a seasonal bias, and so have chosen not to artificially manipulate the

precipitation data.
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2.2.2 Model Description

The Simple Biosphere model (SiB) is a land-surface parameterization scheme originally used

to simulate biophysical processes in climate models [Sellers et al., 1986], but later adapted to in-

clude ecosystem metabolism [Sellers et al., 1996a;Denning et al., 1996a]. SiB is a model that

is useful to meteorologists for its ability to simulate exchanges of mass, energy and momentum

between the atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere, and useful to ecologists for its ability to do so

in a process-based framework that allows for simulation of explicit biophysical mechanisms. The

parameterization of photosynthetic carbon assimilation is based on enzyme kinetics originally de-

veloped byFarquhar et al.[1980], and is linked to stomatal conductance and thence to the surface

energy budget and atmospheric climate [Collatz et al., 1991, 1992;Sellers et al., 1996a;Randall et

al., 1996]. The soil representation is similar to that of CLM [Dai et al. 2003], with 10 soil layers and

an initial soil column depth of 3.5 meters. SiB has been updated to include prognostic calculation

of temperature, moisture, and trace gases in the canopy air space, and the model has been evaluated

against eddy covariance measurements at a number of sites [Baker et al., 2003;Hanan et al., 2005;

Vidale and Sẗockli, 2005]. We refer to this base version of the code as SiB3.

We used half-hourly, gap-filled observations of air temperature, pressure, humidity, wind

speed, radiation and precipitation from the km83 site [Miller et al., 2004; Rocha et al., 2004;

Goulden et al., 2004] to drive the model for the years 2001 through 2003. Model parameters are de-

termined using a combination of satellite data, literaturevalues and standard SiB parameters [Sellers

et al., 1996b]. The annual cycle of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) collected over

the km83 site is badly contaminated by clouds for all satellite products. Since there were no leaf

area index measurements available for the site, it was not possible to determine whether there was

a measurable phenological change (though one has been hypothesized byGoulden et al.[2004]).

Thus a constant value of NDVI equal to 0.8, derived from the Global Inventory Monitoring and

Modeling Study (GIMMSg) dataset [Tucker et al., 2005], was used in the parameterization of the

model. Soil texture, used by SiB3 to determine physical and hydrological characteristics of the soil,

was set as sandy clay (52% sand and 46% clay) and was based on observations made in the area
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[Silver et al., 2000]. Root distribution followsJackson et al.[1996] for broadleaf evergreen forest,

and every soil layer, even at depth, has a non-zero root fraction.

The coupling between photosynthesis/transpiration and soil processes is achieved by an ini-

tial calculation of soil moisture stress on photosynthesis, followed by an algorithm for removing

water from the soil once transpiration has been calculated.The calculation of water stress is com-

monly linked directly to root density as follows

waterstress =

nsoil
∑

i=1





1 −
θwp

θi

1 −
θwp

θfc



 (rootfi) (2.1)

wherensoil is the number of soil layers,θwp is volumetric soil water fraction at wilt point,

θfc is volumetric soil water fraction at field capacitym,θi is volumetric soil water fraction of soil

layer i, androotfi is root fraction in soil layeri. Soil water stress on photosynthesis is calcu-

lated using the assumption that soil containing water at or above field capacity imposes no stress

on photosynthesis, while soil at or below wilt point (definedas a moisture potential of -150 m)

will result in almost complete loss of carboxylation capacity and attendant stomatal closure. The

contribution of each model soil layer to overall stress is normalized by root fraction. Removal of

water from the soil by transpiration follows the same process. The base SiB3 case, shown in Figure

2.1, shows the model NEE cycle obtained using this representation of soil water stress and water

removal mechanisms.

2.3 Analysis

We implemented the evolutionary responses/biophysical mechanisms described in the in-

troduction into SiB3 individually, to gauge model response. The primary metric for evaluation

of model performance is Net Primary Production (NPP), defined as autotrophic respiration from

canopy vegetation (not roots) less gross photosynthesis . On monthly timescales, Net Ecosystem

Exchange (NEE) can be defined as Rsoil – NPP, where Rsoil is defined as heterotrophic respiration

in the soil. We follow the convention that positive NEE implies flux into the atmosphere, while

negative NEE depicts carbon flux into the terrestrial biosphere. The individual sensitivity studies
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are:

(1) Soil Water Stress/Rooting Distribution (SiB3-SR): Total soil column depth (3.5 m) is un-

changed, but soil water stress on photosynthesis is modifiedto relax the direct coupling to

root fraction in each soil layer. Soil moisture deficit belowfield capacity for each layer is

aggregated and a total-column stress amount is determined as follows:

waterstress =
(1 + wssp)wcolumn

wmax

wssp+ wcolumn

wmax

(2.2)

wherewcolumn is water in the column in excess of wilt point (kg),wmax is maximum

possible excess of water in the column (field capacity less wilt point; kg), andwssp is a

water stress curvature parameter (currently chosen as 0.2).

Stress on the whole ecosystem is thus parameterized as a function of plant available water

within the total column, independent of root distribution.The new formulation provides

a more gradual response to stress in the model, marked by a smooth transition between

non-stressed and stressed regimes. For water removal by transpiration, an ’apparent’ root

fraction is determined for each soil layer depending on actual root fraction and moisture

content of the layer.

rootri =





1 −
θwp

θi

1 −
θwp

θfc



 (2.3)

The apparent root fraction (rootri) is summed over the column, and each layer is normal-

ized so thatrootrcolumn is unity. The apparent root fraction can be higher or lower than the

initial root fraction (rootfi) based on water content in the individual layer convolved with

the moisture distribution within the column. This apparentroot fraction is consistent with

the observed ability of deep roots to carry large amount of water as reported byJipp et al.

[1998] orNepstad et al.[1994], and is mentioned byLee et al.[1995] as well.

(2) Hydraulic Redistribution (SiB3-HR): FollowingLee et al. [2005] we incorporated a hy-

draulic redistribution term into the Darcy’s Law equationsused to calculate vertical move-
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ment of soil water. Coding followsRyel et al.[2002] and root conductivity values are taken

directly fromLee et al.[2005]. The HR modifications allow soil water to move downwards

more efficiently during periods of rain, and restore water tonear-surface layers during dry

periods. Total soil column depth remains 3.5 meters

(3) Soil Modification (SiB3-DS, or Deep Soil): Similar to case SiB3-SR, but we increase the

total soil depth to 10 meters. The number of layers (10) in themodel is unchanged, but

each layer is increased in thickness. This treatment differs from the HR case both in the to-

tal depth of the ’reservoir’ for water storage and because nowater is redistributed between

layers (other than basic infiltration or downgradient flow),therefore the storage dynam-

ics are different. An additional modification to the soil in the DS case is the saturation

fraction for maximum soil respiration. FollowingRaich et al. [1991], the relative rate of

heterotrophic respiration is tied to soil moisture amount,dependent on type of soil. We

found that the optimum soil moisture for respiration at km83was too low in the model,

so that there was almost no response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture. Soil

respiration was dependent only upon soil temperature. However, observations showed that

the annual average volumetric soil moisture at 10cm was 0.34m3m−3, giving a percent of

saturation of approximately 75 - 80%. By increasing the optimum soil moisture value for

heterotrophic respiration to 75%, we were able to induce a respiration response to modeled

annual cycles of soil moisture.

(4) Light Response (SiB3-SS, or Sunlit/Shaded): Increasedsensitivity in model response to

seasonal and diurnal variation in radiative forcing has been accomplished by explicitly

resolving sunlit and shaded canopy fractions for energetics and photosynthetic processes

[i.e. de Pury and Farquhar, 1997;Wang and Leuning, 1998;Dai et al., 2004]. We mod-

ified the SiB two-stream canopy radiative transfer submodel[Sellers, 1985;Sellers et al.,

1996a] and canopy photosynthesis treatment [Sellers et al., 1992] to accommodate sunlit

and shaded canopy fractions, and coupled these treatments to the prognostic canopy air

space utilized in SiB as outlined inBaker et al.[2003] andVidale and Sẗockli [2005].
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The model was spun up from saturated soil conditions for 15 model years using the above

four formulations and three years of observed meteorological forcing (2001-2003).

2.4 Results and Discussion

These four treatments were simulated individually and their performance was analyzed against

observed fluxes of carbon, energy and moisture, although CO2 flux is emphasized. All of these

mechanisms were included in SiB3’s model physics for a final simulation. These runs are shown

in Figure 2.2. Monthly mean carbon flux from the SS run is similar to the results from the HR

simulation. The effect of the sunlit/shaded (SS) run is seenin the short-term temporal response of

CO2 flux; these results will be addressed later, and are not shownin Figure 2.2.

In the control simulation (Figure 2.1) with the unmodified code, respiration is almost con-

stant throughout the year, while NPP decreases during the dry season (not shown). As mentioned

previously, there is little response in heterotrophic respiration to drying soil, most likely due to

the inappropriate value for optimum soil moisture for respiration. Any moisture response in res-

piration appears to be compensated for by a temperature response to slightly warming soils during

the seasonal drought. The main driver of the annual NEE cycleis the dramatic decrease in NPP

with decreasing soil moisture. Moisture storage in the soilis adequate to maintain photosynthesis

through June, but by August NPP has shut down to less than halfthe value at maximum productivity

in May and June. Photosynthesis does not recover completelyuntil March or April, when the soil

moisture has been recharged by rain. It is interesting to note that increasing the soil depth of the

base case from 3.5 to 10 meters has almost no effect on simulated fluxes. Near-surface soil layers,

which contain the most roots, continue to dominate ecosystem behavior. These surface layers still

dessicate quickly after rainfall ceases, so that the annualNEE cycle is almost indiguishable from

that shown in Figure 2.1.

Relaxing the linkage between root distribution and stress postpones the change from uptake

to efflux by 3 months (September vs. July), but the general behavior of SiB3-SR (Figure 2.2, panel

A) is the same as the base case. Photosynthesis decreases as the soil desiccates and respiration is
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Figure 2.2: Average Monthly Photosynthesis, (dashed), Respiration (dotted), and NEE (solid) for
four SiB3 simulations. A) Relaxed root stress calculation (SiB3-SR), B) Hydraulic Redistribution
(SiB3-HR, C) Soil Depth/Respiration modification (SiB3-DS, 4) combination of the 4 mechanism
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nearly constant through the entire year. In this case, the reservoir of available water in a 3.5 meter

deep soil is simply not sufficient to maintain ecosystem function through seasonal drought.

In the hydraulic redistribution case (Figure 2.2, panel B),the annual cycle of photosynthe-

sis is almost uniform. Dry season stress, while still present, is minimal. However, heterotrophic

respiration is also nearly constant in time, as opposed to observations that show a respiration de-

crease during seasonal drought [Goulden et al., 2004]. The modeled respiration actually increases

in the dry season in response to slightly warmer surface soiltemperature as radiation increases with

decreasing cloudiness. The annual NEE cycle, while much smaller in magnitude than in the con-

trol case, maintains the sign relationship between wet and dry seasons, which is inverted from the

observed.

The deep soil case, where we increase soil depth from 3.5 to 10meters and alter the respi-

ration response to soil moisture, shows dramatic improvement over the control, SR and HR cases

(Figure 2.2, panel C). We have also included the relaxed dependence on soil in this case, to dis-

tinguish it from the base case with deep soil. SiB3-DS is the SiB3-RS case with deeper soil and

adjusted respiration response. NPP shows a maximum during the early stages of the dry season,

in response to favorable light and soil moisture conditions. Heterotrophic respiration decreases as

surface soil dries out. The surface soil has the largest rootdensity, so under optimum conditions

transpiration will remove water from the surface layers first. Radiative forcing at the ground sur-

face is minimal beneath the closed canopy, but soil surface evaporation plays a small role. Without

hydraulic redistribution to recharge the surface layers, the shallow soil becomes increasingly desic-

cated through the dry season, and transpiration load is transferred to the deeper layers in the soil.

This combination of photosynthetic and respiration behavior has the effect of reversing the previ-

ously modeled NEE cycle, to the point where the sign of the annual cycle is now consistent with

observations. There is efflux during the wet season, and uptake during seasonal drought. The mod-

eled NEE now has monthly-mean magnitude comparable to observed for both segments of the cycle.

Mean uptake of carbon begins early in SiB3-DS (July vs. August), but the sign of all other months

are consistent with observed. This represents a large positive departure from previous model results.
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The differences between the deep soil (SiB3-DS) and final simulation (Figure 2.2, panel D,

representing a combination of the SiB3-HR, SiB3-SS and SiB3-DS runs) are subtle on the monthly-

mean scale. The annual cycle remains consistent with observed, with the difference that July is

now a month of efflux and January a month of uptake in the model results. The amplitude of the

annual cycle of NEE is decreased by approximately 15% from the SiB3-DS to the SiB3-final run,

while the amplitudes of the NPP and respiration annual cycles are both decreased by approximately

25%. This result is not inconsistent, since the timing of thevariability is not temporally uniform. In

the SiB3-DS run, the temporal peaks of respiration and photosynthesis are more pronounced, while

in the final run the simulation produces a more stable or uniform behavior between wet and dry

seasons. The end result, monthly mean NEE, is similar between the SiB3-DS and final runs, but the

mechanisms have been modified.

The sensitivity of SiB3 to the various mechanisms is shown ina Taylor plot [Taylor, 2001] in

Figure 2.3. Correlation coefficient is improved when compared to the control run in all simulations,

but the largest correlation occurs in the SiB3-SS and final runs - which are virtually identical at a

correlation coefficient of 0.85. It is interesting to note that although the correlation to the observa-

tions is high for SiB3-SS, the annual cycle was still inverted. In SiB3, adjusting the light response

had a large impact on the diurnal scale, but not on monthly mean NEE. By increasing SiB3 re-

sponse to light, we improve the correlation to the high-frequency observations. The variability of

all simulations that did not include light response was smaller than observed, while the variability

of the two simulations that included light response (SiB3-SS and final) were significantly larger

than observed. By including sunlit and shaded canopy fractions in SiB3, GPP was increased by

25-30%. To maintain annual carbon balance there was an attendant increase in heterotrophic res-

piration [Denning et al., 1996]. Therefore, adjusting the light response increasedthe amplitude of

the diurnal cycle of NEE, but decreased the annual cycle of monthly mean NEE. Figure 2.4 shows

monthly mean diurnal composites of NEE for April and October, aggregated over all years. For

both wet and dry seasons the final run has a larger amplitude than the control run. However, the

final run also simulates uptake during October (dry season) where the control run canopy is almost
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Figure 2.4: Monthly mean diurnal composited NEE for wet (April) and dry (October) months. Solid
line with triangles is observed NEE, and shaded area represents +/- 1 standard deviation about the
mean. Control run is shown as thin solid line, final simulation combining all mechanisms is shown
as dashed line.
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completely inactive. The shape of the diurnal cycle is closer to observed in the final run. This can

be seen both in the larger correlation in the Taylor plot, andvisually in Figure 2.4 as well.

However, SiB3 model physics do not include all details of local phenology, such as the

genetically induced cycles of litterfall and wood increment as noted byGoulden et al. [2004].

SiB3 also maintains a constant annual Leaf Area Index (LAI) for broadleaf evergreen forests. LAI

and, more importantly, fraction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (fPAR) are obtained from

satellite observations; water vapor and cloud contamination of satellite observations can induce

errors in surface fluxes in SiB3 [Los et al., 2000]. Huete et al. [2006] andSaleska et al.[2007]

attribute part of the green-up in the Amazon Basin during thedry season to increased LAI. This

feature will not be reflected in SiB3 simulations, and suggests that we may not currently have the

ability to capture completely all mechanisms that effect biophysical function in the region.

It is well-known that eddy covariance instruments do not close energy budgets [i.e.Mahrt,

1998;Wilson et al., 2002]. The sum of latent, sensible, and ground heat fluxes has a deficit generally

on the order of 10-30% less than incoming radiation [Twine et al., 2000]. This closure problem

exists with carbon flux as well [Aranibar et al., 2006], and there are additional issues of under

representation of nocturnal CO2 efflux [Eugster and Siegrist, 2000; Lee, 1998] though the site

researchers at km83 made a strong effort to correct for this [Miller et al., 2004]. Therefore, it

is reasonable to assume that the magnitude of the observed NEE is smaller than reality. For this

reason, a model simulation that has variability smaller than or equal to the observed, as in the case of

the control, SiB3-HR and SiB3-DS runs (Figure 2.3) almost surely has magnitude that is too small.

Following this line of reasoning, we might expect that a model simulation with variability exceeding

the observed is reasonable, but determining the optimum excess is difficult due to multiple processes

affecting both observations and model results. In this case, we see standard deviation of the SiB3

runs with the sunlit/shaded canopy simulation (and in the final run) that is 30% larger than observed.

Intuitively this seems large. However, a detailed investigation of observed carbon flux closure is

beyond the scope of this paper; we will accept the increase incorrelation coefficient and larger-

than-observed variability as positive results.
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Figure 2.5: Monthly mean Bowen Ratio at Tapajos National Forest km 83 site, years 2001-2003.
Observations are shown as solid line with triangular symbols. Control simulation is dashed, final
simulation is solid line.

Finally, although the emphasis here has been on CO2 flux, the large fraction of total water flux

occurring as transpiration (80-85% in SiB3 simulations) tightly couples fluxes of latent and sensible

heat to vegetation behavior. Modeled and observed values ofBowen Ratio are shown in Figure 2.5.

In the unmodified case, Bowen Ratio becomes large during the dry season as transpiration wanes

due to soil water stress and attendant stomatal closure. TheBowen Ratio in the final run is almost

constant throughout the year, as is the observed. The magnitude of the individual fluxes (latent and

sensible heat; not shown) is similar to observed in the final run as well.

2.5 Conclusions

We modified the model physics in the Simple Biosphere model (SiB3) to include mechanisms

that allow broadleaf evergreen forests in tropical Amazonia to maintain biophysical function through

seasonal drought. This changed model response from an inverted annual NEE cycle to one that

has the same general behavior as observed eddy covariance fluxes. The mechanisms we included

are deeper soils and a modification of the soil moisture respiration optimum value, modified root

water uptake function, hydraulic redistribution, and light response. We found that each process,

individually incorporated into SiB3, was not sufficient to change the sign of the annual NEE cycle

to match observations.

Increasing soil depth to 10 meters and allowing roots to access this entire reservoir had the
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effect of removing stress from vegetation during the dry season, although a similar response was

obtained with hydraulic redistribution incorporated intoSiB3. In each case, the respiration response

was critical to the annual NEE. By changing the soil moisturevalue most favorable to respiration

from 60% to 75% of saturation, we were able to induce a reduction in near-surface root respiration

in the SiB3-DS case like that observed in the field [Goulden et al., 2004], resulting in net carbon

uptake during the drier months. In the SiB3-HR case, hydraulic redistribution kept near-surface soil

layers moist, and there was no respiration response to drying soil. In fact, in the SiB3-HR case

respiration actually increased in the dry season due to slightly warmer temperatures.

When canopy response was modeled explicitly for sunlit and shaded fractions (SiB3-SS), the

response in the monthly mean was minimal. The largest changewas in the magnitude and shape of

the diurnal cycle.

The above points underscore the concept of equifinality, or multiple paths to a single solution

in a model. For example, observed NEE reveals vegetation uptake of carbon in the dry season, and

efflux when rain is plentiful. In the model, we can reproduce this result two ways: 1) photosynthesis

is constant annually, and respiration decreases in the dry season as surface litter and soil desiccate,

and 2) annual respiration is constant, and photosynthesis increases in the dry season in response to

higher light levels. Observed NEE does not partition the individual contribution of photosynthesis

and respiratory components, but it is intuitive to believe that the actual canopy response is a combi-

nation of 1) and 2). It is desirable to quantify the relative response of each, but that is likely to be

variable in space and time.

As pointed out byFranks et al.[1997], eddy covariance fluxes by themselves are insufficient

to provide a robust calibration of process-based biophysical models. Therefore, model simulations

must be confronted with observational data from multiple sources to prevent modelers from getting

’the right answer for the wrong reason’. Open lines of communication between the observational

and modeling communities are critical to this effort.

This research represents initial success in simulating thecorrect sign in the annual NEE

cycle at an single location in the Amazon Basin. We’ve done soby identifying several mechanisms
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identified in the literature as having a bearing on the observed behavior in the region, specifically 1)

the ability of roots to access moisture in deep soil layers, 2) the ability of hydraulic redistribution

of soil moisture by roots to both make water available to roots and to more efficiently use the pore

space in the soil to store water, and 3) the ability of the vegetation to utilize increased light during

the dry season, when more incoming radiation is available. By incorporating these mechanisms

into SiB3 we are able to obtain an annual cycle of NEE that matches the observed, specifically

uptake of carbon during the dry season and efflux during the wet months. We’ve shown the average

results for three years of simulations (2001-2003), as the initial goal is to be able to reproduce the

general response of the vegetation in the region. As our understanding of the biophysical processes

increases, we will be in a position to investigate variability about the mean. We’ve shown that

we can obtain the right sign for a single station. The next step is to reproduce the analysis across

moisture and vegetation gradients across the Amazon Basin.



Chapter 3

MULTIPLE SITES: ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR ACROSS

VEGETATION AND MOISTURE GRADIENTS IN TROPICAL AMAZONIA

3.1 Introduction

The Amazon Basin occupies a central role in our ability to understand and predict interactions

between earth and atmosphere across multiple spatial and temporal scales. The dense forest and

large spatial extent means this region stores a significant fraction of global biomass [Houghton et

al., 2001], up to 10%. It has been predicted that climate change will result in the conversion of

Amazonian forest to savanna or grassland, releasing much ofthe carbon stored at the surface and

further altering the radiation characteristics of the atmosphere [Cox et al., 2000; Huntingford et

al., 2004;Huntingford et al., 2008]. Predictions such as these place a premium on our ability to

understand the surface ecophysiology of tropical systems.If we are to predict global climate under

changing radiative conditions, we must be able to translateour understanding of the physical system

into numerical models, and tropical Amazonia will play a significant role.

Surface ecophysiology in Amazonia is tightly coupled to theatmosphere. Seasonal temper-

ature range is small, and annual variability is primarily defined by the intensity and duration of wet

and dry seasons. Bidirectional coupling between surface and atmosphere plays a critical role in

timing, duration, and magnitude of seasonal rains, and the large areal extent of the basin provides

Amazonia with influence on regional to global-scale circulation patterns. The region is important to

global carbon flux, due to the large carbon stores and fluxes.

The behavior of the land surface is tightly coupled to the cycles of wet and dry seasons that

define seasonality in the region. In the tropical Americas, there is an annual cycle, whereby convec-
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tive precipitation associated with the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is centered over the

Amazon Basin during Austral summer (December, January, andFebruary). In Austral fall (March,

April, May) this feature moves northward and westward to a position over Central America [Horel

et al. 1989] where it remains during Boreal summer (June, July, August). The northward position of

the precipitation maximum coincides with the wet season north of the equator; south of the equator,

the wet season is approximately coincident with Austral summer.

Prior to the onset of the wet season in Amazonia, the atmosphere is ’preconditioned’ by an

increase in latent heat flux (LE) from the surface [Fu et al., 1999;Li and Fu, 2004]. This increase

in latent heat flux increases the available potential energyin the lower atmosphere while reducing

the convective inhibition energy due to cooling at the boundary layer top. In response, convective

precipitation is initiated, which in turn influences the development of mid- to upper-tropospheric

features that define the circulation and moisture convergence of the mature wet season [Li and Fu,

2004;Fu and Li, 2004;Lenters et al., 1997]. The intrusion of cold air from southern high latitude

can also trigger widespread precipitation and wet season onset [Li et al., 2006]. At the latitudinal

extremities of this precipitation oscillation (Central America and southern Brazil, approximately),

annual precipitation variability is dominated by the annual cycle [Adler et al., 2003;Horel et al.,

1989]. Between these spatial endpoints annual precipitation is larger, the dry season shorter or

almost nonexistent, and interannual variability dominates the precipitation variance [Horel et al.,

1989]. Superimposed on this mean pattern is variability in circulation and vegetation behavior,

which can be influenced by topography [Lu et al., 2005] or other factors such as soil depth or type

[von Randow et al., 2004]. Ecosystem response displays this variability;Phillips et al. [2009] and

Saleska et al.[2007] both show heterogeneity and variability in the ecophysiological response to

the 2005 Amazonian drought as measured by allometric and satellite observations, respectively.

Interannual variability in precipitation is imposed by thedominant climate mode in the re-

gion, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). There are well-established connections between

ENSO and South American precipitation [Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982;Ropelewski and Halpert,

1987;Ronchail et al., 2002;Yoon and Zeng, 2010].de Souza and Ambrizzi[2002] demonstrate that
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the warm eastern Pacific sea surface temperatures associated with El Niño influence the Hadley

and Walker circulations, imposing anomalous subsidence over large regions of South America. The

strongest response is in northeastern Brazil; furthermore, while overall continental-scale precipita-

tion correlates well with ENSO, the spatial patterns from even to event are heterogenous [de Souza

and Ambrizzi, 2002;Coelho et al., 2002;Ronchail et al., 2002]. In this study, the longest continuous

record at any station is four years. This is insufficient to evaluate variability at climatic timescales.

Therefore, emphasis here will be on the annual cycle.

Recent work has debated which mechanism(s) are most responsible for determining vari-

ability in ecosystem function, and, due to the tight coupling between the vegetated surface and

surface-atmosphere exchange, variability in exchange of energy, moisture and carbon between the

atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere in the Amazon Basin. It has been proposed that Amazonian

forests are light-limited, and respond to relative droughtwith an increase in ecophysiological func-

tion [Huete et al., 2006;Saleska et al., 2007]. However, this finding has been challenged [Samanta

et al., 2010], citing problems with cloud and aerosol masking of remotely-sensed vegetation char-

acteristics (i.e.Sellers et al., [1996a],Los et al., [2000]). As of this writing, we don’t feel that the

issue is closed.

Recycling, or the precipitation of water at a site or region that was locally evapotranspired

rather than advected into the region, is an important component of the Amazonian hydrologic cycle.

Early studies estimated that as much as half of the precipitation in the Amazon Basin was recycled

[Salati et al., 1979], but that number has been subsequently adjusted, to avalue of 35-45% [Eltahir

and Bras, 1994;Trenberth, 1999;Costa and Foley, 1999]. It has been suggested that the ecotone

between forest and savanna, the ’transition forest’, or cerradãoEiten, 1972;Ackerly et al., 1989],

plays a critical role in precipitation recycling in Amazonia [Vourlitis et al., 2002]. The cerradão

forms a buffer between the savanna (cerrado) to the southeast of the main tropical forest, and moist-

ens dry air advecting over during the dry season [Vourlitis et al., 2002;Vourlitis et al., 2001]. This

moistening reduces humidity stress on vegetation and facilitates transpiration in the forest interior.

Seasonal cycles of observed water and heat flux across vegetation and moisture gradients
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from forest to savanna were investigated bydarocha et al.[2009], and the region was partitioned

into two functional types. In regions where annual precipitation was large and dry season short,

evaporation increased during seasonal drought; otherwiselatent heat flux was in phase with precip-

itation and evaporation decreased during the dry season. The authors postulated that wetter forests

were light-limited, while evaporation in drier regions wascontrolled by soil moisture.

In this manuscript, we simulate surface ecophysiology at a subset of the stations investigated

by Darocha et al. [2009]. We evaluate the model’s ability to reproduce annualmean behavior

across vegetation and moisture gradients. Additionally, we integrate carbon flux into the analysis

to investigate full ecosystem behavior. The goals of this study are to 1) demonstrate an ability to

capture mean annual cycles of biophysical behavior across vegetation and moisture gradients, and

2) use the model’s ability to partition processes into component behavior as a means to formulating

more detailed conceptual descriptions of the mechanisms involved.

We find that in the wettest interior regions of Amazonia, seasonal variability is minimal.

Bowen ratio is always low, and gross fluxes of carbon uptake and efflux are consistently large.

Variability is forced by high-frequency changes in meteorological forcing, on weekly to monthly

scales. The small amplitude of seasonal cycles suggests that ecosystem function remains relatively

constant throughout the year. Seasonal cycles begin to emerge as annual precipitation decreases and

the dry season is more well-defined. At these intermediate sites we find that the seasonality is limited

to carbon flux; seasonal cycles of energy and water flux have low amplitude, and Bowen ratio is

small throughout the year as well.The annual carbon flux shows a seasonal cycle, as photosynthetic

and respiratory fluxes lose phase cohesion due to differences in response of determinant mechanisms

to climatic forcing. As annual precipitation decreases further, and length of dry season increases, a

higher degree of seasonality emerges in all aspects of ecophysiological behavior. At the driest sites,

the sign of the carbon flux is in phase with precipitation; that is, there is carbon uptake during the wet

season, and efflux during seasonal drought. This is contradictory to the seasonal cycles of carbon

flux in wetter regions. At the driest sites there is seasonality in energy and moisture fluxes, and in

some locations the sensible heat (H) exceeds latent during the dry season (Bowen ratio greater than
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1).

3.2 Methods

Historically, landsurface models have had difficulty reproducing annual cycles of energy,

moisture, and carbon flux in tropical ecosystems.Saleska et al.[2003] showed that several models

inverted the annual carbon flux cycle when compared to observed data.Baker et al.[2008] demon-

strated an ability to capture the mean annual cycle of energy, moisture and carbon fluxes, at a single

point in the Tapajos River National Forest (Brazil), by incorporating observed mechanisms into the

Simple Biosphere Model (SiB). With that as a starting point,in this paper we again confront model

results with observed quantities, this time at multiple sites and across vegetation and moisture gra-

dients. We will focus on annual cycles of energy, moisture and carbon flux, but will evaluate diurnal

and synoptic-scale behavior to support conclusions where appropriate.

3.2.1 Model

The Simple Biosphere Model (SiB) was developed as a lower boundary for atmospheric

models [Sellers et al., 1986], and has been coupled to GCMs [Sato et al., 1989; Randall et al.,

1996] as well as mesoscale models [Denning et al., 2003;Nicholls et al., 2004;Wang et al., 2007;

Corbin et al., 2008]. The addition of ecosystem metabolism to the code [Sellers et al., 1996a;

Denning et al., 1996] give the model a high degree of ecophysiological realism that is valuable to

ecologists as well. SiB model output has been compared to eddy covariance observations at sites in

midlatitude forest [Baker et al., 2003;Schaefer et al., 2008], grassland [Colello et al., 1998;Hanan

et al., 2005], and tropical forest [Baker et al., 2008;Schaefer et al., 2008]. The model has a proven

track record for evaluating exchange between the atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere.

As a ’third generation’ land surface scheme [Sellers et al., 1997], SiB incorporates ecophys-

iological function as an additional constraint on fluxes of latent and sensible heat. Photosynthetic

carbon assimilition is based on enzyme kinetics developed by Farquhar et al.[1980], and stomatal

conductance couples vegetation behavior to the overall surface energy budget [Collatz et al., 1991;
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Collatz et al., 1992;Sellers et al., 1996a;Randall et al., 1996]. Soil heat and moisture flux has been

modified to follow the Community Land Model (CLM) [Dai et al., 2003]. Root distribution follows

Jackson et al.[1996], and a fully prognostic canopy air space (CAS) for temperature and moisture

follows Vidale and Sẗockli [2005] andBaker et al.[2003].

Remotely-sensed information, such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was

introduced into SiB [Sellers et al., 1996a;Sellers et al., 1996b;Randall et al., 1996] to describe

spatiotemporally variable vegetation phenology. However, satellite data can be obscured by masking

due to cloud and/or aerosols, especially in regions with a well-defined seasonal precipitation cycle

[Los et al., 2001]. While variability in remotely-sensed LAI has been noted in tropical Amazonia

[Myneni et al., 2007], the magnitude of the seasonal phenology observed atsite-level plots can be

much smaller [Malhado et al., 2009]. Furthermore, while seasonality in observed LAI is generally

tied to wet/dry seasonal cycles [Brando et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2004], variability in satellite

products often occur with unrealistic frequency, in obvious response to cloudy and clear periods

during the wet season [Los et al., 2000;Sellers et al., 1996b;Sẗockli et al., 2008]. For this reason

we have, for sites identified to be broadleaf evergreen forest, maintained a constant LAI and fPAR

in SiB simulations. We concede that model simulations may not reflect actual seasonal changes in

vegetation, but we argue that this limitation is more than compensated for by the fact that our forest

simulations do not experience unrealistic high-frequencyvariability imposed by cloud or aerosol

masking of spectral vegetative indices. Furthermore, observed LAI is usually above 4 [Myneni et

al., 2007;Malhado et al., 2009;Miller et al., 2004], which approaches where fPAR is saturated in

SiB [Sellers et al., 1996a]. Even if we had accurate LAI/fPAR phenology at all forest sites, SiB may

not see a response as all points in the seasonal cycle are above the saturation level of the model.

Modifications to the code since SiB2 was introduced in 1996[Sellers et al., 1996a;Sellers

et al., 1996b] have been described elsewhere [Baker et al., 2003;Hanan et al., 2005;Vidale and

Sẗockli, 2005]. Baker et al.[2008] identified several mechanisms that were required forthe model

to capture the annual cycles of energy, moisture, and carbonflux at the K83 site in the Tapajos River

National Forest. They are:
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• A soil reservoir large enough to store sufficient moisture tosustain ecophysiological func-

tion through periodic drought. Most landsurface models have a soil depth of 3-4 meters,

which was found to be inadequate. A 10-meter deep soil was found to be sufficient at the

Tapajos River K83 site, and has been incorporated into SiB asthe standard.

• Adequate soil moisture is a necessary, but not sufficient mechanism to allow vegetation

function to survive seasonal drought. Removal of water by roots, usually tied directly to

relative root mass with depth in models, must be relaxed to allow water extraction by roots

in excess of the amount suggested by relative root fraction.This phenomenon has been

observed in multiple species [Oliveira et al., 2005], and allows retrieval of water stored

deep in the soil. In SiB, we have developed a ’relative root fraction’ system, wherein soil

is extracted based on root density when water is plentiful. When surface soil (where the

majority of root mass resides) dries, deeper roots are allowed to extract water at a rate

exceeding their absolute root density.

Global maps of soil depth are nonexistent or unreliable, so SiB employs rooting depth as a

mechanism to impose heterogeneity on a global 10-meter deepsoil. Maximum rooting depth of

different vegetation is described inCanadell et al.[1996], whileJackson et al., [1996] give a global

map of rooting depth and distribution associated with discrete biome classes.

It has been postulated that hydraulic redistribution, or the movement of water across moisture

gradients via roots, plays an important role in Amazonian forests’ ability to survive seasonal drought

[Lee et al.[2005]. In this case hydraulic redistribution facilitatesthe movement of water downward

during wet periods, increasing soil storage, and moves water upwards, against gravity, rewetting

surface soils during seasonal drought. We do not consider hydraulic redistribution in our simulations

for two reasons: 1) previous simulations [Baker et al., 2008] show that hydraulic redistribution alone

is not sufficient to reproduce observed seasonality in SiB, and 2) simulating hydraulic redistribution

requires soil-to-root exchange coefficients that are unknown without detailed soil/root surveys. We

call the current version of the model SiB3
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Figure 3.1: Data availability for the sites used in this study.

3.2.2 Observation Sites

The behavior of observed energy and moisture fluxes across vegetation and precipitation

gradients in Amazonia was described inda Rocha et al., 2009], using data from 7 stations in Brazil.

We simulated ecophysiological behavior at 6 of these 7 sites, listed in order of decreasing mean

annual precipitation: Manaus (K34), Jaru (JRU), Tapajos River National Forest (K67 and K83),

Javaes (JAV), and Pé de Gigante (PEG) (Figure 3.1). All sites except PEG are classified as evergreen

forest, and therefore do not experience annual/interannual variability in vegetation behavior in the

SiB3 simulations. All sites were simulated for either 3 or 4 years over the period 2000-2006. Data

availability for each site is shown in Figure 3.1.

These sites were chosen to extend across vegetation and moisture gradients, along a line

running approximately Southeast to Northwest, from PEG to K34. PEG is the driest site, with an

annual precipitation of approximately 1500 mm [da Rocha et al., 2009], while K34 and JRU have

annual precipitation well over 2000 mm. All stations but PEGare at latitude less than 10◦, so

seasonality in radiation and temperature are small. Seasonality is most strongly defined by annual

precipitation (and associated variability in cloudiness and temperature), and the length/severity of
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the dry season, defined as the number of months with monthly precipitation less than 100 mm

[Keller et al., 2004].

Detailed descriptions of the sites are available elsewhere: Araujo et al., [2002] describe the

K34 site, and JRU is covered invon Randow et al., [2004]. Behavior at the Tapajos River National

Forest sites (K67, K83) are recounted bySaleska et al., [2003],da Rocha et al.[2004],Miller et al.

[2004], Goulden et al.[2004], andHutyra et al., [2007] while the JAV site is described byBorma

et al. [2009] and the PEG site byda Rocha et al.[2002].

Data Availability

Model simulations require data-filled meteorology (pressure, temperature, dewpoint, wind-

speed, longwave and shortwave radiation, and precipitation) as model inputs. Missing data were

interpolated from neighboring values where gaps were short, and from climatology when gaps were

long. Longwave radiation has a significant impact on surfacecharacter, and is infrequently measured

at the sites used. Techniques used to estimate longwave radiation at midlatitude sites are ineffective

in the tropics; a new technique has been developed for creating incoming longwave [restrepo et al.,

2010a], and we use it here.

Model simulations were evaluated against measured flux of energy (sensible heat), moisture

(latent heat), and carbon taken at the tower sites. However,not all observations are available at

each site for all times; instrument failure, heavy rain, andlow wind speed can all impair the ability

of an eddy covariance instrument to accurately record data.Furthermore, the lack of CO2 storage

observations make calculation of observed Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) of carbon difficult.

Fortunately, SiB3, with a prognostic canopy air space [Baker et al., 2003;Vidale and Sẗockli 2005],

can simulate the flux of CO2 past the sensor. Canopy storage is accounted for in the model, so

model flux of carbon is analogous to what the sensor sees.

NEE is generally thought of as a robust metric of carbon source or sink over daily to multiyear

timescales, and we do not have a reliable observation of thisquantity. Furthermore, modeled NEE

is constrained to a value of zero on an annual basis [Denning et al., 1996]. What we are going to
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focus on is the ability of eddy covariance instruments to detect change and/or ecosystem response

to variability on multiple timescales. How does carbon flux (and for that matter, latent and sensible

heat) change over an annual cycle? What general shape does the monthly-mean diurnal composite

take? How does the ecosystem respond to synoptic- to monthly-scale cycles of wetting and drying?

Evaluation of model simulations against eddy covariance flux observations can be problem-

atic. Models are generally held to energy, moisture and trace gas conservation through the for-

mulation of their governing equations. However, determination of energy balance closure in eddy

covariance data has been an ongoing issue [Wilson et al., 2002;Hollinger et al., 2005;Foken et al.,

2006]. Furthermore, the lack of closure in the eddy covariance energy budget can imply lack of

closure in observed carbon budget as well [Aranibar et al., 2006]. The goal of this paper is not de-

tailed analysis of observational techniques and data. Instead, we wish to exploit the acknowledged

strength of eddy covariance observations to capture ecosystem response tovariability in forcing

over multiple timescales (diurnal, synoptic, monthly) forcomparison to simulations.

Monthly-mean observed carbon flux shows a net negative value(terrestrial uptake) for almost

all months at almost all stations. However, it is well-knownthat drainage [Araujo et al., 2002], en-

ergy/carbon budget closure [von Randow et al., 2008], or the lack of storage observations[Restrepo-

Coupe et al., 2010] all contribute uncertainty to observed carbon flux. Therefore, we calculate the

monthlyanomalyfor comparing observed annual cycles of carbon flux to simulations. This metric

neglects determination of observed source/sink on timescales longer than diurnal, which is consis-

tent with the annual balance property of SiB3 [Denning et al., 1996]. Deviation from the monthly

average carbon flux value is also used in plots of daily average. Mean values of carbon flux are

not used in the calculation of monthly-mean diurnal composites, or in graphics showing hourly

behavior, and no adjustments are ever made to observed latent and sensible heat flux.

The lack of observed storage, while problematic to calculation of observed NEE, is not an

impediment to confronting SiB3 simulations with observed data. The prognostic CAS in SiB3

allows us to calculate a top-of-canopy flux into and out of theCAS, which is directly analogous to

what an instrument would observe.
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3.3 Analysis

If we are to use a model to parse out elements of ecophysiological behavior, we must first

evaluate the model against available observations, on multiple temporal scales. In this section

we will demonstrate that SiB3 demonstrates competence whenconfronted with observational data

across all 6 sites, from hourly data and monthly-mean diurnal composites to daily- and monthly-

averaged periods. Once established against observations,model representation of component mech-

anisms and interpretation of ecophysiological function will have more credence.

The mean seasonality (precipitation, radiation, temperature) at these sites is described inda

Rocha et al.[2009], but will be briefly summarized here (Figure 3.2), as areview of the climato-

logical regime gives context to the discussion of biophysical behavior. Sites K34, K67 and K83 are

all very near the equator, while JRU and JAV are located at approximately 10◦, south latitude. Site

PEG is the farthest south, at approximately20◦. The wettest locations are in the north and west

(K34, JRU), with a general decrease in annual mean precipitation towards the east and south. The

driest site is PEG, in the southeast corner of the domain. Thedry season is somewhat correlated

with annual precipitation; K34 has a dry season, but its length is short (4 months, maximum) and

monthly precipitation is frequently near or above the climatological definition of 100 mm month−1

for a ’dry month’ [Keller et al. [2004] even during the dry season. There is a well-defined dry

season at JRU of 5 months, even though annual precipitation is large, and 3 of these months (June,

July and August) are extremely dry. Mean precipitation during May and September at JRU is close

to 100 mm. The Santarem sites (K83, K67) are similar to each other with regard to annual mean

precipitation and length of dry season (5-6 months). Precipitation at these sites is not infrequent

during dry months, and can exceed 100 mm during an individualmonth. At JAV and PEG the dry

season is longer, and precipitation is rare or nonexistent during most dry months.

The equatorial sites (K34, K67, K83) have very small temperature seasonality (Figure 3.2),

with only one or two degrees separating the mean monthly temperature of the warmest months,

during the dry season, from the cooler, rainy months. At JRU and JAV the temperature seasonality

is similar or slightly larger in magnitude, but the seasonality shows a bimodal signal with relative
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Figure 3.2: Site location and mean monthly incoming shortwave radiation, temperature and precipi-
tation, following Figure 1 ofda Rocha et al.[2009]. Dry season, defined as number of months with
less than 100 mm of precipitation, is shaded. Annual mean precipitation for the years used in this
study is listed at the top of each panel.
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temperature peaks at the beginning and near the end of the dryseason. At PEG, annual mean

temperature is less and amplitude of the annual cycle is larger. At this location, seasonality plays a

greater role. At all other sites, maximum monthly temperature occurs during the dry season, when

cloudiness is less; at PEG, the dry season is coincident withAustral winter, so temperature is lower

during the dry season. Radiation is consistent with temperature: at all sites but PEG insolation rises

considerably as cloudiness decreases during dry season andinsolation (and temperature) rise. At

PEG the main radiation variability is due to latitude and therefore solar angle/day length; January is

characterized by both higher midday insolation, as well as longer photoperiod, when compared to

June.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 compare model results at all 6 sites against observations. Figure 3.3

shows net radiation (Rnet), latent and sensible heat flux superimposed over the mean annual precip-

itation cycle. Figure 3.4 shows modeled and observed carbonflux, with simulated GPP and total

respiration included for reference. In both Figures, the dry season is shaded.

Monthly-averaged incoming radiation at K67 is significantly lower than at K83 (Figure 3.2).

These sites are located near each other (<20 km apart), yet this difference does not appear to be

due to instrument bias or degradation. A persistent low-level convergence (LLC) area on the east

bank of the Tapajos River has been described [Dias et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2005], where a cloud

frequently forms. The LLC is frequently located over K67, yet rarely over K83. This can be seen

in the hourly radiation observations taken at the two sites (not shown), which commonly show a

reduction in midday maximum insolation over the K67 site when compared to K83. We postulate

that clouds resulting from the influence of the LLC at K67 are not as prevalent at K83, resulting in

a systematic reduction in incoming solar at K67.

The mean annual cycle of net radiation, latent and sensible heat flux, comparing model val-

ues to observations, is shown in Figure 3.3. Seasonal cyclesof Rnet are captured by the model,

although modeled net radiation is larger than observed at 4 of the 6 sites. Exceptions are K83,

where observed net radiation exceeds modeled, and K67 whereobserved and modeled net radiation

are similar. Modeled net radiation is a function of vegetation type, Leaf Area Index (LAI), frac-
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Figure 3.3: Mean annual cycles of modeled and observed net radiation (Rnet), latent heat (LE), and
sensible heat (H) for the 6 stations superimposed on a histogram of monthly-mean precipitation.
Locations are shown in Figure 1, dry season is shaded as before.
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Figure 3.4: Mean annual cycles of modeled and observed carbon flux for the 6 stations, superim-
posed on a histogram of monthly-mean precipitation. Locations of towers are shown in Figure 1.
Modeled Gross Primary Productivity (GPP) and total respiration are shown at the top of the plot;
dry season is shaded.
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tion of Photosynthetically Active Radiation absorbed (fPAR), and the fraction of radiation in beam

and diffuse components. There are real variations in leaf absorption/reflectance characteristics, leaf

angle distributions, and canopy gap fraction between sites. Much of this variability will not be cap-

tured fully by the model, as in the model all sites except PEG are classified as ’evergreen broadleaf

forest’ and will have identical parameter values for leaf angle distribution, vegetation cover fraction,

and leaf character [Sellers et al., 1996b]. Model heterogeneity in vegetation between sites is deter-

mined by maximum Global Inventory Monitoring and Modeling Study (GIMMSg) NDVI [Brown

et al., 2004;Tucker et al., 2005;Pinzon et al., 2006] value over the observation record, as calculated

by the methods outlined inSellers et al.[1996b]. High NDVI maximum values at K34, K67, and

JRU set LAI, fPAR and green fraction values are close to the maximum (saturation), or 7.0, 0.95 and

0.99, respectively. Maximum NDVI at JAV and K83 are slightlylower, and result in slight reduction

in LAI; fPAR and green fraction are still high. Furthermore,SiB3 parameterizes the partition of a

single incoming shortwave radiation value into visible/near-infrared and beam/diffuse components

[Sellers et al., 1986]. These differences can explain differences betweenmodeled and observed net

radiation, and suggest an avenue for future model development.

3.3.1 forest sites: K34, K67, K83, JRU

The forest sites in these simulations are the equatorial sites (K34, K67, K83) along with JRU

(Figure 3.2). JAV, while considered forest in the model, is aunique transitional forest site and will

be described later. The forest sites are characterized by large annual precipitation (>1500 mm), low

temperature variability (Figure 3.2), and maximum radiation during the dry season. The forest sites

are characterized by extremely small annual cycle of observed carbon flux at the two wettest sites

(K34, JRU); an annual cycle is observed at K67 and K83, although the amplitude is small, on the

order of 50-60 g C m−2 month−1 (Figure 3.4).

The forest site at JRU is distinct from the others.von Randow et al.[2004] report a relatively

thin soil at JRU, with depth less than 4 meters overlying a solid bedrock layer. For this reason we

did not incorporate the deep soil modifications at this site,as reported inBaker et al.[2008]. This
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local information was incorporated into the model simulations; we retained the root mechanisms

for water extraction as discussed inBaker et al.[2008], but limited soil depth to approximately 3.5

meters.

At the forest sites, latent heat is large and relatively constant throughout the year (Figure 3.3).

In both model and observations, LE increases during the dry season. Using the Ohm’s Law analog,

we can express latent heat flux as

λEm =
ρcp
γra

(em − ea) (3.1)

where

λEm = latent heat flux (W m−2)

ρ = air density (kg m−3)

cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure (J kg−1 K−1)

γ = psychrometric constant (hPa K−1)

ra = aerodynamic resistance between canopy and boundary layerair (sec m−1)

em = water vapor pressure of boundary layer (hPa)

ea = water vapor pressure of canopy air (hPa)

In this context, increased LE during the dry season can arisefrom increasedea (due to increased

transpiration as light levels increase), or from a decreasein em as the boundary layer dries in re-

sponse to large-scale moisture divergence. Additionally,higher temperatures during the dry season

may contribute to greater buoyancy in the canopy, and an increase in turbulent exchange between

the CAS and atmosphere, expressed as a smaller value of ra. Overall magnitude of LE generally

follows net radiation at the forest sites. Where model Rnet exceeds observed, model LE exceeds

observed and vice versa, but the general shape of the observed annual LE cycle is captured at all

sites by SiB3. We can consider sensible heat and carbon flux inthe same manner; the magnitude

and direction of the flux is a combination of the magnitude/direction of the gradient between the

value in the CAS and atmosphere combined with the conductance or ease of the turbulent coupling
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between the two.

Annual mean H at the forest sites is much smaller than LE, and shows less amplitude during

the year. Maximum H occurs during the dry season (Figure 3.5). Modeled monthly H is larger

than observed for all forest sites, both for monthly averageand maximum midday values. Monthly-

mean diurnal composites of LE for wet and dry seasons at the 4 forest sites are shown in Figure

3.6. In general, SiB3 can reproduce the diurnal cycle, although modeled H is frequently higher than

observed. An exception is at JRU, where model H and LE precedeobserved by one or two hours.

In the model, these fluxes follow net radiation, and positivevalues of H/LE are seen shortly after

sunrise. The observations at most sites display this coincidence between Rnet and energy/moisture

as well. At JRU, there is a lag of between one and two hours between sunrise and heat flux response

for both LE and H (see Figure 9 invon Randow et al.[2004]). We postulate that this lag must be

due to the unique configuration of vegetation and topographyat the JRU site, as this tendency is not

seen at the other sites. It is not possible to reproduce this behavior in a model without detailed local

information.

Monthly-mean diurnal composites of carbon flux for wet and dry seasons at the forest sites

are shown in Figure 3.7, as was done for latent and sensible heat in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. In this case

we do not calculate the deviation from a mean value, but calculate the observed diurnal average as

the actual movement of CO2 past the sensor. We are less concerned with the integrated value than

we are with the general shape of the carbon flux signal throughout the day.

Carbon flux at the wettest sites (K34, JRU, Figure 3.4) show little evidence of an annual cycle

in the observations. Monthly uptake/efflux deviation amounts are small, and show slight coherence

to wet and dry seasons in the form of a slight positive (efflux)anomaly at the end of the wet season.

However, the thin soil at JRU imposes significant constrainton ecophysiology, so this site will be

considered separate from K34. At K67 and K83 a regular cycle of wet season efflux and dry season

uptake is observed [Saleska et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2008]. The processes at K67 and K83 are

relatively similar, and will be discussed jointly.
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Figure 3.5: Monthly-mean diurnal composites of Sensible Heat flux, wet season (March) and dry
season (September) months, at the forest sites (K34, K67, K83, JRU). Standard error (+/- 1 standard
deviation) of the observed data is shaded.
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Figure 3.6: Monthly-mean diurnal composites of Latent Heatflux, wet season (March) and dry
season (September) months, at the forest sites (K34, K67, K83, JRU). Standard error (+/- 1 standard
deviation) of the observed data is shaded.
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Figure 3.7: Monthly-mean diurnal composites of carbon flux,wet season (March) and dry sea-
son (September) months, at the forest sites (K34, K67, K83, JRU). Standard error (+/- 1 standard
deviation) of the observed data is shaded.
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Manaus: K34

Annual precipitation at K34 averages 2329 mm for the 4 years studied. Annual temperature

variability is small, and both incoming and net radiation ishighest during the dry season (Figures

3.2 and 3.3, panel a). Observed LE and H is nearly constant on an annual basis (Figure 3.3, panel

a), as is annual carbon flux (Figure 3.4, panel a). However, some cycle is evident: Observed LE,

H and Rnet all show maximum values during the dry season (Figure 3.3 panel a). Observed carbon

flux shows very little annual cycle, with maximum relative efflux late in the wet season, with slight

relative uptake from late dry season through early wet season (Figure 3.4 panel a).

Comparing model to observations at K34, we see that simulated Rnet follows the seasonal

cycle observed, with a consistent positive bias. This is likely due to specific canopy characteristics

at K34, as this bias is not uniform at all forest sites. The overall energy budget of the model will

reflect this bias, so we can expect simulated LE, H, and/or ground heat flux (G) to exceed observed.

The annual cycle of model LE (Figure 3.3,panel a) matches observed on a monthly basis. Simulated

values are slightly higher, but maximum values occur duringthe wet season. Model H exceeds

observed during the wet season (Figure 3.3, panel a), and maximum model H takes place during the

wet season, as opposed to the dry season in the observations.However, simulated H is less than LE,

and amplitude of the annual cycle is small.

Simulated carbon flux closely matches the mean annual cycle observed (Figure 3.4, panel a).

Amplitude is small, with relative uptake in January and in July-August. Simulated GPP and total

respiration (Figure3.4, panel a) are large and do not show obvious seasonality. There is a suggestion

of increased GPP during the dry season, but total respiration follows a similar path. Carbon flux

lacks an obvious annual cycle in both model and observations, suggesting that relative direction of

carbon flux (uptake or efflux) at K34 is a function of high-frequency variability in meteorological

forcing (radiation, precipitation), on synoptic- to monthly timescales. This is supported by Figure

3.8, which shows K34 daily-average values of LE, H, carbon flux, GPP/total respiration, and precip-

itation for February 2002. Maximum LE, in both model and observations, show maximum values

in the relatively dry periods between days 8-15 and 26-28. Modeled H follows observed generally,
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Figure 3.8: Daily mean (modeled and observed) Latent, Sensible and Carbon flux for the month of
February 2002 at K34 (Panels A-C) Observations are shown as lines with symbols, simulated value
as solid lines. Modeled partition of Carbon flux is shown in Panel D, daily precipitation in Panel E.
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with a positive bias of between 10 and 25 W m2 on a daily basis. This sensible heat bias is seen in

the monthly average, shown in Figure 3.3, (panel a). Modeledcarbon flux matches observed quite

well on a daily basis, keeping in mind we are showing observedanomaly to emphasize response to

changes in forcing rather than the absolute value of uptake or efflux. In the simulations, daily respi-

ration is almost invariant during the month; relative uptake/efflux is determined by high-frequency

variability in GPP, as vegetation responds to rapid changesin insolation. Since February is a very

damp month, we expect soils to be near saturation; the large,almost invariant respiration supports

this. GPP responds to high-frequency variability in forcing. Therefore, we might expect that the

increased GPP during days 8-12 and following day 20 is responding to higher levels of light. Day 8

has very little precipitation, yet light levels are still low (only 3-4 hours with insolation greater than

300 W m−2; not shown), resulting in low GPP.

Monthly-mean diurnal composites of latent and sensible heat are shown in Figures 3.5 and

3.6: K34 is shown in panels A (wet season month) and E (dry season month) in each Figure.

Observed LE (Figure 3.6)is has larger midday maximum duringthe dry season, and modeled values

concur. As for sensible heat, observed maximum midday values are similar for both wet and dry

season months. However, H maintains higher values slightlylonger in the dry season, resulting in

the larger monthly-averaged observed sensible heat seen inFigure 3.3, panel a). In the simulations,

midday maximum H is larger during the dry season. However, positive H values are present for a

slightly longer period of time in during the wet season, withthe result that modeled monthly-average

H is larger during the wet season (refer again to Figure 3.3, panel a).

Monthly-mean diurnal composites (observation and model) of carbon flux are shown in Fig-

ure 3.7 (K34 shown in panels A-wet month/E-dry month). Both observations and model show an

efflux spike shortly after sunrise: This reflects the releaseof accumulated carbon from the canopy

air space as the nocturnal stable layer is broken by buoyancy. It is interesting to note a unique fea-

ture of SiB3-the prognostic canopy air space-is crucial to simulation of this feature. However, it is

also worthwhile to note that the timing of the simulated efflux spike does not match the timing of

the observation. This may be due to nocturnal drainage of CO2 through the complex terrain at the
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K34 sites [Araujo et al., 2002].

Reserva Jaru: JRU

Mean annual precipitation at JRU is large (2354 mm yr−1 for the years used in this study),

but latitude (JRU is at 10◦ South), thin soil and pronounced dry season lead to differences in eco-

physiological function when compared to K34. At JRU, wet season insolation is greater than K34

(Figure 3.2, panel d) due to slightly longer day length. Dry season day length at JRU is slightly

shorter than at K34, and midday insolation less as well. The seasonal cycle of net radiation displays

a bimodal nature (Figure 3.3, panel d), with maxima at the endof the wet and dry seasons. Modeled

Rnet captures the annual cycle, with a regular bias of 20-50 W m−2 on a monthly basis.

Mean annual cycles of observed LE and H (Figure 3.3, panel d) reveal limited seasonality. LE

is almost constant annualy, with a slight increase in magnitude in September and October, the end

of the dry/beginning of wet season. Amplitude of the annual Hcycle is small, with small increases

corresponding to the relative maxima in Rnet at the end of the dry and wet seasons. Simulated LE is

relatively constant and slightly larger than observed. However, the modeled LE decreases slightly

at the end of the dry season, where observed LE increases. Simulated H shows seasonal maxima

consistent with observed, but amplitude of the annual cycleis overestimated in addition to a positive

bias.

The observed annual cycle of carbon flux anomaly is similar toK34, showing little variabil-

ity throughout the year (Figure 3.4, panel d). There are relative tendencies towards efflux at the

end of the dry and wet seasons, with relative minima (uptake)at the midpoint. Simulated carbon

flux reproduces this general pattern, but overestimates theamplitude. Model GPP has a significant

annual amplitude, reflecting the inability of the shallow soil to store sufficient moisture to maintain

ecophysiological function completely through annual drought. Interestingly, simulated LE does not

respond as strongly as photosynthesis. As at other forest sites, model LE initially increases during

the dry season (Figure 3.3, panel d), responding to increased moisture gradient across the canopy

top as well as increased transpiration due to greater light (refer to Equation 3.1). At JRU, at the
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very end of the dry season a slight decrease in LE is seen in thesimulations. The large amplitude in

simulated carbon flux (Figure 3.4, panel d) is due to phase incoherence between photosynthetic and

respiratory response. Following the method outlined inBaker et al. [2008], respiration is tightly

linked to moisture levels in near-surface soil; litter respiration is responsive to surface soil moisture

levels, and relative root mass is greater near the surface aswell. As surface moisture is depleted,

total respiration decreases. There is no concurrent decrease in GPP, as roots are able to access water

at deeper levels in the soil. It is only after several dry months, when total column soil moisture has

been depleted, that GPP decreases.

Monthly-mean diurnal composites of modeled LE (Figure 3.6,panels D and H) show similar

magnitude to observed, with the temporal offset mentioned earlier. Midday maximum LE is slightly

larger in August (when compared to March) for both model and observations. Modeled H (Figure

3.5, panels D and H) is significantly larger in magnitude, when compared to observations, during

both dry and wet months. This is likely attributable to the bias in Rnet discussed previously.

Diurnal cycles of carbon flux, simulated and observed, are shown in Figure 3.7, panels D and

H. Magnitude of carbon uptake is lesser during the dry seasonmonth (August) for both simulations

and observation. However, there is an early-afternoon decrease in simulated carbon flux that is

not seen in the observations. This may be partially due to temperature stress imposed on model

vegetation by excessive sensible heat flux.

The hysteresis between morning and afternoon ecophysiological function, as reflected by

diurnal cycles of latent heat and carbon flux, has been attributed to a circadian response in vegetation

[Keller et al., 2004]. The model does not parameterize a purely circadian response, but imposes

stress on potential photosynthesis by temperature, humidity, and soil moisture factors as described

in Sellers et al.[1992]. Simulated soil moisture stress operates on timescales of moistening and

drying around precipitation events, but temperature and humidity stress operate in regular diurnal

cycles. We can explore the diurnal nature of the vegetation response (and compare simulated to

natural processes) by plotting monthly-mean diurnal cycles of carbon flux against monthly-mean

diurnal cycles of latent heat (Figure 3.9). Hours 9, 10 and 12are plotted as an ’x’ on the observed
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Figure 3.9: Monthly-mean diurnal composite of Latent Heat (X-axis) plotted against Carbon flux
(Y-axis) for JRU, March and September 2000. Symbols (x) and thin lines connect equivalent times
for model and observations.
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cycle, so we can see that the observed LE/Carbon flux cycle in the wet season (panel a) moves in

a ’counterclockwise’ direction; LE increases following sunrise concurrently with carbon uptake.

The same hours are signified with an ’x’ on the simulated cycle, and thin lines connecting indicate

temporal agreement between model and observations. In the afternoon, the process is reversed

(concurrent decrease in LE and carbon uptake), but shifted slightly towards larger latent heat. This is

due to a buildup in water vapor pressure in the CAS during the day. Increased water vapor pressure,

along with higher temperatures can act to increase the gradient term or decrease the resistance

term in Equation 3.1, resulting in larger afternoon LE. There is not a concurrent increase in the

carbon uptake: Increased daytime respiration and mixing ofhigh-CO2 air into the CAS from the

atmosphere combine, with the result that CAS CO2 levels reach a minimum value shortly after

daybreak and remain at that value during the day. During the dry season (Figure 3.9), both observed

and simulated carbon flux/LE patterns resemble a ’figure-8’.in the morning, carbon uptake is

strong while latent flux increase is minimal, due to much lower water vapor pressure (in both the

CAS and atmosphere) when compared to the wet season. In the afternoon, latent heat flux decreases

more rapidly than carbon uptake, resulting in a ’figure-8’ diel pattern. The exact timing is not the

same between simulation and observation, and modeled maximum carbon uptake in September is

underestimated, but the basic pattern is reproduced.

Tapajos River National Forest: K67, K83

The ecophysiological response at the Santarem sites (K67, K83) are consistent with each. At

these sites, an annual cycle has been observed[Saleska et al.[2003], wherein there is regular carbon

efflux during the wet season and uptake during seasonal drought. Our simulations, corroborated

by observed carbon flux (Figure 3.4, panels b) and c), shows annual amplitude of 80-100 g C

m−2 in both the GPP and respiration cycles, but with a shift in phase that determines the annual

carbon flux signal. Maximum respiratory flux at the Tapajos River sites occurs late in the wet

season or soon after rains have diminished; soils are at maximum moisture levels, and increased

temperature warms the soil slightly. Without replenishingrains, surface litter and near-surface soil
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dries out, and respiration decreases. Annual minimum respiration occurs just prior to the onset of

the rainy season. Photosynthetic processes show a similar annual cycle in amplitude, but phase-

lagged to respiration by 2-3 months. Respiration is quicklyresponsive to cessation of rainfall, while

evolved mechanisms allow forest ecophysiological function to be maintained for longer periods.

This difference in response time, coupled with the annual rainfall amount, soil depth, and length of

dry season determine the annual cycle in carbon flux. Monthly-mean diurnal composites of carbon

flux are shown in Figure 3.7, panels D and F/C and G. The magnitude of uptake is similar in both wet

(March) and dry (August) season months, although observed nocturnal efflux is larger during the

wet season. Simulated carbon uptake is slightly exaggerated during the dry season. The simulated

post-dawn release of stored CO2 exceeds the observed. This may be due to the fact that there isno

mechanism for air drainage in the model, so CO2 respired during the night is accumulated in the

CAS.

Latent heat flux, both observed and simulated (Figure 3.3, panels b and c), increases at the

outset of the dry season and decreases slightly as seasonal drought progresses. Monthly-mean diur-

nal composites of LE (Figure 3.6, panels B and F/C and G) show an increase in midday maximum

in both observations and simulations during the dry season.Observed sensible heat diurnal cycles

show a marked increase from wet season to dry at K67 (Figure 3.5, panels B and F), but not at K83

(Figure 3.5, panels C and G). Interestingly, simulated H exceeds observed at K67 significantly in

the wet season, and only slightly in the dry season, althoughsimulated Rnet is similar to observed.

At K83, simulated wet season H is close to observed, and overestimated during the dry season, but

observed Rnet exceeds observed.

Forest: Summary

At all forest sites, our simulation results are generally consistent with those ofSaleska et

al. [2003] from the Tapajos River National Forest (see also,Baker et al., [2008]); we show a

general pattern of carbon efflux during wet periods, uptake during dry. This cycle is dependent

upon intensity and duration of the dry season. At the TapajosRiver sites (K67, K83) there is a
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consistent phase shift between photosynthetic and respiratory processes. Surface soil dries during

the dry season, and there is an attendant drop in respiration. GPP shows an initial increase with

increased radiation as rains decrease, and decreases only when soil moisture is depleted later in the

dry season. The net result is the offset between GPP and respiration, resulting in dry season uptake

of carbon. At K34 the dry season is short with frequent rains;at this site, gross fluxes are always

large, and net flux is dependent upon high-frequency variability. JRU is unique, due to the short

yet intense dry season and the thin soil. Observed carbon fluxanomaly at JRU does not have the

magnitude of the regular annual signature seen at K67 or K83,but more closely resembles K34.

Model simulations capture the general tendencies of this cycle, but with an exaggerated amplitude.

Latent heat is large at all forest sites. At K34, K67 and K83 there is an increase in LE during

the dry season, while at JRU LE is maintained during seasonaldrought, and shows a slight increase

with resumption of seasonal rains. Monthly-mean sensible heat has magnitude generally on the

order of one-half of LE at all forest sites. Simulated H exceeds observed at all tower sites, with the

largest overestimation at JRU.

3.3.2 Ecotone: Javaes River, JAV

The southern and eastern edge of the tropical Amazonian forest is defined by an ecotonal re-

gion known as the ’transition forest’, or cerradão. The cerradão occupies the transition from forest

to savanna (cerrado), and can consist of closed canopy forest, savanna, open arboreal woodland, or

even distinct vegetation types exhibiting intermediate characteristics [Eiten, 1972;Ackerly, 1989;

Vourlitis et al., 2001; Borma et al., 2009]. Therefore, it is difficult to characterize a typicalcer-

radão, and we can expect a high degree of heterogeneity in regions classified as such. Observations

taken in a semi-deciduous forest near Sinop, in Mato Grosso state, Brazil [Vourlitis et al., 2001;

Vourlitis et al., 2002;Vourlitis et al., 2004;Vourlitis et al., 2005;Vourlitis et al., 2008] indicate a

ecosystem where evapotranspiration is tightly coupled to precipitation with carbon neutrality during

the dry season, uptake during seasonal rains, and efflux during transition seasons between rain and

drought.Borma et al.[2009] describe a seasonally flooded transition forest along the Javaes River
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(JAV, simulated here) near Cantão State Park in Tocantins state, Brazil, that also shows a tight cou-

pling between rainfall and evapotranspiration. At JAV, we can see an annual carbon flux cycle some-

what similar to that described byVourlitis et al. [2001] (Figure 3.4, panel e). The greatest relative

carbon uptake is during the wet season, with relative efflux at the end of the wet season/beginning

of dry, as well as at the end of the dry season. There is a brief period of ’neutrality’ during the dry

season as well. The seasonal flooding plays a large role in theoverall ET, as does the rapid drainage

of sandy soil following inundation [Borma et al., 2009]. It is to be expected that these features will

influence carbon dynamics as well.

At JAV, the dry season is longer than at the forest sites, withprecipitation events during annual

drought more infrequent. Seasonality in radiation is defined by cloudiness (JAV is at latitude 10◦

S), with maximum insolation in dry season (Jul-Sep) and minimum at the end of the wet season in

April (Figure 3.2, panel e). Overall latent heat flux shows anannual cycle, with maximum at or near

the end of the dry season and minimum just prior to the start ofseasonal rains in September (Figure

3.3, panel e). Sensible heat flux is less than latent in all months, and the amplitude of the annual

cycle is less pronounced; annual maximum/minimum in sensible heat are negatively correlated with

maximum/minimum in latent heat.

Simulating the transition forest in a computer model presents unique problems. Hetero-

geneous assemblages of varied landcover types challenges traditional classification methods, and

uncommon characteristics such as seasonal flooding and change of soil character with depth re-

quire model tuning if close adherence to local conditions isto be obtained. Ultimately, we decided

against tuning the model at this site; detailed site-level observations are not available globally, and

ultimately we hope to expand knowledge gained during local simulations to regional- or global scale

simulations. We can evaluate differences between model simulations and local observations, and

comment on these differences and potential reasons for them. This is distinct from JRU, where a

simple modification, using know values (soil depth) could beeasily incorporated into SiB3 simula-

tions.

Mean annual cycles of precipitation and simulated/observed latent and sensible heat are
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Figure 3.10: Hourly latent and sensible heat, and precipitation at site JAV for 22-26 March 2004.
Observed data plotted as solid lines with symbols, model results dashed lines.
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Figure 3.11: Hourly latent and sensible heat, and precipitation at site JAV for 10-13 August 2004.
Observed data plotted as solid lines with symbols, model results dashed lines.
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shown in Figure 3.3 (JAV; panel e). In general, the annual cycle of simulated sensible heat matches

the observed, and both follow the annual cycle of net radiation. Simulated latent heat flux is lower

than observed during the wet season/inundation maximum, and greater than observed during the

middle of the dry season. We can attribute the wet season LE underestimation to the lack of inunda-

tion in the model;Borma et al.[2009] attribute a significant fraction of overall ET duringflooding

to evaporation from water surface. We can see this behavior in Figure 3.10, which shows hourly

observed and simulated latent and sensible heat fluxes and precipitation for 5 days in March 2004,

a period of inundation. Latent heat flux during daylight hours is remarkably similar between model

and observations, but there is a consistent nighttime evaporative flux in the observations, consistent

with evaporation from a plane water surface (not represented in the model). Sensible heat fluxes

are very similar between model and observations during thisentire period. Following dry season

onset, observed ET reaches its minimum value in 5 months, while modeled minimum is reached in

6 months (Figure 3.3, panel e). During the dry season (Figure3.11) simulated midday LE peaks

are again consistent observed, with a value near 400 W m−2, but at night there is a simulated flux

of 10-50 W m−2 that is not present in the observations.Borma et al.[2009] describe a soil at JAV

that dries out quickly following inundation. In the simulations, the mean CAS water vapor pressure

is higher during March 2004 (wet season) than in August (dry season), but nighttime LE is higher

in August due to a larger ventilation mass flux associated with greater nocturnal wind speeds and a

slightly larger gradient in water vapor pressure between the CAS and atmosphere.

The annual cycle of simulated H is close to the observed, but there are differences between

simulated and observed LE and carbon flux (Figures 3.3 and 3.4, panel e) at JAV. For additional

insight into stomatal constraint on evaporative flux, we canplot LE vs. carbon flux at JAV, as

was done at JRU (Figure 3.12), in this case for June and October 2006. In this case, the observed

diurnal cycle moves in a counterclockwise direction for both months, as opposed to the clockwise

cycle seen in the observations at JRU. maximum carbon efflux occurs at either 7-8 local time, and

in both wet (June) and dry (October) months there are severalhours in the morning where LE

increases while carbon flux is either steady or increasing inefflux rate. The slope of the observed
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Figure 3.12: Monthly-mean diurnal composite of Latent Heat(X-axis) plotted against Carbon flux
(Y-axis) for JAV, June and October 2006. Symbols (x) and thinlines connect equivalent times for
model and observations.
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LE/carbon flux line (both months) is steeper in the morning hours; this implies a steady increase

in LE, but that once carbon flux switches sign from efflux to uptake, carbon is rapidly assimilated

by the canopy. During the afternoon hours, assimilation andevaporation decrease at similar rates.

Simulated behavior resembles observed during the afternoon hours, but diverges in the morning.

There is a consistent overestimation of the magnitude of theinitial flush of CO2 from the canopy

following sunrise, and the simulated flush precedes observed by 1-2 hours. Following CO2 flush,

carbon uptake flux increases rapidly with little or no attendant increase in LE. By the mid- to late-

morning hours, carbon uptake flux plateaus, while LE increases; during the afternoon the decrease

in carbon uptake and LE has similar magnitude, producing the’figure-8’ shape. The observed

behavior in June is intuitive: In June the site is either flooded, or flooding has recently abated,

in all years simulated. The observed morning increase in LE without carbon uptake is consistent

with evaporation of water surfaces. In October, the observed LE increase prior to carbon uptake is

less. This is to be expected if flooding is not present. Simulations of both months, however, show

excessive carbon uptake during the morning hours. This may be due to circadian processes in natural

vegetation [Keller et al., 2004]. It may also be coupled to simulated radiative transfer and heating

of the CAS in the model. This second hypothesis is supported by the fact that the simulated flush

of CO2 out of the canopy occurs several hours earlier than observed, with greater magnitude. This

behavior is consistent with premature heating, perhaps associated with errors in modeled radiative

transfer at low sun angles.

Simulated canopy ecophysiology at JAV (Figure 3.4, panel e)behaves in a manner remark-

ably similar to that described at another cerrradão site, near Sinop in Mato Grosso state, Brazil

[Vourlitis et al., 2001]. Our simulations show relative carbon uptake duringthe wet season and

early dry season, with nearly neutral conditions later in the dry season (Aug-Sep). The largest ef-

flux values were noted during the transition from dry to wet (Oct-Nov). Vourlitis et al. [2001]

ascribe this to a combination of large surface litter and decreased Leaf Area Index (LAI) following

maximum litterfall rates in the late dry season, along with aincrease in surface moisture (and atten-

dant heterotrophic respiration) as rains resume. In the model, we do not explicitly resolve carbon
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Figure 3.13: Monthly averaged stress values at the Javaes (JAV) site. Annual precipitation cycle is
shown for reference.

pools; simulated respiration response at the transition from dry to wet season is directly controlled

by soil temperature and moisture conditions, as described in Denning et al. [1996]. As rains re-

plenish soil moisture, the relative carbon efflux diminishes, eventually changing sign (to uptake) as

photosynthetic processes achieve greater magnitude than respiration.

Figure 3.13 shows simulated annual mean stress on GPP. Modelstress factors act as multi-
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pliers on photosynthetic processes, with a value of 1 implying no stress and a value of 0 associated

with stomatal closure. The 3 stress factors are multiplied together to obtain a total stress value in

the model. With the cessation of annual rains, dry air is advected into the forest from the cerrado,

and humidity stress imposes a constraint on photosynthesis, although soil moisture is still sufficient

to maintain GPP. By September, it has begun to rain again, andhumidity stress on GPP is eased.

However, transpiration load exceeds the rainfall rechargeto the soil, and soil water stress is im-

posed upon photosynthesis. It can be seen that the exact relationship that controls GPP at cerradão

sites (humidity stress, soil moisture stress, and precipitation dynamics) are highly heterogeneous.

The exact annual cycles of GPP and surface energy/hydrologic budget will be dependent on local

vegetation and precipitation. However, we believe the presence of forest indicates a combination

of annual precipitation/dry season length and storage capability that serves to decouple GPP from

precipitation to some extent. In all but the driest transition forests we would expect to see forest

function maintained in the dry season once surface soil has drained, imposing a constraint on res-

piration. In these cases, the phase shift would be created, and dry season uptake of carbon would

result. The amount and duration of this uptake will be highlyvariable.

3.3.3 Cerrado: Ṕe de Gigante, PEG

Carbon, energy, and moisture flux over a woodland savanna (cerrado Sensu stricto) site has

been described byda Rocha et al. [2002], andda Rocha et al. [2009]. The site is located in

southeast Brazil, in São Paulo state, and has the largest temperature and radiation seasonality of any

sites in this study (Figure 3.2, panel f). Fluxes were recorded in Vassununga state park, in a region

that contains closed canopy forest, and open shrubland in addition to woodland savanna.

Heterogeneity is a defining characteristic of savanna, and as such poses challenges for simu-

lations. In SiB3, the use of satellite data to specify phenology requires a single-layer canopy [Sellers

et al. 1996a, 1996b], so explicit representation of heterogeneous assemblages of grasses, shrubs and

trees is not possible. The site is simulated as C4 grassland in SiB3. However, the spectral charac-

teristics of NDVI captures the inclusion of green trees during periods when grasses are dormant.
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The Pé de Gigante site is water-limited [da Rocha et al., 2002; da Rocha et al. 2009],

meaning that ecophysiological function is tightly coupledto precipitation. In contrast to all the

other sites, where incoming radiation is regulated by cloudamount, seasonality at PEG is defined

by latitude. The dry season occurs during Austral winter, sothat radiation levels are actually higher

during the rainy season, and temperatures are warmer. Latent heat is larger than sensible during the

seasonal rains, but the Bowen ratio drops below one for a short period at the end of the dry season

in both simulations and observations (Figure 3.2, panel f).

Simulations and observations [da Rocha et al., 2002] suggest that PEG is a carbon sink until

early in the dry season, at which time respiration exceeds GPP. Simulations show that GPP drops

rapidly following cessation of seasonal rains, while Respiration subsides at a lower rate. This is in

contrast to the ecophysiological mechanisms postulated for forest sites, where GPP is maintained

during the dry season while respiration decreases. The reasons for this are several, including 1)

reduced annual precipitation and longer, more severe (meaning very few precipitation events) dry

season result in smaller water storage in the soil, 2) shrubsand grasses have shallower rooting

systems than tall trees, and therefore lack the ability to access water stored deep in the soil. For

these reasons, GPP and respiration at PEG are in phase, and coupled tightly to water availability in

the near-surface soil.

3.4 Discussion

Climatological control of ecophysiology is spatially heterogeneous in Brazil.da Rocha et

al. [2009] showed that evapotranspiration in the wettest areas(central Amazon) is tightly linked to

radiation levels (light-limited), while water availability regulates ET in the drier regions to the south

and east. Our simulations reproduce this behavior. Forest sites K34, JRU, K67 and K83 maintain

a consistently small Bowen ratio (sensible smaller than latent heat); maximum annual values for

both H and LE occur during the dry season, when net radiation is greatest, and annual amplitude of

LE/H cycles is relatively small. The dry season increase in both LE and H suggests an ecosystem

response to increased radiation levels, without ecosystemstress, since evaporation is maintained.
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At JAV, annual precipitation is less, and the dry season is more clearly defined. Here, seasonality

is more pronounced, and LE actually decreases midway through the dry season in conjunction

with increasing sensible heat. This implies that stress is being imposed upon the vegetation, as the

Bowen ratio is increasing. Our simulations at JAV are consistent with reported behavior at another

cerradão site near Sinop in Mato Grosso state, but inconsistent with some elements of the observed

carbon flux; we believe that inundation at JAV, combined withrapid drainage of the soil following

cessation of flooding are the reasons. At the savanna site (PEG), evaporation is tightly coupled to

precipitation. Latent heat flux decreases immediately withcessation of seasonal rains, and Bowen

ratio exceeds one during the dry season. Simulated annual cycle of latent and sensible heat at PEG

is very similar to observed.

Vegetation couples carbon dynamics to the Bowen ratio by stomatal regulation of transpira-

tion. Overall carbon flux is defined by the interaction of photosynthetic and respiratory processes.

We’ve demonstrated that SiB3 can simulate observed annual cycles of carbon flux, and we use

model diagnostics to partition GPP and respiration as a means to construct a conceptual model of

photosynthesis and respiration across vegetation and moisture gradients. We do not address overall

source/sink of CO2 on an annual or interannual basis for these individual sites. Local to regional-

scale Net Ecosystem Exchange of CO2 over long timescales is dependent upon storage pools, which

are themselves the residual from large gross photosynthetic and respiratory fluxes. These pools can-

not be determined from model simulations performed on 3 or 4 years of observational data.

At K34, gross uptake is large during all months, and there is little sign of an annual GPP

cycle, with the exception of a slight increase in the dry season. Respiration is consistently large at

K34, as even the ’dry season’ there has appreciable precipitation. At K34, variability in carbon flux

is high-frequency, as GPP and respiration will respond to variations in precipitation and cloudiness

on scales from the synoptic to monthly. At the other wettest site, JRU, annual precipitation is

large, but the dry season is well-defined; June, July and August are very dry. Observed annual

carbon flux anomalies are similar to K34; simulated annual carbon flux shows similar shape but

exaggerated amplitude when compared to observations. During seasonal drought simulated surface
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soil desiccates, with an attendant drop in respiration. GPPis maintained, and carbon flux shows

uptake by the terrestrial biosphere.

At the Tapajos sites (K67, K83), GPP increases in response tohigher light levels at dry sea-

son outset. GPP decreases slightly by the end of the dry season, but respiration decreases rapidly

due to drying of litter and surface soils. The combination ofincreased GPP and reduced respiration

combine to produce relative carbon uptake during the dry season in both simulations and observa-

tions.

At JAV, observed carbon flux is tightly coupled to periodic inundation and rapid drainage

following flooding. Simulated carbon flux produces uptake during the wet season and early dry

season, with largest carbon efflux at the end of the dry season, 3-4 months following observed

efflux maximum. the cerrado site, PEG, is water- rather than light-limited. Observed and simulated

carbon flux is positively correlated to precipitation, withrelative uptake during seasonal rains and

efflux during drought. GPP and respiration both have large amplitude in the annual cycle, and both

are correlated with rainfall.

A conceptual model of ecophysiological behavior emerges: In the wettest regions of the

forest, ecosystems are light- rather than water-imited. Gross carbon fluxes are continuously large,

and small magnitude uptake or efflux is determined by high-frequency variability in forcing. A dry

week, for example, may result in increased GPP due to higher light levels, while slight drying of

near-surface soils may result in a small decrease in respiration. Moving downgradient in precipita-

tion, annual total is less, and dry season obtains definition. At these locations seasonality in carbon

flux may be imposed by the mechanistic concepts outlined inBaker et al. [2008]: A combination

of GPP elevation in response to enhanced light levels and respiration decrease as surface soil des-

iccates results in carbon uptake during the dry season. At these sites, seasonality in carbon flux is

distinct while seasonality in energy and moisture flux are minimal. Photosynthetic function is not

compromised during the seasonal drought, and transpiration maintains the Bowen Ratio at small

values. At drier sites, vegetation has stress imposed upon it by the combination of even less annual

precipitation and a longer dry season. The imposition of water limitation in the drier regions has
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the effect of forcing the precipitation and carbon cycles into phase with each other. Water limitation

also has the effect of imposing larger annual cycles on the latent and sensible heat flux cycles. As

vegetation experiences water stress, evapotranspirationrates cannot be maintained, and the Bowen

ratio increases.

3.5 Conclusions

Tropical forests have an evolved resistance to annual drought (dry season), as well as to

variability in the precipitation seasonality, and carbon flux is inextricably coupled to weather and

climate. Evapotranspiration is critical to precipitationrecycling not only locally, but across regional

and continental scales [van der Ent et al., 2010]. It has been shown that simulations of atmospheric

processes are responsive to improved physical realism at the land-atmosphere interface [Harper

et al., 2010]. The results of climate simulations that predict large-scale conversion of Amazonian

forest to grassland or savanna [Cox et al., 2000; Betts et al., 2004; Cowling et al., 2004; Cox et

al., 2004;Huntingford et al., 2004;Huntingford et al., 2008] will be more robust if they can show

consistency with ecophysiological behavior under currentconditions. Errorbars on predictions of

future climate will be greatly reduced if biological response under present climate is resolved.

Our simulations have demonstrated an ability to rectify unrealistic ecophysiological stress

in forest ecosystems [Saleska et al., 2003;Baker et al., 2008] while maintaining response across

vegetation and moisture gradients. But removing unrealistic stress on vegetation is only half of

the battle; forests have evolved mechanisms to protect against annual drought and, it is expected,

interannual drought as well. But if sustained drought in Amazonia occurs during the 21st century

due to perpetual El Ñino conditions [Cattanio et al., 2002; Li et al., 2006] or a combination of

climatological and sociological pressure on the ecosystem[Nepstad et al., 2008], it is realistic to

expect that forest collapse, or a ’tipping point’ may be reached. Previously, models were unable to

withstand even seasonal drought, in the form of a dry season.Now that we’ve adjusted our model

physics to achieve greater resiliency to seasonal drought,we need to ensure that we have not created

models that are impervious to drought.
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Recent experiments in the Tapajos River National Forest have evaluated forest response to

artificially reduced rainfall, as a measure of forest resiliency to extended drought. A significant

fraction of wet season rainfall was captured and not allowedto infiltrate the soil, and forest response

was monitored over several years [Markewitz et al., 2010; Nepstad et al., 2007; Nepstad et al.,

2002]. Their results indicate that forest function was maintained for 2 years when up to 40% of

wet season rainfall was removed, followed by partial stressstratified by vegetation height/diameter.

These results provide insight into forest drought tolerance levels, and a logical next step will be to

reproduce the exclusion experiments in SiB3.



Chapter 4

REGIONAL BEHAVIOR: MEAN VALUES, ANNUAL CYCLES, AND RESPONSE

TO INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY

4.1 Introduction

Human activity, in the form of fossil fuel burning, cement production, and land cover/land-

use change, has increased the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere [Keeling, 1995,IPCC 2007].

The radiational changes imposed by the increase in this and other greenhouse gases are predicted to

change the earths climate [IPCC 2007;Solomon et al., 2009], although the exact nature of global

response is uncertain[IPCC 2007;Friedlingstein et al., 2006], and future conditions depend upon

sociopolitical as well as environmental factors.

The rate of CO2 increase in the atmosphere has been mediated by an increase in marine and

terrestrial consumption, the so-called missing sink, whereby only about half of the anthropogenic

CO2 remains in the atmosphere in a given year [Oeschger1975;Keeling, 1995;IPCC 2007]. Mar-

itime CO2 flux is relatively constant temporally [Friedlingstein et al., 2006] but terrestrial CO2 flux

is highly variable in space and time. Furthermore, it is not known how either the maritime or ter-

restrial sink mechanisms will respond under changing climate, although it is expected that the sink

mechanisms will diminish [Friedlingstein et al., 2006]. The uncertainty in the land behavior under

future climate is such that it is not currently resolved whether the the land will be a net source or

sink of carbon by the year 2100; it is generally accepted thatthe oceans will continue to provide a

net sink of CO2 [Friedlingstein et al., 2006].

Tropical forests are critical to terrestrial response to rising CO2. Inversion studies have shown

that tropical forests are generally a carbon source [Gurney et al., 2002, Stephens et al., 2007],
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although uncertainty around the flux is large enough that theabsolute magnitude, or even the sign

of the flux, is not fully known. Furthermore, tropical forests exhibit temporal variability in flux

magnitude as well as sign; these regions are a primary driverin the variability of the growth rate of

global atmospheric CO2 concentration [Rayner and Law, 1999;Bosquet et al., 2000;Rödenbeck et

al., 2003;Baker et al., 2006].

The Amazon basin and surrounding regions comprise the largest tropical forest on the planet.

It has been estimated that up to 10% of terrestrial biomass resides in this forest [Houghton et al.,

2001], making tropical South America a major constituent inglobal determination of and response

to climate change. It has been put forth that current climateis marginal for sustainability of Amazo-

nian forests [Cowling et al., 2004], and that small changes there in temperature and moisture regimes

(increasing temperature, decreasing precipitation) willresult in conversion of forest to grassland

over large scales [Cox et al., 2000; Huntingford et al., 2004; Cowling et al., 2004; Huntingford

et al., 2008]. This conversion will result in massive release of CO2 currently stored in vegetation,

providing a positive feedback for further radiational forcing. However, this response is not unani-

mous among climate predictions; of the 11 models that participated in the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC) 4th Assessment Report (AR4), usingthe Special Report on Emission

Scenarios (SRES) A1B scenario, five reported an increase in Amazon Basin precipitation, three

reported a decrease, and three reported little or no change [Li et al., 2006].

Additionally, uncertainty around predictions of future ecophysiological behavior resides in

an historic inability to capture annual cycles of CO2 flux [Saleska et al., 2003] as well as latent and

sensible heat [Baker et al., 2008] in tropical forests. Adding another level of complexity to the issue

is the question of what the mechanisms that determine ecophysiological function in the Amazon are.

Some authors [Saleska et al., 2007,Huete et al., 2006] describe the region as light-limited, and claim

that the forests green-up during anomalous drought, in opposition to the traditional concept of the

region as experiencing biological stress during drought. This finding has been challenged [Samanta

et al., 2009;Phillips et al., 2009], although the latter work shows a heterogeneous response of veg-

etation to the 2005 drought. At present, we dont consider theissue closed, a conclusion supported
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by Brando et al.[2010].

It is known that there is a decoupling of biophysical function from rainfall, as the forests have

evolved to survive a dry season that can last several months or more. What is not known is the exact

spatiotemporal nature or the resiliency/durability of this decoupling. It seems intuitive also that

the forests have evolved to withstand drought (beyond the seasonal cycle) over the timescales most

frequently imposed upon them. These would be timescales of ENSO, or 2-7 years. Studies where

precipitation is allowed to be intercepted by the canopy, but excluded from reaching the ground

support this, as forests at Tapajos River National Forest showed little to no ill effects of partial

exclusion of rainfall for several years [Nepstead et al., 2008]. Exclusion studies further east, at

Caixuana, showed more rapid stress and mortality, but total-season rainfall was excluded there, not

just part of the wet season rainfall. In neither case was stress and mortality immediate, suggesting

an additional tolerance, or buffer against stress, of from 1-3 years.

Overall source/sink of carbon is determined by the unique spatiotemporal variation in mul-

tiple component terms. Carbon uptake (GPP) is a function of vegetation type and ecophysiological

status, while respiration depends on multiple carbon pools(labile, recalcitrant and armored) as well

as temperature and moisture conditions in the soil. Fire is an important component as well [Ran-

derson et al., 2005;van Der Werf et al., 2003], and can occur naturally or due to human activity.

Quantification of long-term carbon status at any point on theglobe requires reasonable understand-

ing of the component terms, as well as an ability to simulate them across wide-ranging changes in

ecophysiological parameter space.

The current study does not address all elements of carbon status in Amazonia/South America.

We concentrate on ecophysiological function across large spatial and temporal gradients as a means

to quantify both annual cycles of energy, moisture, and carbon exchange as well as large-scale

responses to the dominant modes of climate variability. We do not address the absolute magnitude of

net carbon flux on the continent, nor do we evaluate whether tropical South America is a long-term

source of sink. Reduced uncertainty in ecophysiological behavior will translate to more realistic

simulations of overall carbon flux, whether in long-term climate simulations, or asa priori fluxes
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for inversions. Furthermore, realistic vegetation behavior in models used as a lower boundary for

meteorological simulation is critical to an accurate simulation of Bowen ratio, which will impact

circulation and by extension, weather and climate.

This paper represents the culmination of a series, aimed at providing a picture of regional

ecophysiological behavior in Amazonia that is anchored to available observational data. The large-

scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA,Keller et al., 2004) provided a wealth

of observational data, across vegetation and moisture gradients in Brazil. These data shed light on

unexpected ecophysiological behavior [i.e.Saleska et al., 2003] and provide an opportunity for us

to challenge our understanding of ecophysiological behavior as represented by numerical models.

In the first paper of the series[Baker et al., 2008] we demonstrated an ability to capture the seasonal

cycle at a single site in the Tapajos River National Forest; in the second [Baker et al., 2011] we

extended the analysis, again limited to observation tower sites, across vegetation and moisture gra-

dients. At this time, we believe the model has shown sufficient skill, when confronted directly with

observational data, to merit a regional simulation. Section 2 summarizes the precipitation regime,

as well as results from inversion and process-based model studies. In section 3 we will describe

the model and summarize past results. Section 4 will describe regional patterns and behavior, the

mechanisms that control spatiotemporal variability, and regional response to major modes of cli-

mate variability. In section 5 we will integrate the information from the previous sections into a

coherent picture of regional behavior.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Precipitation

Annual precipitation and seasonal variability in tropicalSouth America is determined by the

movement of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), towards the north during Boreal summer

and southward in Austral summer.Horel et al. [1989] looked at variability in outgoing longwave

radiation (OLR) and show that in central america and the Amazon basin south of the equator, pre-

cipitation variability is dominated by the seasonal cycle.From the equator to 5 north, variance
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Figure 4.1: Panel A: Annual mean precipitaion, meters, for South America. Panel B: Annual mean
length of dry season, months.

attributable to interannual variability (IAV) dominates.We can picture convective precipitation os-

cillating along a northwest-southeast line, with maximum seasonality at the terminal points along

the line. In the center, annual precipitation is larger, andseasonality less. In the majority of the

region, the wet season occurs during Austral summer, centered when the ITCZ reaches its south-

ern terminus; in parts of Colombia, Venezuela, Northern Brazil, Guyana, Suriname and French

Guyana the wet season is offset 6 months, and is centered on Boreal summer. Figure 4.1 shows

annual precipitation and length of dry season (defined as number of months with precipitation less

than 100mm) for years 1983-2006 from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP;Adler

et al., 2003). Maximum precipitation is located in the northwestern sector of the Amazon basin,

which we may envision as being almost continually located under the ITCZ as it oscillates annually

along the northwest-southeast line. Precipitation decreases to the south and east; the forest-savanna

boundary lies approximately along the line of 1.5 meters annual precipitation. Dry season length is

inversely related to annual precipitation amount. In general, we can assume that at wetter sites the

dry season is shorter and precipition during dry months greater than at dry sites, although precipita-

tion during dry months is somewhat variable across the region.
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Further variability is imposed on precipitation, on inter-annual to intraseasonal scales by

modes of climate variability such as El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as well as sea surface

temperature (SST) variability in the tropical Atlantic Ocean north of the equator (TNA) and south

of the equator (TSA). Rainfall during Austral summer (wet season, south of the equator) is also

associated with the South American Convergence Zone (SACZ), which exhibits variability as well

[Carvalho et al., 2004]. Positive-phase ENSO (El Niño) is associated with decreased precipitation

over South America.Souza and Ambrizzi[2002] describe a situation where anomalously warm SST

over the eastern Pacific Ocean influence the Hadley and Walkercells, inducing anomalous descent

(and precipitation inhibition) over northeast Brazil (andGuyana, Surinam, and French Guyana) as

well as anomalous ascent (and precipitation increase) oversouth-southeast Brazil. This pattern,

and the associated precipitation anomalies have been knownfor years [Rasmusson and Carpenter,

1982; Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; de Souza and Ambrizzi, 2002; Ronchail et al., 2002; Yoon

and Zeng, 2010]. However, regional behavior is not homogeneous; response can vary from event

to event in spatial distribution and magnitude of precipitation anomaly, although El Niño events

are frequently phase-locked to Austral summer [Rasmussen and Carpenter, 1982] resulting in a

strengthened pattern during this time [Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987;Yoon and Zeng, 2010]. The

correlation patterns found during El Niño are generally reversed during periods when east Pacific

SST is anomalously cool (La Niña).

There has also been a correlation established between TNA and TSA and South American

precipitation. There is an inverse relationship between positive TNA SST anomaly and precipitation

[Moron et al., 1995,Ronchail et al., 2002,Yoon and Zeng, 2010]. This pattern is similar to that

related to El Niño, although it is possible that positive TNA SST may be influenced by El Niño,

complicating the relationship [Yoon and Zeng, 2010]. TSA positive SST anomalies are associated

with a negative precipitation bias in southeastern Brazil,and a positive precipitation anomaly in the

region of northeast Brazil most strongly impacted by ENSO. In the case of both TNA and TSA, the

precipitation influence is reversed by opposed SST anomalies. Cox et al.[2007] predict an increase

in positive-phase TNA in the future due to reduced aerosol emissions over North America. This
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change in TNA will shift the ITCZ northward, resulting in decreased Amazonian precipitation due

to mechanisms similar to those described byde Souza and Ambrizzi, [2002].

While statistically significant relationships have been established, their spatial and temporal

behavior is variable.de Souza and Ambrizzi[2002] show that while the 1982-1983 El Nino was

stronger than the 1986-1987 event, precipitation anomaly during December, January and February

was of a higher magnitude in the 1986-1987 event, and spatialpatterns were different as well.

Spatial heterogeneity in ENSO response is also seen byCoelho et al.[2002] andRonchail et al.,

[2002]. An additional source of variability is the behaviorof the South American Convergence

Zone (SACZ), a persistent feature of Austral summer (wet season). ENSO has been shown to exert

influence on the SACZ, while the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) has shown correlation with

extreme precipitation events [Carvalho et al., 2004].

A detailed analysis of South American precipitation mechanisms and their intraseasonal to

interannual variability is beyond the scope of this paper. We wish to give a brief outline of the

general relationships that have been observed, with the understanding that there is spatiotempo-

ral variability around these influences. It has been postulated that warm TNA SST was chiefly

responsible for the 2005 drought in the southwest Amazon Basin [Zeng et al., 2008]. However,

interactions between the principle modes of climate variability that influence South American pre-

cipitation (ENSO, TNA, TSA) make exact prediction of precipitation, given a certain SST configu-

ration, difficult. Additionally, it has been suggested thatecophysiological behavior acts to moisten

and destabilize the atmosphere prior to wet season onset [Li and Fu2004,Fu and Li, 2004]. This

behavior may add another layer of complexity to an already knotty problem.

4.2.2 Inversions

Inversion studies use Bayesian synthesis techniques to combine CO2 concentration measure-

ments with atmospheric circulation data to provide an estimate of global CO2 flux. These are consid-

ered ’top-down’ techniques, as they infer carbon source/sink from observed concentration data and

simulated atmospheric transport. While uncertainty is inherent, due to spatiotemporal variability
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in observation networks and imperfect transport, these techniques provide insight into both spatial

patterns and IAV of CO2 exchange between the atmosphere and surface (ocean and land). The globe

is generally broken into 11 land and 11 ocean regions, following the TransCom3 experiment [Gur-

ney et al., 2002]. Carbon flux with an anthropogenic source is considered better-constrained than

natural flux, and is generally removed from the inversion prior to calculation, with the exception of

fires started by humans. It is important to remember that inversion studies, while based upon ob-

servational data, retrieve only total flux; attribution of component fluxes (photosythesis, respiration,

fire) is impossible, as is spatial resolution beyond the large regions used in the inversions.

Tropical South America was found to be a small source of CO2 by bothGurney et al.[2002]

andStephens et al.[2007], although uncertainty was large. The lack of observational data in tropical

America, as well as the large vertical transport inherent with deep convection, make constraint of

net flux difficult. Stephens et al.[2007] went so far as to suggest that tropical land may be a strong

sink of CO2 if land-use emissions are removed.

The calculation of IAV using synthesis inversions is more robust than the calculation of net

flux [Rayner and Law, 1999;Bosquet et al., 2000;Peylin et al., 2005]. It has been found that land

is a larger contributor to variability in global CO2 flux than ocean [Bosquet et al., 2000;Rödenbeck

et al., 2003;Peylin et al., 2005;Baker et al., 2006;Gurney et al., 2008]. Of the land fluxes, tropical

land-especially in South America, has been found to contribute a large fraction of the variability in

overall land flux [Bosquet et al., 2000;Rödenbeck et al., 2003;Peylin et al., 2005;Baker et al., 2006;

Gurney et al., 2008]. While inversion studies suffer from under-constraint in tropical areas, it is not

unreasonable to expect that a forest such as the Amazon, withlarge spatial extent and significant

carbon stores, would play a significant role in overall land influence on atmospheric CO2 growth

rates.

Bacastow[1976] noticed a correlation between observed atmosphericCO2 growth rate (mea-

sured at Mauna Loa, Hawaii and the South Pole) and the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI, similar

to ENSO). Initially, the relationship was attributed to oceanic flux, but it has since been determined

that anomalous westerly flow in the eastern Pacific during El Niño events suppresses upwelling and
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attendant release of CO2 from nurient-rich waters. Ultimately, it has been determined that terres-

trial flux dominates IAV in the atmospheric CO2 growth rate, and that tropical regions are of prime

import. In general, positive-phase ENSO (El Niño) events have been correlated with efflux of car-

bon to the atmosphere from tropical South America [Rayner and Law, 1999;Bosquet et al., 2000;

Rödenbeck et al., 2003;Peylin et al., 2005;Baker et al., 2006;Gurney et al., 2008].

However, this observation is not universal. Full CO2 observation flask networks have only

been available since the early 1980’s, providing slightly less than 30 years of available data. Further-

more, volcanic events (El Chichon in 1983, Pinatubo in 1991)may complicate the picture; global

CO2 growth rates were found to be negative in the early 1990’s, a result of either (a reduced respira-

tion due to lower temperatures or b) increased penetration of diffuse light into vegetation canopies,

increasing GPP [Gu et al., 2002;Niyogi et al., 2004]. But even in years not considered contaminated

by volcanic activity, a universal response of tropical South American carbon flux to ENSO was not

found;Bousquet et al.[2000] observed both anomalous source and sink during El Ni˜no years. This

finding is supported by a study performed using eddy covariance flux tower data [Schwalm et al.,

2011] which also determined that ENSO status is insufficientto determine sign on the global CO2

growth rate.

It also must be kept in mind that top-down studies are unable to partition overall carbon flux

into detailed spatiotemporal maps, nor are they able to partition flux into component processes.

Fire, both naturally-occurring and human-caused, are an important element of carbon flux both

globally [van der Werf et al., 2003] and in South America [Aragão et al., 2007]. In this study we

are considering the response of unmanaged ecosystems to annual cycles and interannual variability

imposed by the dominant mode of climate forcing, namely, ENSO. Fire will not be considered.

4.2.3 Canonical Viewpoint

By the late 1990’s, inversion studies were drawing attention to the tropics in general, and

Amazonia in particular, as playing an important role in global carbon flux and variability in the an-

nual growth rate of atmospheric CO2. Furthermore, a correlation between ENSO status and growth
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rate was emerging, although ambiguity remains around the particulars. Simultaneously, ’bottom-

up’, carbon fluxes, or fluxes produced by process-based ecophysiological models, were arriving at

similar conclusions. These process-based models encompass a wide variety of form, from models

that emphasize vegetation and nutrient cycles, to ecophysiological models using satellite phenology

products such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) or Enhanced Vegetation Index

(EVI), to fully prognostic ecosystem models developed for use as the lower boundary for AGCMs,

to Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) used to predictecosystem response to changing

climate. Verification has been problematic; prior to the Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere project

in Amazonia (LBA), surface observations, especially eddy covariance flux towers that measure

surface-atmosphere exchange explicitly, were sparse. Stations were few, and available data was

generally either of short duration or temporally spotty. The LBA dataset has been invaluable for in-

forming our understanding of ecophysiological processes in Amazonia, as well as the incorporation

of this knowledge into ecophysiological models.

The spatial pattern of Net Primary Productivity (NPP, defined as Gross Primary Productivity

(GPP) less autotrophic respiration) is shown byRaich et al. [1991] to be strongly correlated with

annual precipitation amount. A strong gradient in dry season NPP from the wettest part of the basin

towards the the savanna (cerrado) in the drier southeast is shown byFoley et al.[2002]. This pattern

is generally supported, andPotter et al. [2001] note the requirement of sufficient moistureand

adequate insolation for the development of a carbon sink in the Carnegie-Ames-Stanford-Approach

(CASA) model.

We can consider the Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE, or overall carbon flux) as the sum

of three components: 1) GPP, the initial uptake of carbon by photosynthesizing plants, 2) Rauto,

autotrophic respiration, or the respiration produced by plant metabolic processes, and 3) Rhetero,

heterotrophic respiration, or respiration from ’pools’ ofcarbon such as leaf litter/coarse woody de-

bris or dead roots. Total respiration is the sum of Rauto and Rhetero. The interaction of these three

processes is influenced by variability in precipitation andtemperature, and interact to determine

anomalous behavior in NEE. The known relationships betweenENSO, TNA and TSA and precipi-
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tation come into play when determining these interactions.

Anomalously high temperature during dry El Niño events suggests an increase in Rauto,

thereby decreasing NPP, byKindermann et al.[1996]; Potter et al., [1999, 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005]

find a strong reliance of NEE on GPP reduction due to decreasedrainfall during El Niño events.

This precipitation reliance is supported byTian et al. [1998]. Zeng et al.[2005] note a ’conspir-

acy’ of processes, in that the reduction of precipitation during El Niño events not only suppresses

GPP, but elevates respiratory efflux via an increase in temperature due to an increase in the Bowen

ratio. Zeng et al.[2005] note a partitioning of GPP/respiration influence of approximately 2/3 and

1/3 respectively, supported byQian et al. [2008] in a study using the same model. A GPP de-

crease/Respiration increase is also seen byJones et al.[2001] in the Amazon, in a study using a

fully coupled global model.

These interactions become more complex due to time lags. Precipitation follows ENSO

signal by a season (4 months) or so [Potter et al., 1999;Zeng, 1999;Foley et al., 2002). There is

a further lag between precipitation variability and runoff[Zeng, 1999;Nijssen et al., 2001] which

can be considered a proxy for soil moisture anomaly. Soil moisture is tightly coupled to GPP [Zeng

et al., 2005,Baker et al., 2010], so GPP response can lag ENSO status by 6 months to one year or

more.

From these studies, a canonical explanation of the process sequence has emerged;

• El Niño events are associated with reduced rainfall in tropical South America.

• Reduced rainfall imposes stress on vegetation, resulting in reduced carbon uptake by bio-

spheric processes.

• Additionally, reduced cloudiness and/or evapotranspiration (ET) result in warmer temper-

atures and subsequent increase in respiration.

• Also, drier conditions are more favorable for fire, either natural or of anthropogenic origin.

Extensive research has been performed, from both the top-down and bottom-up perspective,
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into the ecophysiology and variability of the Amazon region. However, we believe that uncertainty

remains in multiple aspects of the analysis. First, models have had difficulty capturing observed

annual cycles of land-atmosphere exchange. In many cases, bottom-up regional simulations have

been performed without evaluating model performance against observations. In these studies de-

fense, a network of observational data has only recently become available. In the case of top-down

(Inversion) studies, uncertainty inherent to the analysismakes retrieval of an annual cycle of carbon

flux in tropical land regions difficult. Secondly, mechanistic attribution has been inconsistent. This

speaks to the controversy over light- versus water-limitation on photosynthesis in the region, and

the disagreement over ecosystem response to variability inforcing. Finally, while bottom-up mod-

els have established a canonical response to ENSO forcing, inversion results have been less robust.

This implies a complexity in actual ecophysiology that is not capture by process-based models.

4.3 SiB3 Model Simulations

We use the Simple Biosphere Model (SiB3) as a means to represent our understanding of

the physics of surface-atmosphere exchange of momentum, mass, energy and trace gases. SiB was

developed as the lower boundary for Atmospheric General Circulation Models (AGCMs;Sellers

et al., 1986,Sellers et al., 1996a), but contains sufficient ecophysiological detail to be useful to

ecologists. SiB is a third generation model, and simulates stomatal behavior as a means to constrain

Bowen ratio. SiB determines stomatal conductance through the use of enzyme kinetics following

Farquhar et al.[1980] with additional photosynthesis and transpiration mechanics followingCollatz

et al. [1991, 1992].

The analysis here is subsampled from a global simulation, covering years 1983-2006, utiliz-

ing a 1x1 degree cartesian grid. Vegetation is taken from maps provided byDeFries and Townshend,

[1994], and does not reflect deforestation or other land cover change during the simulation. We use a

10-minute timestep, and meteorological forcing is provided by National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP2) [Kalnay et al., 1996; Kanamitsu et al., 2002]. Reanalyses have known bi-

ases in precipitation [Costa and Foley, 1999] , temperature and humidity [Zhao et al., 2006;Zhang
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et al., 2007], as well as radiation [Ricciuto et al., 2011]. We have scaled precipitation to values

provided by the Global Precipitation Climatology Product [GPCP;Adler et al., 2003], but other

biases are not addressed [Baker et al., 2010]. Vegetation phenology is obtained from the GIMMSg

NDVI product [Brown et al., 2004; Tucker et al., 2005; Pinzon et al., 2006], and used to obtain

time-varying phenological parameters followingSellers et al.[1996b]. There are known biases in

NDVI in the tropics [Los et al., 2000;Sellers et al., 1996b]; vegetation properties can be masked

by clouds during the wet season, and by smoke and/or aerosolsduring seasonal drought. We have,

therefore, removed variability in NDVI for grid cells identified as evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF;

tropical forest). This technique removes anomalous variability in canopy characteristics as retrieved

by spectral methods, but neglects real changes in the canopyas well. EBF has leaves at all times,

and observed seasonality is generally below the response threshold in SiB3. SeeBaker et al.[2011]

for more detail.

It is important to reconcile descriptions of domain. The legal Amazon, which consists of

all or part of nine Brazilian states (Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Pará, Rôndonia, Roraima, Tocantins,

Mato Grosso, Maranhão) is not identical to the area defined as the Amazon Basin, which is a purely

hydrologic boundary. The term ’Amazonia’ often refers to the forest that covers most of the Amazon

Basin. The domain in our simulations is all of South America,as far as 30◦ south. This encompasses

all of tropical South America, as well as the cerrado region to the southeast.

Prior to a domain-wide simulation, we established model performance against local obser-

vations taken at eddy covariance tower sites [Baker et al., 2011]. We find that in the forest center,

gross fluxes of carbon are large, and net flux has little or no seasonality and is determined by

high-frequency changes in forcing. Bowen ratio is always small, and shows little variability in the

annual as well. Moving away from the forest center, towards the south and east, annual precipita-

tion decreases and dry season length increases. Here, a seasonal cycle emerges, due to differential

response between GPP and respiration to seasonal drought. We find that GPP is maintained, or

increases, during the dry season, while respiration is suppressed due to drying at the ground surface.

This mechanistic relationship produces overall carbon fluxsimilar to observed [—textitSaleska et
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al., 2003;Baker et al., 2008]. This phase shifting induces carbon uptake during the dry season, and

efflux during seasonal rains. Moving further downgradient in moisture, into the cerrado, we find

that moisture availability and carbon flux are in phase. There is carbon uptake during season rains,

and photosynthesis is suppressed enough during the dry season to induce the land surface to be a

source of carbon. A more detailed description of SiB3 comparison to observations is given inBaker

et al. [2011].

We can evaluate reanalyzed drivers by comparing model simulations driven by tower-based

meteorology against those forced by reanalysis products. In this case we emphasize mean annual

cycles, as opposed to actual years, due to the inability of reanalysis products to exactly capture

observed interannual variability. A map showing model domain, evaluation sites and vegetation type

is shown in Figure 4.2. We evaluate NCEP against observational data at four forest sites (Manaus,

K34; Tapajos River National Forest/Santarem, K67, K83; Reserva Jaru, JRU), one savanna site (Pé

de Gigante, PEG) and one site located in the transition forest, or cerradão (Bananal Island, Javaes

River, JAV) in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows the relationshipbetween NCEP2 precipitation (scaled

to GPCP) and observed precipitation at each site. The annualmean value is enclosed by a box,

and individual years are indicated with a number trailing the station name. For all but JAV, the

annual mean of the reanalysis and observed precipitation are very close; even at JAV, reanalysis

precipitation exceeds observed by only slightly more than 10%. However, significant differences

between observed and reanalysed precipitation is seen during individual years, especially at the

wetter sites (K34, JRU). Also, these comparisons look at annual precipitation only; no consideration

is given to the seasonality, or distribution of precipitation through the year.

Annual mean flux of latent and sensible heat, carbon flux, and precipitation are shown in

Figure 4.4. Observed values are shown in black (with symbols), while tower-driven model results

[Baker et al., 2011] are shown in red. Model results, acquired by selecting the 1x1 degree grid cell

where the tower resides, are shown in blue. The low-amplitude seasonality at the K34 forest site

is well captured by the model forced by reanalysis (SiB-R) when compared to the model forced by

tower meteorology (SiB-T). As shown in Figure 4.3, reanalysed precipitation is slightly less than
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Figure 4.2: Vegetation classification for South America. Tower Sites are superimposed.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of observed vs. reanalysis precipitation (in mm), for 6 sites shown in Figure
4.2. Annual mean values are enclosed by boxes, individual years are indicated by a subscript that
indicates the year in the tower record.
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observed; seasonally, this difference falls mainly duringthe wet season.. At the Santarem/Tapajos

River National Forest sites (K67, K83) there is more precipitation during the wet season in the

reanalysis. There is little difference between SiB-R and SiB-T latent and sensible heat fluxes. How-

ever, the amplitude of the SiB-R carbon flux (both GPP and respiration) are enhanced compared to

SiB-T; this results in an increased amplitude of the annual cycle of NEE. At the JRU forest site,

annual precipitation is similar (Figure 4.4), but reanalysed precipitation is slightly less than ob-

served in November-January, and higher in March-June. Latent and sensible heat fluxes are similar

between the two runs, while the magnitude of the carbon flux (GPP, respiration) is slightly larger

as at K67 and K83. However, at JRU, the SiB-T respiration shows more suppression during the

dry season. This may be due to local effects at the site, such as the thin (3 meters depth) soil [von

Randow et al., 2004;Baker et al., 2008Baker et al., 2011]. It is not possible to implement local

information as a tuning agent into global- or regional-scale simulations; the model is restricted to

available large-scale datasets. At the transition forest site (JAV), annual precipitation in the reanal-

ysis is larger than observed (Figure 4.4E), due to larger wetseason monthly amounts. Latent and

sensible flux is similar between SiB-R and SiB-T, while the carbon flux shows increased ampli-

tude common to the forest sites. There is enhanced suppression of dry season respiration in SiB-R,

resulting in anomalous uptake of CO2 when compared to observations. This is another site with

unique properties such as seasonal inundation [Borma et al., 2009], which cannot be easily cap-

tured in a model simulation with 1-degree resolution. At PEG, SiB-R precipitation is slightly larger

than SiB-T. However, annual cycles of latent, sensible, andcarbon flux are very similar between the

two treatments. The upshot here is that we do not see a divergence between SiB3 simulations driven

by tower meteorology or those driven by the reanalysis; weveestablished model competence in the

former group of model runs [Baker et al., 2008,Baker et al., 2011], and that competence is main-

tained when the domain is extended from point- to regional-scale. We contend that this establishes

a basis for trust in relationships obtained during the regional-scale simulations. We‘ve established

the model at the point scale prior to simulating wall-to-wall.
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Figure 4.4: Annual mean cycles of latent heat, sensible heat, carbon flux, and precipitation for the
6 tower sites shown in Figure 4.2. Observed data is shown as solid black line with symbols; SiB3
simulations driven by meteorological data recorded at tower sites (SiB-T) is shown as red lines;
SiB3 simulations driven by reanalysis data (SiB-R) is shownas blue lines. Carbon flux is broken in
GPP (solid) and respiratory (dashed) components.
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4.4 Results

Prior to evaluating regional- to continental-scale results, we are careful to verify that the

model provides a reasonable approximation of ecophysiological behavior when confronted with ob-

servational data from multiple sites across vegetation andmoisture gradients [Baker et al., 2008;

Baker et al., 2011). Further, we have verified that model simulations forced by reanalysed meteoro-

logical datasets is not materially different from simulations driven by observations (Figure 4.4). At

this point, we feel confident in our ability to simulate both annual cycles and interannual variability

in the undisturbed land surface of South America. Unquestionably, some elements of behavior will

not be captured (i.e. seasonal inundation, as at Bananal Island/Javaes River), but the general result

is robust. We will compare our results with inversions, but only qualitatively. SiB does not contain

fire, and annual flux of carbon is constrained to a zero annual flux by methods outlined inDenning

et al. [1996]. We have relaxed the carbon balance restriction by lagging respiratory response by one

year, so that assimilated material is respired in the following year; this has the result of allowing

imbalance during a given 12-month period, but the long-termbalance between photosynthesis and

respiration is very close to unity. We are unable to capture the absolute year-to-year magnitude in

variability, but we believe that our representation of variability in surface processes is realistic.

4.4.1 Regional Behavior

Annual mean GPP, and the standard deviation of variability about that mean, is shown in

Figure 4.5. If annual mean GPP is compared with annual mean precipitation (Figure 4.1, panel A), it

is easily seen that maximum productivity is not co-located with maximum precipitation (as inRaich

et al. [1991]), but actually forms almost a U-shaped ’ring’ aroundthe region of maximum rainfall.

Potter et al.[2001] describe a situation where ample precipitation in addition to adequate insolation

is required to produce a carbon sink; if we extend this idea tothe annual cycle, it can easily be

thought of that the wettest regions will actually be too darkto assimilate as much carbon as regions

that have significant precipitation, but higher light levels for the canopy to absorb. Tropical forest

(EBF; Figure 4.2) is very productive, assimiliating 3 to 4 kgof carbon per square meter annually.
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Figure 4.5: Panel A: Annual mean GPP, kg. Panel B: standard deviation in annual GPP, kg.

Seasonality within the forest is also small, as GPP in the month of maximum photosynthetic activity

is usually less than 10% of the annual total (not shown; compare with 8.3% if all months have

identical fraction). Variability in the forest is small as well, usually less than 1 kg on an annual

basis. Since respiration is constrained to match GPP, the only difference between the two is small

variations in standard deviation.

The savanna/cerrado is much less productive, with a GPP thatis half or less than that of the

tropical forest. Variability is similar, meaning that the coefficient of variation (standard deviation

divided by the mean) is much larger in the cerrado. Maximum productivity occurs during the wet

season (Austral summer), and seasonality is greater; some in the southern part of the domain (not

shown) assimilate as much as 15% of the annual amount during the month of maximum photosyn-

thesis.

Seasonality in the region is essentially symmetric across the equator; the wet season is during

each hemisphere’s summer. We can integrate over the domain to obtain seasonal cycles for the

region as a whole, shown in Figure 4.6. Keep in mind that in northern and southern regions (about

the equator) seasonality will be reversed, but the fractionof area in the south is much larger. Also,

seasonality in the cerrado is more tightly linked to precipitation than in the forest, and maximum

productivity is during seasonal rains. In the forest, it appears that highest productivity is during drier
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months, when moisture is available yet light levels are high[Saleska et al., 2003,2007,Baker et al.,

2008).

We integrate over all points and years to obtain annual cycles, shown in Figure 4.6. Taken

as a whole, maximum precipitation (Figure 4.6, panel A) occurs during Austral summer, consistent

with the large fraction of the domain south of the equator. Radiation incident at the surface shows a

generally inverse pattern to precipitation, reflecting theimpact of clouds, and implicating that zenith

angle and day length are not the only factors. Annual cycles of GPP and total respiration are shown

in Figure 4.6, panel B. Gross fluxes are large, and seasonal amplitude is a small fraction of the mean.

Maximum assimilation occurs at the beginning and end of the southern wet season. At the end of

the wet season, this is intuitive; soils will be very wet, andas rains recede greater insolation will

reach the canopy. At the end of the wet season the mechanisms are more complex. Our simulations

show that along the southern boundary of the forest, interspersed with the regions where maximum

GPP occurs in March, are areas where maximum GPP takes place in November (not shown). We

speculate that these may be regions that respond to higher light levels during the approach of Austral

summer, prior to the onset of seasonal rains. This explanation is consistent that the findings ofFu

and Li [2004] andLi and Fu [2004] who describe an increase in surface evapotranspiration (ET)

in advance of the wet season. This increased moisture flux serves to moisten and destabilize the

atmosphere, and helps ’precondition’ the atmosphere for the large-scale convergent features that

define the wet season. Large fractional canopy cover in the forest implies a large component of

transpiration in overall ET; it makes sense that if transpiration increases, then the vegetation must

not be experiencing stress, and carbon flux can be expected toincrease as well. This annual cycle

contradicts that put forth byPotter et al.[2001], who predicted an annual minima in GPP coincident

with or slightly lagging precipitation minimum. Our simulations predict a partial decoupling of

ecophysiological function from annual precipitation cylcles.

Respiratory flux is maximized during Austral summer, or the southern wet season (Figure

4.6, panel B). Temperatures are warm year-round, and ample moisture at the surface of the soil

maximizes respiration potential. As seasonal rains move north and surface (litter and surface soil)
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Figure 4.6: Simulations of domain-wide annual cycles of precipitation, radiation and carbon flux
from SiB3 simulations. Mean values of precipitation and radiation are found by area-weighting in-
dividual gridcells prior to calculating the mean. Carbon flux is accumulated over the entire domain.
Panel A: domain-averaged precipitation (blue) and radiation (red). Panel B: mean GPP (green) and
total respiration (red). Panel C: domain-wide Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) of carbon.
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desiccates, respiratory flux decreases.

The annual cycle of NEE is shown in Figure 4.6, panel C. The photosynthetic and respiratory

fluxes combine to produce a net efflux of carbon during the southern wet season, and uptake during

seasonal drought. This cycle closely resemble seasonal cycles observed at tower locations in the

Tapajos River National Forest [Saleska et al., 2003] and simulated using SiB inBaker et al.[2008].

In Baker et al.[2011] it was found that the wettest forests had little or no annual cycle in carbon flux;

in the cerrado, carbon flux was tightly linked to precipitation. In many forest sites, however, a phase-

shifted pattern was found. Carbon uptake increased (or was at least maintained) during seasonal

drought, while respiratory flux decreased as surface soils dried out. The current simulations suggest

that this behavior is common over a large enough fraction of the total region to be the defining

mechanism for regional carbon flux as a whole.

4.4.2 Process Variability

For insight into the mechanisms that influence variability,we regress variability in GPP

against variability in forcing mechanisms: precipitation, light, temperature, and soil moisture. To

determine independence of observations, we calculated thedegrees of freedom (dof) following

Bretherton et al., [1998] on both annual and monthly data. We find a low level of autocorrelation

(not shown) for all of the domain, with the exception of the thin strip of desert on the western South

American coast. This justifies the use of monthly data for theregression. We utilize simple statis-

tics, calculating a linear regression and use a two-ended Student’s T-test to determine significance at

the 95% level (Figure 4.7). Variability in radiation determines the greatest fraction of variability in

GPP for a large fraction of the tropical forest, and explainsa significant fraction of the variability-up

to 70% in regions. Along the southern and eastern forest boundary, soil moisture explains a the most

variability, albeit at a smaller fraction than in the forestinterior. In the cerrado, there are locations

where each of the mechanisms explains the most variability,but the fraction explained is always

small, generally less than 25-30%. We note that where radiation explains the most variability in the

cerrado, the relationship is negative; higher insolation is correlated with lower GPP.
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Figure 4.7: Panel A: Mechanism that explains the largest amount of variability in monthly GPP
anomaly. Panel B: fraction of total variability explained by the dominant mechanism.

If we perform the calculation on an annual basis (not shown),the results are similar, but not

identical. On an annual basis, radiation is the dominant mechanism in forested regions, explaining

a high fraction of the variability, but the total area where radiation is dominant is smaller than that

found with the monthly calculation. Soil moisture is the dominant mechanism for much of the forest

south of the equator, explaining a significant (up to 90%) fraction of the GPP variability. At the

boundary between the soil moisture and radiation regions, the variability explained by the dominant

mechanism is less, suggesting an interplay between soil andradiation properties in determining

interannual variability in GPP.

Respiration variability and reliance on a single mechanismdoes not show the patterns seen

in GPP. Total variance explained is small throughout the domain, and the mechanism pattern is het-

erogeneous. Since respiration is a function of temperature, moisture, and carbon pool size (approxi-

mated in SiB by previous year’s assimilation, followingDenning et al., [1996]), it is not unexpected

that these multiple interactions will result in a complex picture of respiration variability.

Synthesizing these results, we can formulate a picture of basin-scale ecophysiological be-

havior, and predict large-scale response to meteorological variability over larger temporal scales. In

the forest interior, precipitation is large, even in drought years. GPP in this interior region responds
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to higher insolation, and exhibits limitation properties similar to those described bySaleska et al.

[2007] andHuete et al. [2006]. To the south and east, where annual precipitation isless, forest

productivity is more dependent upon soil moisture. We mightanticipate that in this region plant re-

sponse will depend on magnitude, duration, and timing (wet season/dry season) of a drought event.

It is interesting to note that in this region, forest that shows dependence upon soil moisture, contains

the portion of the southwest Amazon most directly affected by the 2005 drought. In that case, a

drier-than-normal dry season followed several years of suppressed annual precipitation [Zeng et al.,

2008], resulting in significant stress on vegetation. Our findings are consistent with that evaluation.

Respiration patterns are much more heterogeneous. Therefore, when considering continental-

scale NEE we can envision a situation where complex respiration response couples with slightly

more predictable, but still somewhat variable, GPP patterns to determine large-scale response. We

predict that overall carbon flux will exhibit complex patterns in response to climatic variability. This

will be investigated in the next section.

4.4.3 Climate Variability

There are clearly established relationships between ENSO and South American precipitation,

and a relationship between water status and carbon flux has been proposed from both bottom-up and

top-down investigations. Under this paradigm, regional precipitation decreases during (or following

a lag) an El Niño. This precipitation decrease results in a suppression of photosynthesis, an increase

in respiration, or both, resulting in increased carbon flux to the atmosphere. However, there are

some indications that this paradigm may not hold universally. First, there is an historic inability of

landsurface models to accurately capture seasonality in Amazonia [Saleska et al., 2003;Baker et al.,

2008]. Secondly, there is an unresolved debate over whetherAmazonian forests are light-limited

[Saleska et al., 2007;Huete et al., 2006] or not [Samanta et al., 2010]. Finally, our regression of

GPP anomalies against indicate that there are regions in thetropical South American forest where

water status defines carbon assimilation, and regions wherethe forest is light-limited, even on an

interannual basis. This implies a more complex picture, onethat defies simplistic explanation. This
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Figure 4.8: Annual NEE anomaly regressed against modes of climate variability. Panel A: NEE
vs. MEI. Panel B: NEE vs. TNA. Panel C: NEE vs. TSA. Scale showsamount of variability in
NEE explained by the individual climate index. Only areas that are significant at the 90% level are
shown.

complexity is mentioned in both top-down [Bousquet et al., 2000] and bottom-upSchwalm et al.,

[2011] studies.

The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI;Wolter and Timlin, 1993, 1998) is an expression of the

strength of the ENSO signal based on the first principle component of 6 variables over the Pacific

Ocean; pressure, zonal and meridional wind components, SST, air temperature, and cloudiness.

The North Atlantic SST (TNA) and South Atlantic SST (TSA) indices are described inYoon and

Zeng [2010]; we obtained TNA/TSA indices from NOAA [Enfield et al., 1999]. We regressed

annual anomalies of precipitation against MEI, TNA, and TSAand obtained results (not shown)

similar to multiple previous studies linking ENSO and precipitation status. FollowingYoon and

Zeng[2010], we applied a running mean to monthly data prior to calculation, and determined annual

anomalies over the period September-August. We then applied the same regression tool to GPP, total

respiration, and NEE. NEE correlation to MEI, TNA and TSA is shown in Figure 4.8. It should be

noted that we do not consider the strong El Niño event of 1982-1983, as only the latter half of the

event is available for analysis. Additionally, we do not emphasize evaluation of ENSO events during

1992-1995, as it has been postulated that global aerosol from the Pinatubo eruption were the driving

force in global CO2 growth rate during this period.

MEI is positively correlated with NEE near the mouth of the Amazon River, a region that also

shows strong precipitation dependence. There is a secondary region along the southern border of
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the forest where positive phase MEI (El Niño) is correlatedwith carbon flux into the atmosphere. In

northeast Brazil, There is a tendency for large GPP suppression and small respiration increase during

positive MEI. Extending west along the river/equator, the photosynthetic response diminished, and

the respiration signal intensifies. Near the Brazil-Columbia border, there is an enhancement of the

overall carbon cycle in response to positive MEI-both GPP and respiration increase, but the impact

on NEE is not significant. In the southern forest, along the border of Brazil and Peru/Bolivia, there

is a small decrease in GPP and small increase in respiration during positive MEI, resulting in carbon

efflux.

TNA influence on NEE is limited to northeastern Brazil. Here,the response is similar to

that seen for MEI; GPP is suppressed and respiration enhanced during positive-phase TNA. There

is also a region near the Brazil-Peru-Bolivia border that experiences significant responses in both

GPP and respiration to TNA. In this region, however, the responses cancel; GPP and respiration

both decrease during positive phase TNA. This reduction in amplitude of the carbon cycle is not

significant for NEE.

There is a smaller, but also positive, correlation between TSA and NEE along a line just north

of the equator. In this case, there is a dipole between enhanced respiration in northeast Brazil and

suppressed GPP in Colombia. As with TNA, there is a suppression of the overall carbon cycle along

the southern forest boundary (both GPP and respiration decrease with positive TSA) that does not

significantly impact NEE.

These individual patterns are integrated into a domain-wide summary of precipitation, carbon

flux components, and NEE in Figure 4.9. In panel A, it is easilyseen that precipitation anomalies

are inversely correlated with MEI over the large scale. The canonical model suggests that GPP

will lag precipitation anomalies by 6-12 months. Panel B shows that while this is sometimes the

case (1997-2001), it does not always hold. In some cases precipitation and assimilation anomalies

are concurrent (1984-1985; 1990-1992), out-of-phase (1988) or even one case where GPP anomaly

precedes precipitation (1992).

Two distinct and very different situations can be seen in Figure 4.9, panel C, which shows
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Figure 4.9: Time series of MEI vs. domain-wide anomalies in precipitation, carbon flux components
(GPP and total respiration) and NEE. Panel A: MEI and precipitation. Panel B: precipitation and
GPP. Panel C: MEI, GPP, total respiration. Panel D: MEI and NEE.
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the interrelationship of assimilation and respiration anomalies. During the 1997-1998 El Niño, the

canonical behavior is seen. There is an initial sink of carbon (Figure 4.9, panel D) at the surface,

a result of a positive anomaly in GPP and negative in respiration. This may be an initial response

to enhanced light levels, while moisture is still relatively prevalent, while respiration decreases

as surface soils begin to desiccate. Subsequently, GPP drops sharply, at a 6-12 month lag from

precipitation, and respiration increases at a lag from GPP of 1-2 months. This adheres closely to

the ’conspiracy’ of processes noted byZeng et al.[2005]. During the El Niño of 1987, however,

a distinctly different pattern emerges. In 1987, both GPP and respiration are anomalously high, or

near mean values, during the duration of the event. In this case, both GPP and respiration increase

initially during the event; carbon efflux is found during thelatter 6 months, when GPP drops to

mean values while respiration is still enhanced.

During the La Niña event of 1989, the relationship is approximately the inverse of the

paradigm. Precipitation increases, followed at an approximate 6-month lag by GPP, followed an-

other 3-4 months by respiration. This results in anomalous uptake of carbon at about a 6 month lag

from MEI.

During the 1997-1998 El Niño negative precipitation anomalies followed the ITCZ and the

wet season as it moved from north to south. Warm temperature anomalies accompanied the decrease

in precipitation. Initially there were large positive GPP anomalies along the Amazon river, in the

early wet season. Subsequently, domain-wide high temperatures, which were not dramatic (well

below 1 K), were sufficient to induce a domain-wide positive respiration anomaly, driving the NEE

towards larger efflux. In 1987 the El Niño was centered on thedry season in the south. In this case,

spatial patterns were more disjoint, and lacked cohesion.

The 1997-1997 El Niño possessed a coherent pattern. This was due to both coherence in the

precipitation anomaly and the temperature anomaly it spawned. These patterns were fundamental to

behavior in 1997-1998, as it was not seen in an El Niño episode of similar magnitude, but centered

on the southern domain dry season in 1987. This underscores the complex behavior in the basin,

as magnitude, duration, spatial pattern and timing all influence ecosystem response to variations in
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climatological forcing.

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions

The canonical causal chain of events in tropical South America starts with a decrease in

precipitation, often concurrent with or lagging positive-phase ENSO. This leads to dryer soil, and

imposes stress on photosynthesis, with a lag of 4-6 months. As ET decreases, temperature rises

due to an increase in the Bowen ratio, also on a 4-6 month lag. Increased temperature leads to an

increase in heterotrophic respiration; therefore both thestomatal and the respiratory signals posi-

tively reinforce a positive CO2 flux from the land to the atmosphere. We do not question the validity

of this sequence: However, spatiotemporal variability in the precipitation response to ENSO, the

timing of precipitation anomalies around the annual cycle,and the length/magnitude of the ENSO

event result in a heterogeneous response from the vegetation. Therefore, we do not believe that there

is a ’typical’ response of the tropical South American land surface to an El Niño/La Niña event.

Ecophysiological behavior in tropical South America has implications for global atmospheric

CO2 growth rate [Rayner and Law, 1999;Bousquet et al., 2000;Rödenbeck et al., 2003]. The large

amount of carbon stored in tropical forests [Houghton] has the potential to provide a strong positive

feedback to changes in radiative forcing if released, whichhas been postulated as a strong possibility

for the near future [Cox et al., 2000;Cowling et al., 2004;Huntingford et al., 2004;Huntingford

et al., 2008]. Therefore, predictions of future climate depend materially on an ability to accurately

describe, and predict, the large-scale behavior of land-atmosphere interaction in South America,

both on annual and interannual scales [Friedlingstein et al., 2006].

We believe that previous predictions of South American biophysical behavior, while not

fundamentally flawed, do not present an accurate picture of basin-wide behavior. The canonical

behavior assumes an over-reliance on precipitation, signified most strongly by an inability to to cap-

ture mean annual cycles of carbon flux [Saleska et al., 2003] as well as of latent and sensible heat

[Baker et al., 2008]. This inability suggests an underestimation of the amount of decoupling be-

tween physiological function and precipitation, and implies that tropical forests are fragile systems
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that can barely survive a dry season-let alone anomalously low precipitation over multiple years

that may be imposed by ENSO. This multi-year resiliency has been demonstrated by studies that

exclude precipitation from the soil, and show an ability of the forest to survive several dry years

before exhibiting stress and mortality [Nepstead et al., 2008].

The dense canopy in tropical South American forests force a tight linkage between forest

function and ET. Ecophysiology determines carbon flux, and will play a critical role in determina-

tion of Bowen ratio as well. It has been shown that surface behavior can influence the onset and

cessation of seasonal rains [Fu and Li, 2004;Li and Fu, 2004]. It has also been shown that incorrect

treatment of land-atmosphere exchange can influence atmospheric characteristics [Harper et al.,

2010]. Therefore, we can expect that uncertainty in representation of surface ecophysiology will be

propagated through simulations of present and future climate.

We take a bottom-up approach, and simulate Amazonian ecophysiology on a regional scale,

over multiple years. Our model has been confronted with datafrom multiple tower sites in Brazil.

We‘ve established the model on the local scale, across vegetation and moisture gradients, prior to

performing regional studies. We establish an ability to predict annual cycles of carbon, energy

and moisture flux; we also verify that the reanalysis products used to drive regional studies do not

substantially alter our results.

We cannot definitively resolve the light-limited/water-limited question put forth by the papers

of Huete et al. [2006], Saleska et al.[2007], andSamanta et al.[2010]. We find that there are

regions that tend towards light- or water-limitation, but these areas are not rigidly defined boundaries

may move based on precipitation dynamics.

Our simulations agree qualitatively with inversion results. We show a large carbon efflux

during the 1997-1998 El Niño, with heterogeneous behavioramong other events. This is consistent

with both inversion [Bousquet et al., 2000; ] and data-based bottom up [Schwalm et al., 2011] result.

Future behavior of ENSO is uncertain [IPCC, 2007); However, Cox 2007 predicts a shift

in the ITCZ position due to a modification in TNA imposed by changes in aerosol loading of the

atmosphere. As understanding of large-scale climate variability increases, we need our biophysical
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models to have the scientific underpinnings necessary to accurately capture ecophysiological re-

sponse to this new understanding. This requires an ability to capture and reproduce behavior under

present climate.



Chapter 5

APPENDIX: THE SIMPLE BIOSPHERE MODEL, VERSION 3. MODEL

DESCRIPTION AND NUMERICAL SCHEME

5.1 Introduction

The Simple Biosphere Model (SiB) was introduced in 1986[Sellers et al., 1986] with the

intent to be used as a lower boundary condition for Atmospheric General Circulation Models

(AGCMs). SiB simulates the processes that control the exchange of mass, energy, momentum

and trace gases between the atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere, and was developed to provide a

valuable modeling function for meteorologists and ecologists alike. The model was written with a

high level of biophysical realism that give it appeal to a wide range of research applications.

A second version of the model (SiB2) was released in 1996 [Sellers et al., 1996a]. Canopy

representation was bolstered with improved stomatal physics [Sellers et al., 1992; Collatz et al.,

1991;Sellers1987] and inclusion of the C4 photosynthetic pathway following Collatz et al., [1992].

Vegetation phenology, previously determined by lookup table, was coupled to satellite-observed

phenology using Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) information [Sellers et al., 1996b].

In the intervening years, SiB has been used as a lower boundary for global [Sato et al., 1989;

Randall et al., 1996] and mesoscale [Denning et al., 2003;Nicholls et al., 2004;Wang et al., 2007;

Corbin et al., 2008] atmospheric models. Offline simulations have investigated global [Schaefer et

al., 2002;Schaefer et al., 2004;Schaefer et al., 2005] and regional [Baker et al., 2010] surface flux

behavior. Local ecophysiology as measured by eddy covariance flux towers have been compared to

SiB in midlatitude forest [Baker et al., 2003;Schaefer et al.,2008], grassland [Colello et al., 1998;

Hanan et al., 2005;Schaefer et al.,2008], tropical forest [Baker et al., 2008;Baker et al., 2011] and
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in savanna [Baker et al., 2011]. These studies substantiate the utility of SiB in multiple applications

across diverse ecosystems and spatial domains.

Since 1996, a number of model modifications have been added tothe SiB code. Some of

these are in direct response to model shortcomings when confronted with observations, while others

are implemented when a particular biophysical mechanism isfound to be either lacking or over-

simplified in the code. A prognostic Canopy Air Space (CAS) formulation has been added to the

equation set [Vidale and St́ockli, 2005;Baker et al., 2003]. A prognostic CAS provides a storage or

integrating volume between flux sources (vegetation, ground) and the atmosphere above the canopy.

This volume has mass and therefore adds inertia to componentfluxes in complex situations such as

change in radiative forcing (sunup/sundown) or frontal passage. This inertia results in more real-

istic simulations of mass and energy exchange on diurnal scales. The capacity to store individual

species is critical to the calculation of fractionation of carbon and oxygen isotopes [Suits et al.,

2005] as CO2 and other trace gases can be traced explicitly through the ecophysiological processes

that determine their concentration and exchange rate with the atmosphere. To our knowledge, SiB

is unique among landsurface models in this regard. All othermodels define a diagnostic CAS, in

which fluxes are summed to obtain canopy values. This latter method has the advantage of perfectly

closing energy and moisture budgets, but retrieves suspectvalues at times when forcing changes

sign, such as sunup and sundown.

Model hydrology has been improved by adopting the CommunityLand Model (CLM;Dai

et al., 2003) soil/snow submodel as well as alterations to the soilwater stress on photosynthesis

and ground water calculation [Baker et al., 2008]. Model carbon cycle has been made more realis-

tic by the inclusion of frost stress and autotrophic respiration terms, and more accurate phenology

has resulted from a modified NDVI interpolation scheme. An internal tiling module [Hanan et al.,

2005] has been shown to improve simulations in mixed C3/C4 grasslands. This ’multiple physiol-

ogy’ framework also provides a framework, as yet unexploited, for simulating individual species or

heterogeneous assemblages of woody and herbaceous cover.
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5.2 SiB3 Equation Set

The SiB prognostic variables represent the state variablesgoverning the vegetation, canopy

air space, and soil. Canopy conditions are described by vegetation temperature and depth of water

intercepted on leaves; canopy conductance controls rates of carbon uptake and transpirational water

loss. Water vapor concentration, temperature, and CO2 concentration are explicitly resolved in the

CAS. Surface water is described by interception storage (puddles) and snow depth. Adopting the

method used in the Community Land Model (CLM), snow can occupy up to 5 layers dependent on

mass and depth; these snow layers have explicit treatment ofliquid and ice fraction. Also follow-

ing CLM, the soil provides co-located soil temperature and soil moisture layers, again with explicit

treatment of liquid water and ice. Soil depth and number of layers can be user-specified as appli-

cations warrant, but a common configuration contains 10 layers, and a total soil depth of around 10

meters [Baker et al., 2008].

The basic governing equations are similar to those used in previous versions of the model,

with the addition of an equation for the canopy air space (CAS) temperature and moisture. These

equations are

canopy

Cc
dTc

dt
= Rc −Hc − λEc (5.1)

ground

Cg
dTg

dt
= Rg −Hg − λEg −G (5.2)

CAS

Ca
dTa

dt
= Hc +Hm +Hg +Hs (5.3)

where
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Tc, Tg, Ta = temperature, K

Rc,Rg = absorbed net radiation, W m-2

Cc,Cg,Ca = heat capacity, J m-2K-1

Hc,Hg,Hm,Hs = sensible heat flux, W m-2

λEg, λEc = latent heat flux, W m-2

The subscriptc refers to the vegetation,g to ground,s to snow,a to canopy air space, and

m to reference height or lowest atmospheric level. The governing equations for canopy/ground

intercepted water storage and CAS vapor pressure are

canopy

∂Mc

∂t
= Pc −Dc − Ewc/ρw (5.4)

ground

∂Mg

∂t
= Pg −Dg − Ewg/ρw (5.5)

CAS

ρacp∆z

γ

∂ea
∂t

= λEc + λEg + λEs + λEm (5.6)

where

Mc,Mg=depth of water storage, m

Pc,Pg=rate of precipitation interception, m sec-1

Dc,Dg=water drainage rate, m sec-1

Ewc,Ewg=evaporation rate from wet fraction of canopy/ground, kg m-2sec-1

ρw=mass of water, kg m-3

ρa=mass of air, kg m-3

cp=specific heat of dry air, J K-1kg-1
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∆ z=depth of CAS, m

γ=psychrometric constant, Pa K-1

ea=CAS vapor pressure, Pa

Soil moisture and soil temperature are now calculated in co-located layers. This is a depar-

ture from SiB2, where soil moisture was calculated in three layers; surface, root zone, and deep

recharge, respectively, to a total soil depth of 3.5 meters.The governing equation for subsurface

soil temperature layers is

Cj
∂Tj

∂t
= Fj−1 − Fj (5.7)

where

Cj=heat capacity of soil layer j, J K-1m-2

Tj=soil temperature of layer j, K

Fj ,Fj−1=heat flux across lower (Fj) and upper (Fj−1) control volume boundaries, W m-2

Change in soil moisture within a given soil layer must balance mass flow across layer bound-

aries as well as sources or sinks. Liquid and ice-phase waterare treated explicitly, so there is a

phase change term that must be accounted for, and there is a sink term for liquid water for removal

by roots. The soil water equations follow Darcy’s law while soil hydraulic conductivity and matric

potential depend on volumetric soil water content and soil texture, based onClapp and Hornberger,

1978]. The soil water governing equation is

∂wj

∂t
= [qj−1 − qj] − Etr +M (5.8)

where

wj=water content of soil layer j, kg m-2
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qj−1,qj=moisture flow across lower (qj) and upper (qj−1) control volume boundaries, kg

m-2 sec-1

Etr=removal of water by roots for transpiration, kg m-2sec-1

M=phase change, kg m-2sec-1

Roots can act as conduits in the soil, moving water from moistto dry regions during night, or

other times when stomates are closed. The process can act upwards against gravity if deep layers are

more moist than the surface, or near-surface water can be transported to depth following precipita-

tion events. This process, known as hydraulic redistribution, has been observed in many ecosystems

worldwide. Lee et al., 2005] incorporated hydraulic redistribution to model ecosystem behavior

in the Amazon Basin, following observations [Oliveira et al., 2005; da Rocha et al., 2004], and

Baker et al.[2008] incorporated hydraulic redistribution in SiB. However, site-specific coefficients

are required to calculate redistribution, based on soil androot characteristics. Since global maps of

these coefficients do not exist, hydraulic redistribution is not a standard feature in SiB3, but can be

implemented simply if soil-root transfer coefficients are known.

By combining the thermal properties of snow with the surfacesoil layer, SiB2 did not provide

adequate insulation, resulting in anomalous cooling of thesoil in cold regions [Baker et al., 2003].

The implementation of a multi-layer snow model based on the Community Land Model [Dai et al.,

2003] and SNTHERM [Jordan, 1991] provides a mechanism to insulate the soil, as well as more

realistic simulation of snow accumulation and ablation. Snowpack is metamorphosed by destructive

pressure, overburden, and melt, and layer numbers and depths are continually reallocated as snow

accumulates or melts/compacts.

The calculation of photosynthesis as outlined inSllers et al., 1992, 1996a] has not been mod-

ified and will not recieve more attention here. However, other elements of the CO2 budget have

undergone modification, to the degree that simulation of CO2 flux is significantly different in SiB3.

Foremost, the prognostic formulation used for calculatingCAS temperature and moisture has been

adopted for CO2 with the following governing equation
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CCO2

∂CO2

∂t
= Rhetero +Rauto −GPP − Fm (5.9)

where

CO2=CO2 concentration in CAS, mol mol-1

CCO2
=CO2 capacity in CAS, mol m-2

Rhetero= heterotrophic respiration, mol m-2sec-1

Rauto=autotrophic respiration, mol m-2sec-1

GPP= gross primary productivity, mol m-2sec-1

Fm=CO2 flux between CAS and reference level, mol m-2sec-1

By incorporating the prognostic CAS into SiB we provide a storage volume for CO2 which

gives inertia to the system when fluxes change sign rapidly, such as sunup or sundown (seeBaker

et al., 2003). The inclusion of prognostic canopy airspace carbonstrongly affects modeled net

ecosystem exchange (NEE) on the diurnal scale, while two other modifications (interpolation of

canopy phenology information and partitioning of respiration into autotrophic and heterotrophic

compontents) are reflected in annual cycles of carbon uptakeand release. The fully prognostic CAS

make SiB unique among landsurface models. By explicitly resolving scalars within the canopy

air SiB3 has the computational framework, or ’hooks’, to incorporate detailed ecophysiological

processes into the model physics. Isotopes of carbon (13C/ 12C)are currently incorporated into the

code, and calculation of fluxes and concentration of other trace gases such as carbonyl sulfide, radon,

or methane can be easily included. Futhermore, the computational framework is easily adaptable to

accommodate multiple-layer canopy or detailed radiation submodels as well.

SiB has historically diagnosed respiration from canopy, roots and soil microbes to balance

photosynthetic uptake [Denning et al., 1996]. There is a small autotrophic canopy respiration term

that is dependent upon vegetation temperature and maximum Rubisco velocity, but this approach

emphasizes microbial (heterotrophic) respiration over canopy/root (autotrophic) respiration.Hog-

berg et al.[2001] show that there is a significant autotrophic component to soil respiration linked to
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photosynthesis. In SiB2, all soil respiration is heterotrophic and dependent only upon soil temper-

ature and moisture [Denning et al., 1996]. Hogberg and others [Waring et al., 1985;Gifford et al.,

2003] suggest it is not uncommon for half of soil respirationto be autotrophic, and directly linked to

recently assimilated carbon.We have now partitioned respiration into heterotrophic and autotrophic

components. Heterotrophic respiration followsDenning et al.[1996]. Canopy respiration associ-

ated with the maintenance of leaf photosynthetic enzyme infrastructure is currently included in the

model formulation; instantaneous root and stem respiration is calculated as

Ra = Rfafpar +Rc (5.10)

where

Ra = root and stem autotrophic respiration

Rfa = autotrophic respiration factor

fpar = fraction of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed

Rc = autotrophic photosynthetic maintenance respiration

Annual carbon balance is maintained by the computation of the autotrophic respiration factor

Rfa, as follows:

Rfa =
fa

∑

GPP −
∑

Rc
∑

fpar
(5.11)

where

fa = fractional partition between autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration, currently 0.5

∑

GPP = annual gross primary productivity

∑

fpar = annual sum of fraction of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed

∑

Rc = annual photosynthetic maintenance respiration

SiB3 can be utilized with the concurrentRfa respiration, in which case annual carbon flux
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will be very close to zero. In a diagnostic CAS configuration,the balance will be to machine

precision. However, with a prognostic CAS carbon balance isnot achieved until 2 or 3 iterations

using concurrent yearRfa are run. It is also possible to use the value ofRfa calculated at the end of

a given year during the subsequent year. This has the result of respiring carbon assimilated in year

N during yearN + 1, which makes intuitive sense.

The use of satellite-derived vegetation phenology in SiB and various datasets used are de-

scribed inSellers et al.[1996b]. The convention in SiB was to assign the termporal location of the

reported NDVI to the midpoint of the compositing period. This can be problematic in regions with

a large annual phenological cycle. When a monthly compositing period is used, it is not uncommon

for the maximum value to occur at the end of the month in spring, when leaf-out occurs. Simi-

larly, maximum canopy greenness can be observed at the beginning of the compositing period in

the fall. By assigning these maximum values to the midpoint of the compositing period, spring bud

burst/leaf-out can be ’moved forward’ in time (or earlier inthe year) and senescence ’moved back’

(later), resulting in an increase in the length of growing season. In fact, a common characteristic of

SiB2 was an early conversion from efflux to influx of CO2 in the annual cycle modeled in boreal

regions [Baker et al., 2003]. By evaluating the trend of the NDVI timeseries we areable to deter-

mine whether the canopy is static, greening or browning during a particular compositing period and

assign the observed value to the appropriate location (beginning, middle, end) accordingly.

Carbon assimilation, and by extension transpirational latent heat flux, is materially controlled

by soil water stress. Since its inception [Sellers et al., 1986] SiB has scaled photosynthesis by a soil

water stress factor based on observations taken in corn [Choudhury et al., 1983;Sellers et al., 1989;

Collatz et al., 1991]. A stress factor value of one implies no stress to photosynthesis, and a stress

factor value of zero is associated with total stress and closure of stomates. The soil water stress

factor is based on how root zone soil water potential (calculated followingClapp and Hornberger

[1978]) is related to a pre-defined moisture potential valueidentified with a stress value of 0.5 using

the following relationship
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stresssoilmoisture =
1.0

{1.0 + exp [0.02 (ψh − ψr)]}
(5.12)

where

ψh=1/2-stress moisture potential value

ψr=moisture potential of root zone

In practice, this formulation resulted in very little soil moisture stress on photosynthesis/transpiration

until root zone moisture potential approaches the 1/2-stress value, at which time soil moisture stress

increases exponentially. This has the effect of a stepwise function, whereby canopy function is

unaffected by soil moisture stress until a critical value isreached and stomates close rapidly with

incremental decrease in soil moisture thereafter. This hasbeen shown realistic in individual plants

[Choudhury et al.,1983], but heterogeneity on the landscape scale can be expected to encompass a

range of soil moisture potential across topographical gradients. A distribution of moisture amount

within a model gridcell can be envisioned [Sellers et al., 2007], which would result in an integrated

response to overall drying on the canopy scale.

We’ve modified soil moisture stress in SiB3 to give smoother behavior as the soil dries. There

is more stress at higher soil moisture values (near field capacity), but the stepwise behavior at critical

soil potential has been removed. As previously mentioned, the soil configuration in SiB3 has been

modified; soil moisture and soil temperature layers are co-located, and roots are no longer confined

to a single layer (soil moisture layer 2 as in SiB2), but are distributed exponentially through the

column dependent on biome type as described inJackson et al.[1996] andCanadell et al.[1996].

This allows consideration of the entire column when calculating soil water stress on photosynthesis.

However, if water availability is a function of root densityalone, model vegetation is unrealistically

stressed. Several mechanisms have been observed that allowvegetation to utilize water from deep

sources when surface layers (where the greatest root mass resides) desiccate, including increased

conductance of deep roots [Jipp et al., 1998] and hydraulic redistribution [Dawson et al., 1993,

1996; Lee et al., 2005]. We have not explicitly parameterized these processes, but instead have
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created a ’modified bucket’-type simulation that provides reasonable results [Baker et al., 2008].

We assume total stress when moisture contents drops to or below wilt point, no stress when

moisture content is at or above field capacity. We use -15 J/kgfor field capacity, -1500 J/kg for

wilt point. The calculation is looped through the entire soil column, so the calculation of stress is

made without consideration of root density as long as roots are present in a given layer. A curvature

parameter is used to give a smooth transition into stress as the soil dries, in the following manner

stresssoilmoisture =

[

(1 + ws)
(

θsoil−θwp

θfc−θwp

)]

[

ws+
(

θsoil−θwp

θfc−θwp

)] (5.13)

where

ws=curvature parameter (currently =0.2)

θsoil=column-total volumetric soil water content (m3water per m3soil)

θwp=column-total volumetric soil water content at wilt point (m3water per m3soil)

θfc=column-total volumetric soil water content at field capacity (m3water per m3soil)

Actual root distribution is not considered during the calculation of soil water stress. When

transpirational load is partitioned among individual soillevels, a relative root fraction for each soil

layer is calculated as follows

rootri = rootfi

(

1 −
θwp

θi

)

(

1 −
θwp

θfc

) (5.14)

where rootfi is the actual root density for the layer being considered, and θiis the volumetric

soil content of that layer. All values ofrootr are normalized by dividing by the summation of

rootr over all soil levels. This formulation allows an individualsoil layer to remove water during

transpiration in excess of the amount allowed by the actual root density if the layer holds sufficient

water. When volumetric soil water content is equal among layers, water is removed proportional to

actual root density. This allows the more realistic response of transpirational load shifting to deep

layers when surface layers dry out following rainfall. After an infiltration event, surface layers with
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the greater root mass will reacquire the burden of removing water for transpiration.

Photosynthesis is constrained in SiB by high- and low-temperature stress [Sellers et al., 1987;

Collatz et al., 1991], but the low-temperature stress did not have a lasting impact; as soon as temper-

ature increased, canopy function was returned to normal levels. A lingering ’frost stress’ has been

observed [Vogg et al., 1998a, 1998b;Strand et al., 1995;Hallgren et al., 1990] in vegetation that

is seasonally exposed to very low temperatures. Frost stress generally refers to biochemical mech-

anisms vegetation uses to cope with ice formation and dehydration of tissues.Vogg et al.[1998a]

show that the slowdown in photosynthesis that accompanies these coping mechanisms can last for

several days following a cold episode. We have developed a simple approximation of frost stress,

which uses a simple relationship between canopy temperature and minimum air temperature in the

following manner

stressfrost =
1

[1 + exp (0.6 (Tref − Tmin))]
(5.15)

where

stressfrost=frost stress factor, similar to soil water or temperature stress; a value of 1 implies

no stress, 0 implies total shutdown of photosynthesis.

Tref=Reference temperature, 269.15 K

Tmin=Minimum vegetation temperature

The minimum vegetation temperature is retained as the modelmoves forward in time, with

a relaxation of 4 (degrees) K day-1. This forces an extended period of stress with extreme cold,

and disallows brief periods of photosynthetic uptake during warm intervals in winter (in evergreen

forests).

Discrimination and fractionation of isotopes during biophysical processes can be a powerful

tool for partitioning carbon flux into its component parts.Ciais et al. [1995a, 1995b] usedδ C

measurements to partition global carbon flux into its terrestrial and oceanic fractions. In [Ciais et

al., 1995a] a primitive treatment of discrimination of carbon isotopes during photosynthesis was in-
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corporated into SiB. With more measurements and greater physical realism in our models, isotopes

become a tool to use to further constrain our models and tighten our understanding of surface-

atmosphere exchange. Modeled variability of the carbon isotope ratios of CO2 fluxes between the

terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere can be used to infer the spatial and temporal distribution

of carbon sources and sinksCiais et al., 1995a;Enting et al., 1995; Francey et al., 1995; Keel-

ing et al., 1995; Joos et al., 1998; Trudinger et al., 1999,Battle et al., 2000]. Understanding of

the variability inherent to carbon isotope discriminationassociated with photosynthesis can also

help in interpreting observedδ13C ratios of other plant fractions and fluxes including plant tissues

and decomposition products, volatile organic carbon (VOC), exudates, soil litter, humic and fulvic

fractions, dissolved organic matter (DOC), and even kerogen and bitumen.

In SiB3, carbon isotope discrimination by C3 plants is modeled as a multistage process in-

volving transport of CO2 to the chloroplast, followed by fixation with ribulose bisphosphate car-

boxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) [Suits et al., 2005]. Net discrimination against13C is produced by

factors affecting rates of photosynthesis and leaf conductance. C3 discrimination is approximately

19h, but can vary a couple of per mil in response to environmentalchanges such as vapor pressure

deficit. The source of assimilated carbon in SiB is the air in the canopy. Since concentrations and

isotope ratios of CO2 of the canopy air space are determined explicitly, theδ13C values of plant

carbon will reflect recycling of isotopically depleted respired carbon dioxide and the impact of pho-

tosynthesis on carbon isotope ratios in the canopy air. Carbon isotope discrimination by C4 plants

is held constant to the value associated with stomatal conductance, 4.4h. Net discrimination by all

plants within a grid cell is largely controlled by the relative contributions of C3 and C4 plants to

total photosynthetic rates.

5.3 Numerical Scheme

Here we present the equation set used in version 3.0 of the Simple Biosphere model, SiB3.

The fundamental equations are introduced in Sellers (1986)and Sellers et al (1996), and the prog-

nostic canopy air space is outlined in Vidale and Stockli (2004). In this document we’ll go into
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more detail-starting with the prognostic variables and theequations used to increment them through

the numerical technique and the order of operations used to perform the timestepping. The idea

here is to show the continuous equations that SiB is based upon and expand the description of the

numerical scheme beyond what is normally done in journal articles. However, this description is

not comprehensive-there are details that will be ignored, such as adjustment to vapor flux deposition

on a cold snow surface or the effect near-surface relative humidity on latent heat flux from the soil.

There are numerous details like this in the code, and most of them won’t be covered here.

The prognostic variables in SiB represent the condition of the vegetation, air, and soil. The

main prognostic variables are:

• Reference level Temperature,Tm

• Reference level water vapor pressure,em

(NOTE: The domain of SiB is the ground through the approximate top of the canopy. For numerical

stability in incorporating the prognostic canopy airspace, we’ve had to put a lower limit on canopy

depth of 4 meters. What we call the ’reference level’ is the atmosphere above the level of the canopy,

usually the boundary layer. Reference level variables willcome from the lowest model level in a

situation where SiB is coupled to a mesoscale model or GCM. Inan offline situation, as is described

here, the reference level variables will be provided by observations.)

Prognostic variables, continued:

• Canopy air space temperature,Ta

• Canopy air space water vapor pressure,ea

• Canopy air spaceCO2 concentration,pco2ap

• Vegetation temperature,Tc

• Vegetation stomatal resistancerst

• Soil temperature,Ts
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• Snow temperature,Tsnow

• Soil liquid water,wwwliq

• Soil ice water,wwwice

• Canopy water interception storage,capac1

• Soil surface water interception storage,capac2 (puddles)

The number of soil layers is user-specified, usually 10. Additionally, up to 5 snow layers can

exist: There are prognostic variables for temperature, liquid and ice water for each snow layer, in

addition to thickness. The snow and soil treatment in SiB3 isbased on CLM (Daiet al, 2003). Partial

snow cover is problematic for numerical treatments such as SiB; the snow amount never covers all

the ground in a gridcell, so in snow-covered situations there are issues with the partitioning of

intercepted radiation as well as with heat flux. In a particular grid cell with partial snow cover, it

is obvious that the bare (no snow) portion of the top soil layer will have a different temperature

(and other state variables) than the snow-covered area. We do not currently treat this sort of sub-

grid scale heterogeneity explicitly; our solution is to make the assumption that if snow is present, all

incident radiation will be intercepted by the snow-all soilis treated as snow-covered. As the fraction

of snowcover increases quickly with snow depth, this is not acompletelyunphysical solution, but

we are aware that problems exist in this area.

All prognostic variables are solved in groups of simultaneous equations. The Canopy Air

Space (CAS) variables, vegetation (temperature and stomatal resistance) and soil temperature are

solved as one group. Precipitation is then added, followed by canopy interception,throughfall, and

infiltration. The soil moisture variables are then solved asa group. Phase change in soil water

represents a mechanism whereby the previously calculated soil temperature values can be changed.

Presently, we are considering the ’offline’ or data-driven version of SiB3-not coupled to a

mesoscale atmospheric model or GCM. In the offline case, the prognostic variablesTm andem are

not effected by the SiB fluxes (since they are prescribed), and have simple representations in the

solution matrix.
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We’ll begin by outlining the continuous equations for the prognostic variables, and describing

the fluxes that contribute to their values.

5.3.1 Canopy air space temperature,Ta

Ca
dTa

dt
= Hc +Hm +Hg +Hs (5.16)

Where

Ca = CAS heat capacity

Ta = CAS temperature

Hc = Canopy-CAS sensible heat flux

Hm = boundary layer-CAS sensible heat flux

Hg = ground-CAS sensible heat flux

Hs = snow-CAS sensible heat flux

5.3.2 Canopy air space water vapor mixing ratio,ea

ρcp∆z

γ

dea
dt

= λEc + λEg + λEs + λEm (5.17)

where

ρ = air density

cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure

∆z = Canopy Air Space thickness in meters

γ = psychrometric constant

λEc = vegetation-to-CAS water vapor flux

λEg = ground-to-CAS water vapor flux
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λEs = snow-to-CAS water vapor flux

λEm = boundary layer-to-CAS water vapor flux

5.3.3 Vegetation temperature,Tc

Cc
dTc

dt
= Rveg −Hc − λEc (5.18)

where

Cc = vegetation heat capacity

Rveg = net radiation absorbed by vegetation

Hc = vegetation-to-CAS sensible heat flux

λEc = vegetation-to-CAS latent heat flux

Vegetation-to-CAS latent heat flux is comprised of transpiration and evaporation/condensation from

leaf surfaces.Rveg contains both thermal IR and solar radiation components.

5.3.4 Ground temperature,Tg

Cg
dTg

dt
= Rground −Hg − λEg −G (5.19)

Where

Cg = ground heat capacity

Rground = net radiation absorbed by ground

Hg = ground-to-CAS sensible heat flux
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λEg = ground-to-CAS latent heat flux

G = ground sensible heat flux

As with canopy latent heat flux, the ground latent heat flux hastwo components: evaporation/condensation

to/from the ground surface, and evaporation/condensationfrom within the top soil layer.

5.3.5 Soil temperature and soil moisture

SiB3.0 follows CLM (version 2.0, I think) in its treatment ofsoil and snow. We’ll avoid

addressing the topic here, as the continuous equations and numerical scheme are outlined in the

CLM Technical Manual.

5.3.6 stomatal resistance

SiB uses Farquhar kinetics and the Ball-Berry equation to prognose stomatal resistance (or

conductance, if you prefer). Descriptions of these calculations can be found in Sellerset al (1986,

1992, 1996) and Sellers (1985, 1987).

5.3.7 Canopy and Ground interception water storage

Interception storage on vegetation and in puddles on the ground are determined at the end of

the timestep in SiB. Predetermined storage limits are used,and excess storage can become runoff.

The prognostic equations for interception stores are simply the sum of inputs (precipitation) and

outputs (runoff, infiltration, evaporation).

5.4 Radiative Scheme

The SiB radiative scheme is explained in detail in the seriesof SiB papers (Sellers (1985),

Sellers et al (1986), Sellers (1987), Sellers et al (1992), and Sellers et al (1996)). The basic idea

is that the two-stream approximation (Goudriaan 1977) is used to differentiate between visible and

near-IR wavelength intervals, as their broad-band scattering coefficients are quite different. Canopy
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penetration and absorbtion are expressed in the standard exponential form,e−kLt, wherek is the

extinction coefficient andLt is leaf area index. The calculations of albedo and radiativetransfer

are explained in detail in the aforementioned papers, and won’t be reproduced here. For this paper,

we need to be concerned with longwave radiation, both intercepted and emitted, from the ground

surface and the canopy. These terms will be part of the prognostic equations forTc andTg, so a little

more explanation is warranted. A ’canopy gap fraction’ is calculated asfac1 = 1−Rinterceped, and

this factor is used in calculating what fraction of outgoinglongwave from the ground is intercepted

by the canopy. Similarly, the canopy radiates longwave energy towards the ground and into the

atmosphere. We use the Stefan-Boltzmann law

I = εIRσSBT
4 (5.20)

where

I =emitted radiation

εIR = infrared emissivity

σSB = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

and its derivative with respect to temperature

dI

dT
= 4εIRσSBT

3 (5.21)

or, discretized

∆I = 4εIRσSBT
3(T n+1 − T n) (5.22)

In SiB, the net shortwave radiation terms are calculated using the radiative transfer scheme as

outlined in the various SiB publications. Change in outgoing and intercepted longwave for canopy

and ground are included in the prognostic equations, as willbe shown in subsequent sections of this

document.
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5.5 Canopy Air Space Temperature

Now let’s go into more depth. We’ll start with Canopy Air Space (CAS) temperature,Ta.

Ca
dTa

dt
= Hc +Hm +Hg (5.23)

or

Ca
dTa

dt
−Hc −Hm −Hg = 0 (5.24)

Where

Ca = CAS heat capacity

Ta = CAS temperature

Hc = Canopy-CAS sensible heat flux

Hm = CAS-boundary layer sensible heat flux

Hg = ground-CAS sensible heat flux

We now define the component sensible heat fluxes,Hc,Hm,Hg as:

Hc =
ρcp
rb

(Tc − Ta) (5.25)

Hm =
ρcp
ra

(Tm − Ta) (5.26)

Hc =
ρcp
rd

(Tg − Ta) (5.27)

Where

ρ = air density

cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure

ra = CAS-to-reference level resistance

rb = leaf surface-to-CAS resistance

rd = ground-to-CAS resistance

Tc = leaf (vegetation) temperature

Tg = ground surface temperature
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Tm = reference level temperature

Following Kalnay and Kanamitsu (1988), we utilize an ’explicit coefficient/implicit temper-

ature’ numerical scheme, where the temperatures on the right hand side of the equations exist at

timestep ’n+1’. The ’explicit coefficient’ part of the equation comes from the fact that the resistance

terms(ra, rb, rd) are computed at timestep ’n’. The continuous equations of the component fluxes

are discretized as follows:

Hc =
ρcp
rb

(Tc
n+1 − Ta

n+1) (5.28)

Hm =
ρcp
ra

(Tm
n+1 − Ta

n+1) (5.29)

Hg =
ρcp
rd

(Tg
n+1 − Ta

n+1) (5.30)

and the full equation becomes

Ca
Ta

n+1 − Ta
n

∆t
−
ρcp
rb

(Tc
n+1 − Ta

n+1) −
ρcp
ra

(Tm
n+1 − Ta

n+1)

−
ρcp
rd

(Tg
n+1 − Ta

n+1) = 0 (5.31)

We now define ’timestep n’ fluxes forHc,Hm andHg as follows

Hc
n =

ρcp
rb

(Tc
n − Ta

n) (5.32)

Hm
n =

ρcp
ra

(Tm
n − Ta

n) (5.33)

Hg
n =

ρcp
rd

(Tg
n − Ta

n) (5.34)

and add them to both sides of (5.31) and the full equation becomes

Ca
Ta

n+1 − Ta
n

∆t
−
ρcp
rb

(Tc
n+1 − Ta

n+1) +
ρcp
rb

(Tc
n − Ta

n) −

ρcp
ra

(Tm
n+1 − Ta

n+1) +
ρcp
ra

(Tm
n − Ta

n) −

ρcp
rd

(Tg
n+1 − Ta

n+1) +
ρcp
rd

(Tg
n − Ta

n) =

Hc
n +Hm

n +Hg
n (5.35)
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For the solution, we want to group the terms aroundTx
n+1 − Tx

n. We will then solve for

these ’delta’ terms in the solution matrix. Rearranging (5.35), we obtain

(Ta
n+1 − Ta

n)(
Ca

∆t
+
ρcp
rb

+
ρcp
ra

) − (Tc
n+1 − Tc

n)(
ρcp
rb

) −

(Tm
n+1 − Tm

n)(
ρcp
ra

) − (Tg
n+1 − Tg

n)(
ρcp
rd

) =

Hc
n +Hm

n +Hg
n (5.36)

Keeping in mind that we are considering the ’no snow’ case here, so there will be 15 prog-

nostic variables solved for in this particular matrix:

1. Tm = reference level temperature

2. em = reference level water vapor mixing ratio

3. Ta = Canopy Air Space temperature

4. ea = Canopy Air Space water vapor mixing ratio

5. Tc = leaf (vegetation) temperature

6. Tg = ground surface layer temperature

7 − 15. Ti = deep soil layer temperatures,(i = 2, 10)

In the situation where snow is present, there will be from oneto five extra snow temperature lay-

ers. Snow/soil liquid water is currently treated in a separate matrix equation. Therefore, we will be

solving a15x15 matrix to update these particular prognostic variables. Wewill designate the right

hand side of (5.36) asFTa , the part of the equation containing the timestepn terms. The terms for

CAS temperatureTa will then be:

1. Tm = −
ρcp

ra

2. em = 0

3. Ta = Ca

∆t
+

ρcp

rb
+

ρcp

ra

4. ea = 0
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5. Tc = −
ρcp

rb

6. Tg = −
ρcp

rd

7 − 15. Ti = 0

FTa = Hc
n +Hm

n +Hg
n

In the snow case, the solution will not be much different. Partial snowcover is a difficult prob-

lem, and for the moment we punt on the solution. What we do in SiB3 is to say that if there isany

snow, then the ground is treated ascompletelycovered by the energy budget equations. We do not

partition radiation incident on the surface between bare- and snow-covered fractions; all radiation is

intercepted by the snow-covered surface. While potentially unrealistic, this technique has provided

reasonable results to date.

5.6 Canopy Air Space Water Vapor Pressure

Now let’s look atea, CAS water vapor pressure. The continuous equation is as follows:

ρcp∆z

γ

dea
dt

= λEc + λEg + λEm (5.37)

where

∆z = Canopy Air Space thickness in meters

γ = psychrometric constant

The evaporation termλEm represents the water vapor flux between the CAS and the boundary

layer, and is dependent only upon the resistance(ra) between the two layers, as well as the vapor

gradient. The other two terms(λEc, λEg) have multiple components. the vapor flux between the

vegetation and the CAS (λEc) is a result of transpirational vapor flux as well as evaporation of wa-

ter stored on the leaves themselves (i.e. dew, accumulated rain). It is assumed that there will be no
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transpiration from a wet leaf surface. Evaporation of surface storage (puddles) as well as evapora-

tion from within the top soil layer are combined into ground-to-CAS water vapor flux(λEg). The

continuous equations for these three components are as follows:

λEm =
ρcp
γra

(em − ea) (5.38)

λEc =
ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcan

)

(e∗(Tc) − ea) (5.39)

λEg =
ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)

(e∗(Tg) − ea) (5.40)

Following what was done forTa, we define the component vapor fluxes as follows:

λEm =
ρcp
γra

(em
n+1 − ea

n+1) (5.41)

λEc =
ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcan

)

(e∗(Tc
n+1) − ea

n+1) (5.42)

λEg =
ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)

(e∗(Tg
n+1) − ea

n+1) (5.43)

To calculate the saturation vapor pressure(e∗) terms at timestep(n+ 1), we take the deriva-

tive of the Clausius-Clapyron equation at temperatureT n
x and assume the following:

e∗(T n+1) = e∗(T n) +
de∗(T )

dT
(T n+1 − T n) (5.44)

Now equations (5.42), (5.43) become

λEc =
ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcan

)(

e∗(Tc
n) +

de∗(Tc)

dTc
(Tc

n+1 − Tc
n) − ea

n+1
)

(5.45)

λEg =
ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)(

e∗(Tg
n) +

de∗(Tg)

dTg

(Tg
n+1 − Tg

n) − ea
n+1

)

(5.46)
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Substituting (5.41),(5.45),and (5.46) back into (5.37) yields

ρcp∆z

γ

(ea
n+1 − ea

n)

∆t
=
ρcp
γra

(em
n+1 − ea

n+1) +

ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcan

)(

e∗(Tc
n) +

de∗(Tc)

dTc
(Tc

n+1 − Tc
n) − ea

n+1
)

+

ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)(

e∗(Tg
n) +

de∗(Tg)

dTg

(Tg
n+1 − Tg

n) − ea
n+1

)

(5.47)

Add λEm
n, λEc

n andλEg
n to both sides, rearrange and cancel some terms to obtain

(ea
n+1 − ea

n)
(ρcp∆z

γ∆t
+
ρcp
γra

+
ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcan

)

+
ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

))

− (em
n+1 − em

n)
ρcp
γra

− (Tc
n+1 − Tc

n)
de∗(Tc)

dTc

(ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 −wc)

rcan

)

−

(Tg
n+1 − Tg

n)
de∗(Tg)

dTg

(ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)

=

λEm
n + λEc

n + λEg
n (5.48)

If we look at theea equation term-by-term as was done forTa, the values are these:

1. Tm = 0

2. em = −
ρcp

γra

3. Ta = 0

4. ea =
ρcp∆z

γ∆t
+

ρcp

γra
+

ρcp

γ

(

wc
rb

+ (1−wc)
rcan

)

+
ρcp

γ

(

wg
rd

+ (1−wg)
rsoil

)

5. Tc = −de∗(Tc)
dTc

(

ρcp

γ

(

wc
rb

+ (1−wc)
rcan

)

6. Tg = −
de∗(Tg)

dTg

(

ρcp

γ

(

wg
rd

+ (1−wg)
rsoil

)

7 − 15. Ti = 0

Fea = λEm
n + λEc

n + λEg
n
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5.7 Vegetation Temperature

Vegetation (leaf) temperature is a balance between absorbed radiation and latent and sensible

heat fluxes. Stomatal resistance determines potential evapotranspiration, and therefore the Bowen

Ratio of the fluxes from the leaf to the CAS. From the Introduction, we have the continuous equation

as follows:

Cc
dTc

dt
= Rveg −Hc − λEc (5.49)

We can represent the sensible heat flux between the vegetation and the CAS as

Hc =
ρcp
rb

(Tc − Ta) (5.50)

and the latent heat flux-which contains terms for both evaporation of interception storage and

transpiration-as

λEc =
ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcanopy

)(

e∗(Tc) − ea

)

(5.51)

where

wc = wet fraction of the canopy

rcanopy =total canopy resistance (rb + rstomatal)

Specifying (5.50) and (5.51) at timestepn+ 1 and substituting back into (5.49) yields

Cc
Tc

n+1 − Tc
n

dt
+
ρcp
rb

(Tc
n+1 − Ta

n+1)+

ρcp
γ

(wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcanopy

)(

e∗(Tc
n+1) − ea

n+1
)

= Rveg (5.52)

AddHc
n andλEc

n to both sides, expand thee∗(Tc
n+1) terms and rearrange to obtain
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(Tc
n+1 − Tc

n)
(Cc

∆t
+
ρcp
rb

+
de∗(Tc)

dTc

(ρcp
γ

(
wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcanopy
) +

ρcp
γrb

)

)

− (Ta
n+1 − Ta

n)
ρcp
rb

− (ea
n+1 − ea

n)
(ρcp
γ

(
wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcanopy

) +
ρcp
γrb

)

= Rveg −Hc
n − λEc

n (5.53)

We’ll now address theRveg term. The basic idea of the radiative scheme is outlined in

Section 2; For purposes of the radiative scheme we partitionradiation into absorbed atmospheric

radiation (shortwave and longwave), absorbed longwave emitted from the ground, and outgoing

longwave emitted from the vegetation itself. For the groundand canopy longwave terms, we’ll be

using thefac1 term defined in Section 2 to describe the ’canopy hole’ or fraction of canopy closure.

Expanding theRveg term, we can say

Rveg = Ratmospheric − LWveg + LWground (5.54)

TheRatmospheric term is calculated to exist at timestepn, while the two longwave terms are

defined at timestepn+ 1 and can be discretized as follows:

LWveg = 2fac1(4εIRσSBTc
3(Tc

n+1 − Tc
n)) (5.55)

and

LWground = fac1(4εIRσSBTg
3(Tg

n+1 − Tg
n)) (5.56)

Where (5.55) is multiplied by two to account for longwave radiation exiting the canopy in

both upward and downward directions. Equation (5.53) now becomes
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(Tc
n+1 − Tc

n)
(Cc

∆t
+
ρcp
rb

+
de∗(Tc)

dTc

(ρcp
γ

(
wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcanopy
)
)

+ 2fac1(4εIRσSBTc
3)

)

− (Ta
n+1 − Ta

n)
ρcp
rb

− (ea
n+1 − ea

n)
(ρcp
γ

(
wc

rb
+

(1 − wc)

rcanopy
)
)

− (Tg
n+1 − Tg

n)4fac1εIRσSBTg
3

= Ratmospheric −Hc
n − λEc

n (5.57)

So the matrix terms forTc are

1. Tm = 0

2. em = 0

3. Ta = −
ρcp

rb

4. ea = −
ρcp

γ
(wc

rb
+ (1−wc)

rcanopy
)

5. Tc = Cc

∆t
+

ρcp

rb
+ de∗(Tc)

dTc

(ρcp

γ
(wc

rb
+ (1−wc)

rcanopy
)
)

+ 2fac1(4εIRσSBTc
3)

6. Tg = −4fac1εIRσSBTg
3

7 − 15. Ti = 0

FTc = Ratmospheric −Hc
n − λEc

n

5.8 Ground Surface Temperature

This can be either the top soil surface, or, as mentioned before, the top snow surface when

snow layers are present. For convenience, the bare soil casewill be shown here. The continuous

equation is

Cg
dTg

dt
= Rground −Hg − λEg −G (5.58)
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The sensible heat component of the flux can be represented as

Hg =
ρcp
rd

(Tg − Ta) (5.59)

As was the case with vegetation, the latent flux from the ground surface has two components:

evaporation from within the top soil layer, and evaporationof surface interception storage (puddles).

We can express the latent flux as

λEg =
ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)

(e∗(Tg) − ea) (5.60)

Ground heat flux (G) in (5.58) merely represents flux between the surface layer and the layer

below. SiB3 has adopted the CLM numerical scheme for soil heat flux, and it will not be described

in detail in this document. Briefly, the heat flux across ain interior soil layer interface is

Fj = λ(zh,j)
Tj+1 − Tj

zj+1 − zj
(5.61)

where

Fj = heat flux from layerj to layerj + 1

λ(zh,j) = thermal conductivity at layer interface

zj+1, zj = node depths of layersn+ 1, n

Radiation is broken into components in a manner consistent with what was done for veg-

etation. The amount of atmospheric radiation (shortwave and longwave) that is absorbed by the

surface is a function of(1 − fac1), wherefac1 is the fraction of closure of the canopy. Additional

longwave components are downwelling longwave from the vegetation intercepted by the surface,

and upwelling longwave from the surface itself. We can express the net radiation of the surface as
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Rground = Ratmospheric + LWveg − LWground (5.62)

where

LWveg = fac1(4εIRσSBTc
3(Tc

n+1 − Tc
n)) (5.63)

and

LWground = (4εIRσSBTg
3(Tg

n+1 − Tg
n)) (5.64)

We can now discretize the soil surface temperature equationas

Cg

∆t
(T n+1

g − T n
g ) +

ρcp
rd

(T n+1
g − T n+1

a ) +
ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 −wg)

rsoil

)

(e∗(T n+1
g ) − en+1

a )

+ (4εIRσSBTg
3(Tg

n+1 − Tg
n)) − fac1(4εIRσSBTc

3(Tc
n+1 − Tc

n))

+
λ(zh,j)

zj+1 − zj
(T n+1

soil2 − T n+1
g ) = Ratmospheric (5.65)

To gather terms into the ’delta’ form used in the previous prognostic equations, we will

subtract latent and sensible heat flux at timestepn (Hn
g , λE

n
g ) from both sides and expande∗(T n+1

g ).

Additionally, the ground heat flux term from timestepn (Gn)

Gn =
λ(zh,j)

zj+1 − zj
(T n

soil2 − T n
g ) (5.66)

must be added to both sides, and rearranged to obtain

− (T n+1
a − T n

a )
ρcp
rd

− (en+1
a − ena)

(ρcp
γ

(wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)

)

− (Tc
n+1 − Tc

n)4εIRσSBTc
3fac1

+ (T n+1
g − T n

g )
(Cg

∆t
+
ρcp
rd

+ 4εIRσSBTg
3 +

de∗(Tg)

dTg

(ρcp
γ

(
wg

rd
+

(1 − wg)

rsoil

)
)

+
λ(zh,j)

zj+1 − zj

)

= Ratmospheric −Hn
g − λEn

g +Gn (5.67)
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So the matrix terms forTg are

1. Tm = 0

2. em = 0

3. Ta = −
ρcp

rd

4. ea = −
ρcp

γ

(

wg
rd

+ (1−wg)
rsoil

)

5. Tc = −4εIRσSBTc
3fac1

6. Tg =
Cg

∆t
+

ρcp

rd
+ 4εIRσSBTg

3 +
de∗(Tg)

dTg

(ρcp

γ
(wg

rd
+ (1−wg)

rsoil
)
)

+
λ(zh,j)

zj+1−zj

7. T2 =
λ(zh,j)

zj+1−zj

8 − 15. Ti = 0

FTg = Ratmospheric −Hn
g − λEn

g +Gn

5.9 Internal Soil Layers

As previously mentioned, SiB3 follows CLM in its treatment of soil and snow. Therefore,

the numerical method won’t be examined in detail here. This applies to both soil temperature and

soil moisture.

5.10 Matrix Solution

This gives the general impression of how the development of the timestep matrix progresses.

We’ve shown the development of the prognostic variablesTa andea, Tc, soil surface temperature

Tg, and deep soil temperatures(Tsoil). Reference level temperature and water vapor mixing ratio

(Tm, em), will have matrix coefficients of 1.0 when the model is run in ’offline’ mode, that is

when meteorogical data is used to force the SiB code. When coupled to an atmospheric model, the

coefficients will be different. We are currently working with this coupling, as it has changed with

the incorporation of the prognostic canopy airspace.
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Soil moisture is treated in its own matrix, and is not solved in the main matrix with the

other prognostic variables. This separation is intentional, and is done to simplify the calculation(s).

Precipitation is added to the SiB3 vegetation following thetimestepping of the canopy prognostic

variables, interception/throughfall is calculated, and the soil moisture is timestepped following the

determination of amount of precipitation intercepted by the ground. While it may be possible to

incorporate the precipitation and soil moisture calculations into the ’main’ solution matrix, there

are a number of complicating factors that make separation desirable, including

• Calculation of interception store amount on vegetation andsurface. The energy budget

takes the presence of interception storage (water on leaves, puddles on ground) into ac-

count, but restricting partition of sensible/latent heat by available depth of storage is not

done until after most prognostic variables have been updated in the ’main’ matrix. This

calculation would become significantly more complex if it were subsumed into the main

timestepping matrix along with precipitation interception.

• Water liquid and ice amounts are treated explicitly in SiB3 soil and snow layers. Currently,

we calculate phase change after temperatures have been timestepped. Calculating solid and

liquid amount, their temperatures, and phase change collectively would be a prodigious task

indeed. The process is simplified signifcantly by breaking the calculations into sequential

parts.

The augmented matrix for solving the SiB prognostic variables is shown below. We’ve cho-

sen the simple (no snow) case for illustration; The number ofrows and columns will increase by 1

to 5 (based on number of layers) when snow is present.
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Tm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 em 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tm 0 Ta 0 Tc Tg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FTa

0 em 0 ea Tc Tg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fea

0 0 Ta ea Tc Tg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FTc

0 0 Ta ea Tc Tg Ts01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FTg

0 0 0 0 0 Tg Ts02 Ts03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FTs02

0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts02 Ts03 Ts04 0 0 0 0 0 0 FTs03

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts03 Ts04 Ts05 0 0 0 0 0 FTs04

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts04 Ts05 Ts06 0 0 0 0 FTs05

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts05 Ts06 Ts07 0 0 0 FTs06

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts06 Ts07 Ts08 0 0 FTs07

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts07 Ts08 Ts09 0 FTs08

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts08 Ts09 Ts10 FTs09

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ts09 Ts10 FTs10







































































































This matrix is currently solved using a freely available software package routine (LAPACK,

subroutine dgesv) by LU decomposition with partial pivoting and row exchanges. The solution of

this matrix comprises a significant share of SiB3 computing time, so development of more efficient

matrix solving techniques is a priority. We have indications that this is an area where efficiency can

be increased significantly.

5.11 SiB3 Order of Operations

The following list shows the sequence of operations used in SiB3. This is a rough sketch, not

an exhaustive listing. The calculations and their order are:

(1) Albedos via two-stream approximation. Follows Sellerset al (1985), appendix A.

(2) Absorption of radiation by surface.
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(3) Total radiative balance of canopy, ground and snow.

(4) Initialize model state: includes

• heat capacity and thermal conductivity for canopy and soil/snow

• wetness fractions of leaf and ground surface

• saturation vapor pressures and derivatives of vegetation and ground surface

• soil moisture stress

• soil evaporation resistance

(5) Resistances;

• aerodynamic

• soil-to-CAS

• leaf surface-to-CAS

(6) Determine respiration; follows Denninget al (1996)

(7) Canopy conductance and photosynthesis

(8) Partial derivatives of longwave fluxes

(9) Partial derivatives and matrix components of vapor fluxes

(10) Partial derivatives and matrix componenst of sensibleheat fluxes

(11) solve main prognostic variable solution matrix

(12) adjust interception stores and energy fluxes

(13) distribute transpiration load among root profile

(14) phase change in soil/snow layers

(15) add precipitation to canopy; determine interception/throughfall
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(16) precipitation to surface; infiltration into snow/soil

(17) soil moisture solution matrix; setup and solution

(18) runoff; overland and subsurface

(19) snow layer compaction

(20) snow layer combination/subdivision

(21) check energy/moisture balance

Soil and snow follow CLM, while the photosynthesis follows the traditional SiB method-

ology with a multiple-physiology (multi-phys) capabilitybuilt in. Multi-phys allows for multiple

physiological types (usually C3/C4, but other capabilities exist) to coexist on the same soil column,

and to exchange carbon with the same canopy air. This is important for isotopic calculations.

5.12 List of Symbols

5.12.1 Prognostic Variables

Tm = reference level temperature

em = reference level water vapor pressure

Ta = CAS temperature

ea = CAS water vapor pressure

Tc = leaf (vegetation) temperature

Tg = ground surface temperature

Tsoili = soil temperature, subsurface layers

5.12.2 Energy Fluxes

Hc = Canopy-CAS sensible heat flux

Hm = CAS-boundary layer sensible heat flux
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Hg = ground-CAS sensible heat flux

Hs = snow-CAS sensible heat flux

λEc = vegetation-to-CAS water vapor flux

λEg = ground-to-CAS water vapor flux

λEs = snow-to-CAS water vapor flux

λEm = CAS-to-reference level water vapor flux

5.12.3 Resistance

ra = CAS-to-reference level resistance

rb = leaf surface-to-CAS resistance

rd = ground-to-CAS resistance

rstomatal = stomatal resistance

rcanopy =total canopy resistance (rb + rstomatal)

5.12.4 Radiation

Ratmospheric = absorbed atmospheric radiation

Rveg = net radiation absorbed by vegetation

Rground = net radiation absorbed by ground

I =emitted radiation

εIR = infrared emissivity

σSB = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

fac1 = canopy closure fraction
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5.12.5 Miscellaneous

Ca = CAS heat capacity

Cc = vegetation heat capacity

Cg = ground heat capacity

ρ = air density

∆z = Canopy Air Space thickness in meters

γ = psychrometric constant

cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure

wc = wet fraction of the canopy

wg = wet fraction of the ground
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